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PREFACE

This study is an extension of an involvement with film

and video works which began in my high school days. The

making and projecting of football coaching films planted the

seeds for professionally producing films, studying films,

and teaching film production. The coaching films also

planted the seeds of the notion that moving image documents

need not be used only in a passive, serial manner.

In bringing together pieces from a variety of discip

lines and schools of thought, I have doubtless overlooked or

ignored points of concern to some. I hope that in estab

lishing a framework for the more book-like use of moving

image documents, this study will be seen as serving a common

concern.

I am most grateful to Patrick Wilson, Theodora Hodges,

Bertrand Augst, and Mary Kay Duggan for their inspiration

and guidance in this research, as well as to Mary O'Connor

for her partnership in the undertaking.
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INTRODUCTION

Physical and intellectual access to moving image docu

ments is insufficient, often insignificant; at the level of

the indivjdual user. Existing access tools suffer from a

lack of recognition of the differences between linguistic

text communication and image communication. Browsing and

relevance judgements are made difficult by the physical

realities of film and video documents one cannot flip

through them - and by the habits of serial and passive view

ing.

Current tools and practices favor the retrieval of

documents which respond to needs which can be clearly arti

culated - this includes known item requests - and can be fit

into the retrieval system vocabulary. For those needs which

cannot be so clearly articulated there is often access to

the print document collection together with some sort of

browsing strategy. There is also access to individual texts

for sampling and skimming. Access to moving image documents

is seldom analogous.

This study aims at fashioning a mod81 for a moving

image d6cument surrogate to facilitate user selection of the

most appropriate film/video work for a particula~ use. The

impetus for conducting an inquiry into access to film and

video works lies in the differences between these documents

and the print linguistic documents which have formed the
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bulk of document collections and around which most pro

cedures for access have been developed. Images bear a dif

ferent relationship to objects and events than do words, and

the manner in which moving image documents communicate

differs from the way strings of words commmunicate. Also,

the physical nature of moving image documents raises diffi

culties; as Harrison notes: "little is to be gleaned from

handling the documents ll
• <1> The moving image document is

difficult to "flip through" and to give consideration analo

gous to that given to a book or journal being considered for

relevance.Though index terms may be one method for parti

tioning a document collection, this study does not address

problems of indexing iconographic materials. The function

of the proposed surrogate is to provide a user with a means

of individual inspection of moving image documents. The

surrogates for moving image documents are proposed as a

means of providing the user with sufficient objective dis

tance from these documents to bring to them the habits of

scrutiny characteristic of the selection and critical use of

print linguistic works.

The model of a surrogate for access to moving image

documents established by this research is part of a system

relating a user, objects and events, makers of film and

video works, document production procedures, moving image

documents, and a set of records representing the documents.

The record of a document contains data about the document,

the other elements of the system provide explanation of
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which data are chosen and how they function to facilitate a

user's document seeking. The needs brought by a user to a

system, the conventions of image representation, the

requirements and conventions of the document producer all

come to bear on the data in the record. The manner of for-

matting the data is determined not only by the needs and

habits of a user, but also by the fact that a moving image

document may be made up of several separate strings of data

intended to work as a single entity. The record is likely,

at least in part, to be fashioned in a medium different from

that of the document.

In order to fashion a surrogate, examination is made of

the characteristics of moving image documents, the produc-

tion and use of these documents, the current retrieval

situation for these documents, and factors which might make

one document on a topic more suitable than another for a
f;

particular user.

Section One examines common physical characteristics of

moving image documents, common units which may be manipu-

lated in order to generate meaning, and some effects of

these characteristics and units on meaning. Some of the

differences between image and print communication which have

been proposed are examined together with aspects of produc-

tion and individual document use. Graphical representations

of the relationships between documents, tbeir makers, and

their users are introduced. Particular attention is given to
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the notions of I1relevance", "browsing", and "surrogate ll •

Section Two presents the results of examinations of

current access tools, as well as the results of a question

naire given to viewers of a test film. The inability of the

access tools to act as rich surrogates for moving image

documents or to indicate attributes other than topic which

might be important in a rich surrogate is demonstrated. A

means of determining what sorts of data about documents

might be useful is presented by the test film method and

the responses to the film. These also provide evidence of

the variety of cognitive styles brought to a moving image

text.

Section Three examines issues of representing and

describing texts which are likely to be made up of several

concurrent strings of sequential phenomena, and which are

intended to be ephemeral. The working procedures of moving

image producers are seen as offering both the means of

describing a document and a means of conceptualizing a

user's relationship to a moving image text.

MOVING IMAGE DOCUHENTS

Jhysical Characteristics

The inadequacy of systems

materials in the retrieval of

designed for linguistic

moving image documents is
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suggested by an examination of the physical characteristics

of the documents and by a sketch of the ways in which

linguistic communication and image communication differ.

The documents under consideration have been termed mov

ing image documents in order to separate them from the

larger class usually termed audiovisual materials. Moving

image documents (MIDs) have as a significant component a

collection of images which are inscribed chemically or elec

tronically onto a substrate and which function in sequence

over a prescribed time. This separates them from audio

discs and cassettes, from a collection of paintings or still

photographs, from collections of realia, and from print

works about film and television.

Moving image documents are generally considered works

produced for presentation on motion picture film, on video

tape, or on video disc. While there are some differences

between the manner in which an image is reproduced on film

and that in which an image is reproduced on tape, these do

not often substantially change the perception of the image.

Calvin Pryluck argues for this position pointing out that

there are different viewing circumstances, differences in

image size and resolution, and differences in constraints on

length; yet noting that "there are reasons to suggest that

they constitute different applications of the same sign sys

tem." <2> Anton vlilson catalogs and explains the ':mystical,

as well as technical, elements" which add up to the "complex
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answer" to the question: "Exactly what is it that makes film

look different from tape on television?" These include:

"anti-lag" (what happens in one frame <;>f' film cannot affect

any subsequent frames - not so in video), "anti-blooming"

(cumulative effects of over-exposure), and "low contrast"

(film has luminance ration of 120:1 - video has ratio of 25

or 30:1). <3> Zettl, while noting some differences between

film and television, says:

we work with these basic existential media fac
tors: (1) light, (2) two-dimensional screen space,
(3) three-dimensional screen space, (4) time and
motion, and (5) sound. <4>

As technological advances bring film and video reproduction

characteristics closer together, the significant differences

may be seen as the viewing circumstances. Typically film

materials have been projected large in a darkened theater,

hall, basement or parking lot (drive-in theaters); and video

materials have been presented on a small screen in a room

which may be either light or dark and which is likely to be

a setting for other daily life activities (even simultaneous

with viewing). However, there is little inherent in the

substrates and recording devices which necessitates these

distinctions. It is not necessary to distinguish a model for

a surrogate for a video presentation from a model for a sur-

rogate for a film presentation since the "media factors" are

similar and viewing circumstances do not change the docu-

ment.

Bretz offers a useful starting point for just what
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sorts of documents might be considered moving image docu

ments. <5> Distinguishing a medium from a nonmedium by its

being "capable of communicating messages that are complete

within themselves" and assuming that "a separate medium...

utilizes a different combination of the five ways of

representing information - sound, picture, line graphics,

print, motion" he presents:

Class 1 : Audio-Motion-Visual Media

Class 2: Audio-StilI-Visual Media

Class 3 : Audio-Semimotion Media

Class 4: Motion-Visual Media

Class 5 : Still-Visual Media

Class 6: Audio Media

Class 7: Print Media <6>

The recording media (as differentiated from the use) in

classes 1 and 4 are those most likely to be considered mov

ing image documents. They include: sound motion picture

film, video tape, filmed television recording, holographic

recording (all class 1), and silent motion picture film. It

should be noted that within each of these medium designa

tions there may be a number of variations such as size,

color or monochrome, etc. It should also be noted that video

tape may be silent and thus be included in Class 4.

Slide collections and print texts which happen to bp.

stored on video disc or video tape, or on film will not be

considered MIDs just because they are on the medium and
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played back by the machi~ery associated with MIDs. <7> Video

or film recordings of flip books and motion slide programs

will be considered MIDs. The flip book, though on a medium

not generally associated with MIDs and not necessarily pho

tographically inscribed, does meet the major criteria;

indeed, these were the basis of some of the earliest commer

cial moving picture devices.

As Bretz himself predicted, new media have been

developed. Principle among these at this time are the vari

ous video disc technologies. There are also to be considered

the possibilities for linking various media made possible by

micro-computer technology. It might be argued that some of

these combinations amount to distinct media.

Individual works authored in one medium may include

portions prepared in another medium. <8> Film works may be

transferred to tape or disc and video works may be

transferred to film; yet, while there are some changes of

image quality likely to occur, these transfers will not be

considered distinct media.

For the purposes of this study some works produced in

the media of class8s 2 and 5 would be considered moving

image documents. An important border-line case is that of

the slide or filmstrip controlled by an audio tape or the

output of a micro-computer. In the instance of the single

set of images on the single viewing/projection apparatus the

work's control of the temporal element brings the work to
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the threshhold of the MIDs. Although the mechanics of most

such media make it unlikely that the image produced will be

perceived as moving, the work produced within them is not

(so easily) "flipped through".

Works which are intended to be displayed on multiple

projectors in some instances can display two or more images

to the viewer. The simple necessity of shifting attention to

different portions of the visual field begins to simulate

(make use of many of the same processes; perhaps in some

sense be the same as - in part) motion, especially when the

images are changed asynchronously.

It is also possible for multiple projection works to

achieve a moving image. When multiple projectors display in

the same image space slightly varying images in rapid

sequence, they duplicate the workings of a motion picture

film projector with similar results.

It is not worth further belaboring this discussion of

the media of MIDs, as new media will doubtless soon be

awaiting consideration (classification) - computer graphics

animation, whether transferred to film/tape or simply run on

CRT screens is an example. Examination of almost any

current issue of the professional motion picture and televi

sion journals reveals new advances in technology, new

technologies/media, and new interfacing between existing

technologies. <9>
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Form Constraints On Access

In many cases access to moving image documents is restricted

because of their fragile nature. Even in those situations

where access is allowed, playback machinery is required.

While some editors are capable of examining a series of

still frames and decoding some sense of the motion - indeed,

this was the standard practice in early editing and it is

still practiced by some experimental filmmakers - this could

scarcely be considered an acceptble gleaning practice for

general users. Not only is there the difficulty of decoding

the sense of motion, but there is also the element of sound.

When the medium is video rather than film, one is faced with

a substrate coated with oxide particles or pitted titanium

whose relationship to objects and events is one that cannot

be deciphered by the unaided human perceptual system. The

viewer must view the work in its entirety or make unguided

samplings.

Users can move from one portion to another in most MID

media at high speed, either with the image blanked during

very high speed or with the image remaining in view at con

siderably slower speeds. Disc technology allows for random

access at extremely high speeds. Consideration of the lack

of convention regarding location of title and credits in

film and video productions hints at the problem of unguided

sampling or sampling conducted without contextual informa

tion. Yee suggests that "haphazard II attr-ibutions of
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authorship and their unregulated placement (if any) call

into question the reliance on the notion of title page as

"prominent identification tag", as well as the notion of

seeking and citing moving image documents primarily by

author. <10>

Consideration of the notions of transmission, channel,

and noise bring up what Robertson has termed technological

censorship <11> and what Small <12> has pointed to as an

"essential difference" between moving image documents and

print literature. Playback of a film or video work on inade

quate equipment (such as an inproperly threaded or dirty

projector) or under improper conditions (such as a class~oom

with no window shades for a film or a room with a large

number of people viewing only one small monitor for tape)

can severely limit the portion of the encoded information

which reaches a viewer; thereby potentially constituting a

case of censorship, and at least interfering with a user's

reading. Moving image text replication processes introduce

several possibilities for image degradation (e.g. contrast

and grain increase with each generation of a film work) and

any individual print may suffer degradation (eg: color fad

ing, scratching, oxide loss, physical decomposition). Green-

field and Haller in their investigation of the preservation

of independently produced video works noted:

common threads emerged ... 1) early format tapes are
endangered by the physical decay of the tape
materials and the breakdown and obsolescence of
the video tape recorders on which they were made;
2)tapes made now seem to be equally threatened by
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incompatible formats and decay; 3) recognition of
the gravity of these problems is lacking ... <13>

Shepard provides an interesting accou~t of the problems

for users caused by

all the things that happen to films as they pass
from the hands of their originators, as they age,
as they are revised for different markets, and as
they cross cultural barriers. <14>

He notes the importance of an understanding of the technical

aspects of documents and their production to avoid misin

terpretations, some of which are of the sort caused by water

stains and insects on medieval manuscripts. While videodisc

technology holds great promise for preservation, the present

situation of works even a few years old is not unlike that

of texts duplicated in manuscript. Shepard recounts the

difficulties of reconstructing an authoritative version of

Nanook of the North by Flaherty. In 1975 this was the most

used documentary in college film courses according to a sur-

vey by Mastroianni, <15> yet several different silent ver-

sions existed and a sound version with scenes different from

any of the silent editions had been released; even the text

put together by Shepard contained what he termed "embellish

ments" which altered the text. Thus, physical aspects of

the moving image document (i.e. factors ranging from print

generation and degeneration to playback conditions) can

impose constraints, which are not commonly present in the

reading of print texts, and actually inhibit viewing of the

work as intended by the maker.
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Documents For Which Surrogates Are Proposed

The documents for which the proposed surrogate is

intended are not necessarily of one sort, but would all be

classified "non-fiction", or "actuality", or "educational",

or "documentary", rather than "fiction" or "narrative

feature". Such distinctions tend to gloss over the variety

of manipulations applied to materials by documentalists,

whether the "classic" styles of Lorentz and Van Dyke or the

seemingly unworked presentations of the cin~ma v~rit~ pro

ducers. Perhaps whatever distinction it may ~eem necessary

to make can be found in the desire, to one degree or

another, to "eschew fi ctive constructs (indeed, often

eschew[s] narrative characterization, and plot ... )". <16>

One way in which "documentaries" typically differ from

"features" is length - they are shorter. In some instances

this can be related to the large sums of money required to

bring even a modest production to a condition which makes it

viewable by more than a handful of people. Another con

straint is the restrictions on time imposed by distribution

channels, whether thirty minute slots on television, school

or the periods allotted by civic organizations, who want to

justify the set-up time but don't want to use up too much

time, or the distributor who knows that many requests will

be for works which fit into a time constraint.

One effect of this time constraint is that producers
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are frequently in the position of fitting their material to

the time rather than being able to give as full an exposi

tion as might have been desirable. It is not uncommon to

produce hundreds of hours of image and sound material,

reduce that to a work of two to ten hours fairly quickly,

then expend considerable effort attempting to do away with

pieces without destroying the intent or coherence of the

original concept - in effect, in some cases, producing an

abstract of a text that is never distributed.

This work assumes that documentaries produced under

typical time and budget constraints are not the only sort

which would be served by the proposed surrogates. One could

imagine a moving image document which presented a typical

documentary (the abstract), and also the larger segments

from which excerpts had been taken, and supporting material,

as appendices linked to segments of the original.

One can also imagine that the collection could include

unworked and partly-worked material of at least three sorts:

direct report materials such as coaching films, records of

construction, visual history interviews, ethnographic

records; home movies for local history studies; the unworked

or partially worked "outs" -material not included in a fin

ished production because of technical problems, lack of sui

tability, or time constraints on the text.

The ability to carry out analyses and syntheses on a

moving image document collection might mean the production
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of secondary film or tape documents, such as exist for the

local histories of the Dimond Library or the "American

Cowboy" component of the Library of Congress "Optical Disk

Pilot Program". This would add another sort of document to

the collection.

It is not intended that this work address directly (or

largely) the special collections of organizations such as

television stations or of users such as kineseologists who

make precise but limited use of a strictly defined sort of

image document. <17>

Thus, the imagined collection would range from unworked

reports to highly structured works. Most documents would be

of the sort commonly found in catalogs such as that of the

University of California Extension Media Center, and access

tools such as Educational Film Locator. Other structural

forms (i.e. both fiction and non-fiction works using formats

not now common) are also assumed to be accommodated by the

proposed model.

LINGUISTIC COMMUNICATION/IMAGE COMMUNICATION

What it means for something to represent objects and

events is an issue witn a long history (Plato's cave, at

least). Icon, index, symbol, sign, metaphor, metonomy, sig

nifier and signified, along with a number of other terms,
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have been used in attempting to explicate the relationship

between an object or event, a physically inscribed trace,

and an individual.

Actually, there can be seen two points in the general

cognitive processes where symbols are present- externally

generated or conventionalized symbols, and the internal sym

bolic encoding and manipulation of external stimuli. As

Frisby puts it:

neither objects nor properties of objects exist
inside our brains as such. Only brain cells are
to be found there, and it is these cells which
must be serving a symbolic descriptive function.
<18>

Frisby and Marr point out that the notion of an inter-

nal photograph or television-like neuronal array of pixels

(for "picture element" - the common term for each of the

cells of an array into which the picture may be divided) is

inadequate to "make available [information about various

aspects of the world] as a basis for decisions about our

thoughts and actions". <19> Marr points out that vision is a

complex issue,

a problem in representing information, as a compu
tation capable of deriving that representation,
and as a problem in the architect~re of a computer
capable of carrying out both things quickly and
reliably. <20>

Broadly, words are ger.eral signs connected by conven-

tion to a concept, and made more specific by syntax, whereas

pictures are specific and made general by their context (in

the moving image document this would largely be
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juxtapositio~ with other images), which acts to " ... reduce

unique attributes of an object to general attributes of a

class of objects." <21> The two sources 'Jf meaning in an

image document can be seen as the object or event recorded

and the manner and environment in which it is presented.

The variety of recording and post-prcduction elements

"emphasize or obscure some attributes of the object, thus

affecting the meaning consequent on the attributes of an

object." <22>

Inscribing And Encoding

Generally the smallest manipulable unit of the moving

image document is the frame. This is an encoding of one

individual still picture "as defined by the limits of the

camera aperture." <23> The image projected by the lens onto

the recording system is usually circular and the aperture

usually rectangular. Commo~ly, the playback apparatus aper

ture is smaller than the recording apparatus aperture. The

imposition of this painting-like or proscenium-like frame

has been noted as a societal con~traint or structuring of

the recording/ playback apparatus. <24>

The frames on motion picture film are generally visible

to the eye as common still photographs (transparencies);

indeed, they are still photographs made by the intermittent

motion of the film behind a shutter and lens. The frames
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(generally termed fields) are not visible to the unaided eye

in the video media. Regardless of the encoding method,

there are many discrete images required to represent one

second of "real time" - commonly 24 frames per second in

motion picture films and the equivalent of 30 per second in

video. This means that each minute of playback time

requires 1440 frames (motion picture) or 1800 (video).

The size of the visible motion picture image is alEo an

important consideration. The individual frame of the 16mm

motion picture film, which is the most common size in educa

tional film collections, is .404 inch X .295 inch. This is

not a very large image for examination by the unaided eye.

Each frame is a still photograph <25>, a representation

inscribed by some process which involves modulation of

waveform energy by the very objects being represented. Each

frame may be described in terms of the effects of the modu

lated light (generally) on each part of the frame (pixel);

the frame may also be described in terms of the relation

ships between the basic objects pictured. <26> The direct

link between each photograph and specific objects presents a

system of representation different from that 'between words

and objects. The direct link between a specific object and

a frame does not mean that every recording from the same

vantage point will produce a like representation. The image

size and apparent perspective and the planes of acceptable

focus may vary with lens characteristics; and the recording
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medium may affect the representation by its color reproduc-

tion characteristics, its light gathering ability and its

copying/playback characteristics.

Words and photographic images can be seen as two

regions on a spectrum of modes of symbolic description with

very little in common. Pryluck notes:

in an attempt to identify those characteristics
which are common to the sign systems [primarily
image comm~nication and language] and those which
are unique ... beyond the fact that both language
and image communication mediate experience for
recipients few common characteristics were identi
fied. The structures of language and image com
munication were found to differ in almost every
detail. <27>

Novitz and Pryluck point out that pictures are specifi-

cally related to a particular object or event, whereas a

word is general and refers "to a set of criterial attri-

butes, but says nothing of other attributes which may be

crucial to some meaning of the object." <28> By making

changes in the image coding variables one can reduce or

enhance the "unique attributes of an object" and thereby

control the degree of generalization. <29>

Metz, in a similar vein, focuses on the primary "radi-

cal differences" between words and moving image shots.

1. Shots are infinite in number, contrary to
words, but like statements, which can be formu
lated in a verbal language.
2. Shots are the creations of
unlike words (which pre-exist
similar to statements (which are
invention of the speaker).
3. The shot presents the receiver with a quantity
of undefined information, contrary to the word.
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From this viewpoint, the shot is not even
equivalent to the sentence. Rather, it is like
the complex statement of undefined length (how is
one to describe a film shot completely by means of
natural language?).
4. The shot is an actualized unit, a unit of
discourse, an assertion, unlike the word (which is
purely a lexical unit), but like a statement,
which always refers to reality. <30>

Without some contextual information it is impossible to say

what is the right verbal translation of a picture- is it a

horse in the field; the horse in the field; a/the field with

a/the horse grazing?

The use of frame (framing) as a verb (to compose a

shot ... positioning and movement of a camera ... to eliminate

action which the cameraman does not wish to be seen and to

achieve good composition) indicates one way in which moving

image documents ar8 more than a recording/transmission dev

ice. Selection, particularly selection which compresses the

light reflected from a three dimensional scene to a rec-

tangular two dimensional representation, is. a pre-processing

of external objects/events. <31> The three typical demarca

tions for the continuum of camera/subject apparent distance

are:

Long Shot - framing the entire subject together

with a substantial amount of the environment.

Medium Shot - framing a large portion, but not all

of the subject.

Close-Up - photographing only a detail of the sub-

ject.
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Demarcation of the shot will be discussed in greater detail

in Section Three.

The Illusion Of Movement

Cinema is not movement .... Cinema is a projection
of stills....you can give the illusion of move
ment, of course, but this is the special case, and
the film was invented originally for this special
case. <32>

The illusion of movement from a series of still pic-

tures has been a fundamental aspect of the MID. For a con-

siderable time persistence of vision seryed as both the

technical explanation and as the foundation for several

political/aesthetic positions. Recent investigations have

shown that persistence of vision cannot explain the illusion

of motion and have sought other explanations. <33> Douglas

Trumbull recounts the history of the 24 frames per second

rate and explains that is is not sufficient by itself to

present an adequate representation of motion, but requires

double projection of each frame. His current work involves

testing physiological responses to motion picture projec-

tions in which nothing varies except the frame rate of the

original recording. This work indicates a significant

increased physiological
but better color, better
three-dimensionality, a
and an illusion of real-

difference in response at 60 frames per second:

not only a greatly
response to the film,
sharpness, a sense of
sense of participation,
ity. <34>
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Marr and Ullman note that continuous motion and framed

motion are nearly indistinguishable and that the apparent

motion we derive from framed motion is scarcely a matter of

the visual perception system being tricked. Indeed, they

say: "we want not just to detect the change but also to

measure its extent and use this information". <35> Three

dimensional structure is recovered by measurement of an item

in the MID image at time one and its location in the image

at time two. Although the viewer doesn't perceive the MID as

fUlly three dimensional, such three dimensional information

makes the moving image document a representation substan

tially different from the still image document (with the

exception of a hologram).

People do in fact perceive motion from moving image

documents. This is one important way in which moving image

documents differ from still image documents. A second

important difference is that the still image document is

physically present - one can pick it up and examine it at

leisure. The film or tape document is really only an inter

mediate step, much like a computer program, for the repeat

able generation of a text. Light or electro-magnetic radia

tion is modulated by the encoding on the substrate, produc

ing a text which is: "unattainable, in the sense first used

by Bellour of 'introuvable', by being literally and figura

tively unquotable, everlastingly slipping through in the

instance of being identified, seized for closer scrutiny."

<36> The moving image document presents a "time-bound" text;
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what meaning is to be derived from the images must be done

by the viewer within the time set out by the maker, not with

individually controlled scrutiny of the text. <37>

The Shot

The "shot" is a unit made up of a number of frames. In

the text as viewed, a change of shot generally presents a

change of viewpoint or a change of object photographed, as

if the camera had been turned off, moved, and turned on

again. However, objects may move and the camera may move,

so that it is possible for a change of object or viewpoint

to take place without the camera being stopped. Similarily,

it is possible for the transition between two shots to be

virtually unnoticed, so that the two seem as one. For some

purposes the film or tape as recorded is acceptable or pre-

ferred; for other purposes necessity or intentions require

that pieces of the original material be shortened, rear

ranged, joined with pieces from another recording, or other-

wise manipulated. Thus, in order to discuss "shot", it must

be asked: what is meant by unit? What number of frames make

up a shot? Frames from which part of the production process

were utilized?

Considerable attention was given to the shot by those

such as Worth and Metz who attempted to apply linguistic

methods to the film communication process in search of the
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"language of film", and found both the phrase and the

linguistic model wanting. <38> Worth, in his "vidistic"

inquiry sought a fundamental unit, and

cast his vote with Eisenstein (1949), who isolated
the 'shot' as the basic element, or ' •.. the smal
lest unit of film that a filmmaker uses'. <39>

"Videme" was applied to this unit, yet there was need for a

finer distir.ction. How was one to account for the distinc-

tion between all the frames actually recorded by an activa

tion of the camera/recorder and the trimmed piece or pieces

of that original group of frames which might be included in

a worked text? Worth proposed that "cademe" be used for the

result of a single continuous activation of the camera; and

that "edeme" be used for the frames actually pu.t into a work

by the editor.

In many productions the cademe would include all of the

normally unusable material which is recorded while machinery

is coming up to speed, final checks are being made, and

identifications are being added to the shot (eg: the fami-

liar, though now a bit out-dated, slate and clapper

"scene three, take twenty two"). Date of production, person-

nel, title, film stoek, and identification tags are very

useful to the producers, but are not generally considered

important/meaningful for users. Thersfore, another notion of

the shot can be all those frames from a continuous activa-

tion of the camera except for the above mentioned production

process frames - the shot is those frames which record the
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intended activity/environment.

An editor may choose to include the entire cademe, in

which case it becomes an edeme. Generally, however, the

edeme results when it is decided that the cademe as recorded

is only partly acceptable (it is too long, something

unwanted takes place during a portion of the recording time)

or it is decided that the work's meaning would be stated

more appropriately if pieces of the single recording were

put together with pieces of other shots. Indeed, it is now

not uncommon to see portions of a single recording taken out

and the remaining portions joined together again - often

resulting in a discontinuous appearance. The edeme is then

considered that pie~e of the original sequence of images

which the 8ditor actually puts into the final work. This

leaves open the defining of the other portions of the origi

nal sequence of frames which are used in other parts of the

work, as well as those which are never put into the final

work - especially if during the original recording session

there was a change in the subject or a change in the record

ing technique (eg: pan to a different area, zoom in or out,

change focus, change camera speed) so that different por

tions of the same cademe have a very different look.

A single long edeme may be the one shot in a film or

tape work; or a single 30 second film may have 30 or more

edemes (as in many television commercials). There is no

bound on actual or relative number of frames in either a

. ".......
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cademe or edeme (the single frame edeme being uncommon, but

used). The possible compounds of static objects, static

camera, moving objects and moving camera indicate that nei-

ther is there a bound on the cor-tent of a shot. This lack

of a bounded unit similar to a word or sentence was a signi-

ficant element in the move away from the linguistic model to

describe film. <40> Worth adopted a semiotic model for film

communication and came to the feeling that:

If we accept Chomsky's definition of language, we
must be forced to conclude that film is not a
language, does not have native speakers, and does
not have units to which the same taxonomy of com
mon significance can be applied as it can to ver
bal language. <41>

Two Or More Shots Put Together

There is no grammar of image communication. <42> While

some images may contain elements which give clues as to

their function, there are not prescribed syntactical image

relationships or directional/connective elements. This is

not to say that there are not commonly occurring relation-

ships or modes of depiction with high probablility of

achieving a desired result in an audience.

Rosenblum makes the statement:

In its simplest aspect cutting [film editing] is
about juxtapositions. <43>

The meaning of two or more shots put together can be quite
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different from that of the iadividual shots (the "third"

effect); viewer perception of the same shot can be quite

different when it is put together with different shots

(Kuleshov effect); timing and ordering of shots can effect

perceived meaning. For Worth "sequence ll

is a deliberately employed series used for the
purpose of giving meaning rather than order to
more than one image-event and having the property
of conveying meaning through the sequence itself
as well as through the elements in the sequence.
<44>

Pryluck, Teddlie, and Sands used an "image··based" and

non-verbal procedure to examine the "construction of meaning

from sequenced images" and concluded:

The evidence is clear that the production vari
ables (order and time) and the event variable (set
ambiguity) affect the interpretation of a set of
images. Equally clear is the evidence that these
are interacting variables. We are dealing with a
complex, dynamic phenomenon that will not be sim
ply explained. <45>

Within the "scene" the action is continuously

developed, whether depicted in one shot or many; within the

"sequence" the action is discontinuous, with different shots

providing commentary or action related in some fa.shion.

Metz, finding as did Worth, that sequencing is the "fulcrum"

upon which to support "analysis of filmic communication"

<46>, provides a more rigorous system for defining groups of

shots. This system of "syntagmatic categories" is a logical

system of the relationships between shots in narrative

films, which distinguishes first between autonomous and

related shots, then between chronological and achronological
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groupings of shots (syntagmas), and then describes the tem

poral relationships of the syntagmas. <47>

In most cases at this time moving image documents are

not comprised solely of photographic images - sound is an

important, often integral element of MIDs. It is important

to realize that the sounds in th~ completed work may not be

the (and/or the only) sounds made by or nearby the subjects

during the recording process. Music and narration are likely

to be recorded long before or long after the image is

recorded. Sounds recorded simultaneously with the picture

may be altered (eg: frequencies changed, small increments

cut cut, small increments re-arranged, playback speed

changed). Sounds not recorded synchronously may be aligned

so as to seem synchronous. The recording equipment may

determine not only the frequency range recorded, but also

what sounds within a scene are emphasized or even recorded

at all, by virtue of their placement and angles of recep

tion.

Juxtaposition refers not only to the horizontal juxta

position of images, but also to the vertical juxtaposition

of images with sounds. It refers, as welL, to the vertical

juxtapositions between different elements of the sound (eg:

narration, effects, music, lip-synchronized dialog, voice

over dialog, etc.) and a variety of combinations of horizon

tal and vertical components.
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"\'lindow On Reali tyll

Depiction is a complex set of relationships among an

object or set of objects, an author, an author's estimation

of an audience, and technical apparatus, ranging from simple

long-take recording as for sports coaching purposes to

multi-camera recordings with a great deal of manipulation of

the image in the editing phase. Also included in depiction

are considerations of the degree to which the presence of

the production apparatuE will be acknowledged - it is not

uncommon to cut out images in which people look at the cam

era or otherwise react with the production crew; as well as

the way in which the audience is to be

acknowledged/addressed. All of these manipulations of the

recording variables comprise the depiction codes used by the

MID maker.

Not all combinations of encoding practices will be

decoded easily. Novitz notes that there is nothing that says

a receiver should not have to work at decoding a message.

The majority of users accustomed to moving image documents

will accept a wide variety of practices as objective record

ings exact representations. Mesoaris in his "Film

Audience's Awareness of the Production Process" reports on

the results of an experiment designed to determine "what

kind of interpretative frame of mind viewers typically bring

to movies":
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that the tendency to treat movie content as though
it were a slice of reality is very strong ... even
in the presence of radical violations of conven
tional narrative technique, surprisingly large
numbers of viewers cling to a view of the film
screen as a mere 'window on reality'. <48>

The "radical violations" were made only in the realm of

juxtapositions of images. Even so, this gives an indication

of the importance of making explicit in a surrogate the

manipulations which have gone into the production of works

in a general collection. This is not to say that all

viewers will interpret the same document the same way. <49>

The Roper organization's Public Perceptions of ~elevi

sion and Other Mass Media notes that television news cOver-

age has about twice the credibility that newspaper reportage

has. Yet Baggeley points out the different interpretations

which can be generated by manipulation of depiction codes

such as the framing of the anchor person or reporter, mode

of addressing the audience, story placement within whole

program, camera angle, etc. Also, Kepplinger did a content

analysis of political campaign coverage by camera operators

and found that while the verbal content of the reports had

complied with the fairness doctrine, "with the aid of opti-

cal means, the television journalists presented - deli

berately or unconsciously - the two candidates a3 they actu

ally saw them." They had used "optical commentaryll to

express their political opinions. The content analysis was

based on Il s tatements of cameramen as to the means of shoot-

ing technique to present a politician as positively as
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possible". <50>

USERS AND AUTHORS

William Arrowsmith has written of film:

Its technical possibilities are, of course,
staggering, but they would be of almost no signi
ficance unless the audience could accept them
easily and naturally within the context of conven
tions that audiences feel at home with. <51>

A moving image document is a worked piece, not simply a

"window on reality". Objects, particularly objects within

time (events), may be recorded for various purposes by per

sons with various cognitive styles and technical abilities

with an apparatus with various degrees of sophistication.

The results of such activities may be attended for various

reasons by persons with various cognitive styles and various

degrees of interpretive sophistication. At a simple level

the document situation consists of an object-event, all

author who represents the object-event, the representation,

and a user who decodes the representation. The characteris-

tics of the author and user and the relationships of the

author and user to one another, to the text, and to the

object-event warrant consideration in order to situate the

proposed surrogate and to begin to describe it.

The user is here taken to be an individual viewer with

a potentially broad range of purposes and viewing situa-
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tions, from the solitary abandonment of daily life in the

fiction feature to the seeking of material to bridge a gap

in the internal knowledge map with an individually con

trolled playback device. The author is here taken to be IIhe

who gives rise to or causes an action, event, circumstance,

state, or condition of things ll
, as in the Oxford English

Dictionary;. or, in the_similarly general terms of the Latin

lI auc tor - he that brings about the existence of any object,

or promotes the increase or prosperity of it, whether he

first originated it, or by his efforts gives greater per

manence or continuance to it ll
, as in Harpers' Latin Diction

ary. The notion of authorship is a complex one; by using

the general term it may be possible to accommodate "widely

differing, even consciously oppositional practices. 1I <52>

Thus, the individual making a record of a simple event, the

large crew under the direction of one person, and the pro

duction collective which eschews individual interpretation

may all be termed author. R8gardless of the degree to which

an author defines a stance with regard to conventions and

audience, the author does in some way account for the coming

into existence of the document.

The author of a text and the user can each be seen as

lI a part of the world [which] develops a model of the whole

in which it represents itself as differing from the world. 1I

<53> Each can be seen as performing cognitive mapping within

the constraints of four variables: the spatial environment

itself, the informaticn stimulus set, the intervening
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cognitive processes, and the group and individual differ

ences in the operation of these processes. <54> A signifi

cant component in ·the operation of these processes is the

notion that vision enables us to act with regard to our

environment. <55>

Perception is seen as Ita process that occurs because of

the presence of an object"; while the more general term

"cognition" (includes perception) is a process which

operates "in a spatial context when the spaces of interest

are so extensive that they cannot be percei\ ~~ or

apprehended either at once or in a series of brief glances."

<56> It is here that external symbolic activity occurs, for

it allows for trans-spatial and trans-temporal presentation/

input of information. That is, an individual need not be in

direct visual contact with an object or event; a record

created by another person may serve many functions of direct

contact. The temporal element may be seen not only in terms

of a document from another era, but also as a way of think

ing about pre-processing of information. By varying degrees

and in varying fashions, documents pre-process stimuli by

presenting or linking attributes and concepts so that novel

situations of objects and events need not seem chaotic or

require reconsideration of each component anew.

An author and a user may live within the same cultural

group at the same time and both be in close proximity to the

object-event space which is the chosen subject. The author
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may have lived at a different time, gone to a place where

the user had not, or experienced the same object-event in a

different capacity or as a member of a different culture.

The physical laws governing the object-event space and the

energy forms subject to perc8ption are similar for both,

though training and brain chemistry may account for differ

ences in acuity. Also, each has similar

perception/representation mechanisms, but training may

affect the mode of representation. That training is likely

to be a combination of exposure to a culture's symbology and

individual experience within the object-event space.

The generation of an image text requires the author to

use means of representation which will be understood by the

intended users, while still allowing for that difference in

representation which necessitates/inspires the making of a

text. Novitz uses "umbrella convention" for "procedures

arrived at by interdependent decision for depicting an inde

finite number of visible objects". <57> Wide acceptance of

a procedure casts it as a convention. Using Lewis's defini

tion of a coordination problem - "~i~uation of interdepen

dent decision by two or more agents in which coincidence of

interest predominates and in which there are two or more

proper coordination equilibria", <58> Novitz points up the

importance of the user's share of "beliefs and skills which

the viewing audience must possess in order to recognize that

an arrangement of marks constitutes a picture ... " <59>
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-figure 1!-

As represented in figure 1A, the utility/acceptability

of a text is dependent on a complex interaction of shared

and idiosyncratic experience of the world and shared and

idiosyncratic means of representation. Presumably, a com-
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petent author applies to a topic those means which will

express an intended view to an intended audience. That an

author may intend to "motivate, articulate, educate, [or]

felicitate" <60> means that the text preprocesses, rather

than simply provides remote unmediated sensing. Of course,

an individual user may not be a member of the group the

author had in mind; then the ~uestion of user ability to

make a proper (O~ useful) reading arises. The formation of a

collection of documents can present the individual user with

a variety of combinations of authorial cognitive views and

authorial conventions for representation. <61> The ~uality

of the vicarious information <62> provided to a user by a

text is likely to be determined, in part, by a user's abil

ity to make use of any particular combination. <63>

AUTHORS

What an author presents to a user is not a slice of

reality with a frame around it. Neither the objects them

selves nor their physical qualities are put inside a viewers

head. Nor are the documents isomorphic with the objects and

events which they have recorded; regardless of their fidel

ity of reproduction of some characteristics of a scene

"there are significant divergences between the image the

camera makes of reality and that which the eye sees". <64>

The author's presentation is tightly bound to machinery,
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whether a particular author finds the calliera an objective

replicator which is capable of presenting an audience with

an image with "no narrative or authorial intervention on the

part of the picture maker" <65> or makes full use of the

"peculiari ties of the 'machine-eye'" as a means of "deciper

ing what is visible, as well as of what is invisible, to the

unarmed eye ... overcoming space ... overcoming time ... juxta

posing and uniting any points in the universe ... slicing into

the chaos of life". <66> The author who chooses to present a

see~ing reality must work with conventions an audience will

accept and the author who chooses to present an obviously

worked piece must find the means to overcome the tendency of

audiences to interpret film and video works as windows on

reality. Any author of a moving image document should be

aware of the presence and the effect of the recording dev

ices, lest they be in the position of those anthropologists

noted by Worth who "were filmically unsophisticated [and]

assumed that filmed events could be uncritically interpreted

as "natural". <67>

The reliance on machinery can largely determine crew

size and attendant issues of authority, basic approach (e.g.

cinema-verite was virtually made possible by the introduc

tion of light-weight, easily-managed equipment), and con

cerns over money. <68> Whatever the stance of the author or

the configuration of economic situation and hardware for a

particular project or the web of conventions within which a

particular text is produced, the authorship process depends
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on the manipulation of light, sound, and time. Viewpoint,

perspective, apparent size, arrangement of light and shade,

size of image, distance from object, space-time continuum,

spatial orientation, depth perception, sound, camera mobil

ity, speed and direction of recorded motion, still images,

fades and dissolves (for demarcation), superimposition, and

focus are some of the vaI'iables and "formative means" iden-

tified by Arnheim as avaiable to the moving image author.

<69> To the recording ~rocess must be added all of the post-

production procedures which may range from simply the

cementing together of a few rolls of film straight from the

camera to complex arrangements of images and sounds to radi-

cal manipulations of the recorded images and sounds. On the

post-production process and the process of moving image

authorship Vertov notes:

Finding the most effective route for the viewer's
eye among all these interactions, attractions, and
repulsions of shots ... that is the author-editor's
chief and most difficult task. <70>

Rosenblum notes in a similar vein:

Until he gets into the cutting room the documen
tary filmmaker is mainly involved in information
gathering. His reliance on the cutting as the
chief tool for molding his work has made him an
important contributor to the development of edit
ing technique. <71>

Rosenblum also quotes Dunne:

In documentary practice a film editor is also in
effect a writer, using a Moviola [motorized edit
ing machine] instead of a typewriter. Give a good
documentary editor an idea and he will express it
for you in film: pictorial image, mood, and tempo.
His function is more creative than editorial. <72>
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USERS

Information

Linking the author and the user is the notion of infor

mation. Consideration of information is here limited to

texts "a collection of signs purposefully structured ... "

<73> intended by a human generator to alter a human

receiver's internal image. For the primary purposes of this

study the collection of signs can be further restricted to

graphic records. <74> Also, in this study, information is

taken to be "difference that makes a difference" <75>, or

"structure of any text which is capable of changing the

image structure of the recipient". <76> The mind is seen as

"an aggregate of interacting parts" <77>, and as a mapping

or modelling of the world so as to enable activity within

it. <78>

Information, then, includes the structure of texts (a

result of an author's idiosyncratic conventions of represen

tation and those shared with a user); the internal structure

or ccgnitive map of a user, especially as changed by the

text; and the contexts which affect the generation and

interpretation of the text (e.g. group influence on world

view and representation conventions of author and user;

when, chronologically, the text is used; the physical condi

tion of the text, Le. "noise" interfer~nce). Pratt here
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uses the Greek term "emmorphosis" <79> in order to distin

guish a notion of information as a relationship between the

"structure of an organism's image of itself" and the "struc-

ture of the text" <80>, from "the core assumption that

information exists independent of human action and that its

value lies in describing reality and therefore in reducing

uncertainty about reality". <81>

Conceptualizing information not as a commodity but as a

complex relationship between societal and idiosyncratic con-

ventions of sender and receiver and medium which changes an

individual's internal representations of the world argues

that:

The function of a document retrieval system cannot
be to retrieve all and only the relevant
documents ... because the system does not know which
are the relevant documents - that information sim
ply does not exist. <82>

Study of likely results of text structures on users, conven

tions shared by generators and receivers, and feedback on

sUitability of texts to querists with similar profiles may

increase the likelihood of suitability prediction; however,

as Pratt notes:

The significance of a given graphic record to a
society, or to an individual is highly
variable ..... [a querist] cannot, of course,
specify exactly the change he wishes, since if he
could, there would be no reason to inquire. <83>

Maron posits that the probability of satisfaction is a

function of a document's aboutness together with a number of

factors such as "comprehensibility, credibility, importance,
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timeliness, style, etc." <84> To these are added similar

aspects of the inquiring patron, such as "what he already

knows or believes, the problem that has motivated his search

for information, his level of education". <85> Boyce divides

relevance into topicality and elements "beyond topicality"

such as comprehensibility and novelty to individual user.

<86> Cooper suggests the possibilities for using such "non

subject clues" as the "weak document properties ..• recency,

length, format, type of publication, language of publica

tion, characteristics of publisher, number of citations, and

level of citedness and usage." <87> These are the sorts of

things one can imagine gleaning from browsing a set of books

noting reviews, publisher, size of type, illustrations,

and sampling portions of text.

Thinking of information as a process involving text

structure and an individual's cognitive structure has conse

quences for the moving image document surrogate. The pro

posed MID surrogate ought to accomodate the individuality of

users by providing several sorts of data about the text,

much as does a print linguistic text during an individual

inspection for relevance.

Structure of the MID text is likely to be an important

factor and, therefore, should be an integral component of

the surrogate, indicated at various levels (as one might

expect in print: a level of broad classification such as

journal article, poem, dissertation; levels analogous to the
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abstract, chapter headings, and close readings, for exam

ple). Further, it should not be overlooked that each user

does not bring an entirely unique cognitive map to a collec-

tion of entirely unique texts. The inclusion of the judge-

ments of others about a text may serve as useful means of

partitioning and for making a selection.

Browsing

Closely associated with a concept of information as a

change of individual internal representations of the world

and with individual relevance judgements is the concept of

browsing. Browsing has long been recognized as a search

method, yet it is still a term with a profusion of defini-

tions and consequent confusion. Svenonius suggests that:

Shelf browsing is an entrenched American tradi
tion, but an activity about which little is known.
<88>

Browsing is worthy of consideration in some depth

because many people consider it an important part of their

information retrieval process. The Intrex report suggests

that whether or not it is, it is considered so. On this

point, Green's experiment showed that "books obtained by

means of browsing were judged less useful than books

obtained by other means." <89> However, it can be pointed

out that only a very narrow definition of browsing was

implied by his experimental model. Only works taken from
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the stacks in direct response to stated queries upon entry

to the stacks were used to indicate the success of browsing.

If browsing is important, how are we to cope with browsing

moving image documents? As discussed previously, the physi

cal characteristics (principally the need for machinery to

convert series of still images to motion, and the fragile

nature of many MIDs) present constraints on personal inspec-

tion of documents. As Harrison points out:

Browsing is an essential part of education and
material should be readily accessible for this
purpose, but some materials cannot be browsed and
instead records of the content of the material
have to be provided for scanning ..• little can be
gleaned from handling the item - you cannot see
what is on magnetic tape, nor even a film until
the reel is opened and then the image is still and
too small for useful recognition. <90>

Also, from the same article:

Some non-book materials are relatively inaccessi
ble and this determines the detail needed in
cataloguing. Unlike books there are often bar
riers in the way of immediate use of the
materials ... Further, these materials often cannot
be scanned in the same way as a book. <91>

It is important to note, as does Harrison, that:

Books have indexes, content lists, introductions,
and even abstracts to help the search for informa
tion, but these rarely exist in NBM, [non book
media] and the cataloguer has to provide the
tools, making cataloguing a time-consuming task.
<92>

The Oxford English Dictionary provides a starting point

for thinking about BROWSE:

To feed on the leaves and shoots of trees and
bushes; to crop the shoots or tender parts of
rough plants for food; said of goats, deer,
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cattle. (Sometimes carelessly used for graze, but
properly implying the cropping of scanty vegeta
tion. )

It is only recently in the word's more than 400 years of use

in the English language that the now common notion of brows-

ing has been found:

1b. fi~. or transf ... 1823 Lamb Elia Ser.I
xv(1865)119 And browsed at will upon that fair and
wholesome pasturage [a good library]. (OED)

The 1965 Intrex report and Hyman's examination of the

open stacks issue, Access to Library Collections, present a

broad spectrum of what browsing is (ought to be).

Hyman's three ~rinciple categories are:

impulse browsing: a patron enters a library with

neither intention nor adversity to borrowing and

happens to see and charge out a displayed work.

associated item: a patron has in mind a particular

work and borrows (also) a "related" work.

subject-oriented study/research: a patron reads

the shelves, then tables of contents, notes, etc.

The Intrex report considers browsers to range from

those who think O.&>·
.J,. •

browsing as systematic with the purpose of discov
ering ~ertinent information not known [by the
browser J•

to those who think the:
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purpose [is] a little less concrete - that it [is]
undertaken in the hope that one's professional
view might be shaken up or stimulated to an
unforeseen insight and who at the same time,
browsed in a literature not obviously relevant and
perhaps not systematically selected.

to those who think it is:

an unprogrammed, recreational sampling of
matter done for pleasure and wonder, quite
in purpose, very personal and subjective
satisfactions ...

reading
aimless
in its

Buckland, too, offers a definition of browsing which

accommodates a wide spectrum of approaches:

a definition of browsing as informal searching
which is low on document specificity but might be
at any level of information specificit~... vague
searches for anything of interest [toJ serendipi
tous situations in which highly specific informa
tion was found in an unsystematic way. <93>

Intrex and Hyman have each attempted to distill the common

aspect of the various notions of browsing, arriving at the

notion of serendipity. Intrex uses "accidental discovery"

and Hyman uses "unpredictablilty".

What makes the Intrex report most interesting is its

isolation of a common aspect of all the browsing notions -

browser control over the level of penetration into the col-

lection. This presents an element which can be monitored,

modified, made to serve as an inter-form comparator

(paper/electronic, text/surrogate, surrogate A/surrogate B)

and be criticized.

The Intrex report recognizes browsing, at least in
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part, as "undirected activity". The Hyman work gathers a

good deal of material and opinion on the issue, then pro

poses a functional definition "subsumed in the direct shelf

approach":

Browsing is that activity ... whereby materials
arranged for use in the library are examined in
the reasonable expectation that desired or valu
able items or information might be found among
those materials as arranged on the shelves.

Morse's search theory approach to browsing is appropriate to

this definition, which is closely related to the Intrex

"systematic" notion, by no means the only notion of browsing

in the report. <94> It is even more closely related to

Hyman's "subject-oriented research" notion. <95>

By conceptualizing browsing narrowly as the examination

of "a number of items in classified sequence on either side

of a given item", Svenonius suggests abandoning the "greater

descriptive" powers of faceted and polyhierarchical classif-

ications in favor of classical enumerative schemes.

With the use of the phrase "as arranged on the shelves"

Hyman actually changes the concept from browsing to grazing.

He correctly notes that animals resort to browsing when

there is no pasture, then he truncates the spectrum of

browsing concepts when he states that what the library does

(ought to do) is graze: "to feed or supply with pasture".

Indeed, he argues for eliminating "serendipity" from brows-

ing.
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Even if one were to accept the notion that it is the

librarian that, in effect sets up the "accidental

discovery", Hyman's attendant notion that this "set up" is

accomplished by putting books of similar or neighboring sub

jects (an area of some theoretical difficulty in itself)

next to one another on shelves so that browsing is essen-

tially the act of taking a small lateral step from a planlied

starting point is not in concert with " ... and who at the

same time, browsed in a literature not obviously relevant."

PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE N D
MAPPING A 0

T C
??? U U

--------------------- R S M
1 - well articulated, I----t RETRIEVAL E U E

fits vocabulary SYSTEM R N
--------------------- 0 R T
2 - vague awareness STRUCTURED F -0

of lack, index - BROWSING & G C
vocabulary not GRAZING D

I--l A -- 0
adequate 0 T L

--------------------- C E L
3 - monitoring of the ---., PERSONAL U S E

information BROWSING M C
environment, E T
shake up personal N I
knowledge store T 0

S N

-figure 1B-

Figure 1B represents three major sets of internal
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representation which may act as motivations to approach a

document collection. Those queries which are well articu-

lated and can be easily translated into the vocabulary of an

established document retrieval system are not inhibited by

the often fragile nature of MIDs and the requirement for

playback equipment. Access to the collection is inhibited
'.

by the characteristics of moving image documents for the two

sorts of motivation which are likely to incorporate brows-

ing as a search technique. A surrogate is posited as a link

to the collection.

The fact that "the individual recognizes that the model

[of the external world] is insufficient" <96> and that there

is an inadequacy of the inputs which serve to keep it tuned,

are the central elements of this model of user approach to a

document collection. This "anomalous state of knowledge"

<97> may be of differing degrees and sorts. <98> Colin Mick

notes two sorts:

Applicational are problem oriented ... tend to be of
fixed duration, are quite specific in nature and
have clear, identifiable rewards attached to their
solution... Nutritional information needs are
more diffuse and have more abstract value. Infor
mation collected in response to nutritional infor
mation needs may be applied to a problem some time
in the future, or it may be invested to increase
general knowledge. <99>

That the individual realizes a sense of "irritation, a

striking situation" <100> and that "this presupposes that

the questioner is familiar to a certain degree with the con

text ... " <101> do not mean that the individual is neces-
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sarily able clearly to formulate a question or articulate a

need in terms that can be mapped to a system's vocabulary.

<102>

Derr distinguishes between a "question", in which some-

thing particular is asked about an object and a "request",

in which there is an asking for something or to do something

<103>; he then argues that since most retrieval systems are

set up only to respond to requests (i.e. provide a document

or citation), well formulated questions are required to

identify a user's interests clearly enough to make a system

perform well.

A well-negotiated query process mayor may not be able

to give articulation to a request. Also, it may be that "the

user may not have a question to be answered" <104>, but this

does not mean, as Derr suggests, th~t the only alternative

is that general background knowledge is being sought.

Browsing with a strategy as proposed by Morse can be

seen as a means of approaching the need which is not clearly

articulated, especially when more than one sort of document

is likely to be required to complete the picture. Browsing

to "shake up one's professional store of knowledge" can be

seen as one means of making discoveries - discoveries of

existing knowledge one had no idea of asking about <105> and

discoveries of new connections ("eureka response"). The

element of serendipity in browsing image documents may be

seen, in part, as a function of "context becom[ing]
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something supplied by the receiver" <106>, and in part from

the configuration of the internal representation system as

multiprocessor with multiple neuronal connections.

The value of a broad notion of browsing and the conse-

quent utility of a surrogate which facilitates the inspec

tion of the collection in a variety of ways is suggested in

a number of areas. Bateson and Arnheim both posit a playing

with concepts freed from the cause-effect of the external

world, as well as from the linear constraints of language.

Cadbury and Poague, in considering aesthetic experience,

posit a Il cons c iousness we have of attending to our explora-

tory behavior when we don't mean to use it and results to

guide action other than the action of continuing to explore

it". <107> Similarily, Leide refers to Koestler on

creativity, particularly the activity of' "homo ludens"

deriving a "eureka response" from the convergence of paral-

"leI thoughts on different planes. This recalls the quote

regarding "free play with concepts:' and the description of

concept building as the recurring of the same picture in

many series of "memory pictures" as desoribed by Einstein.

<108> This in turn recalls Pryluck and Arnheim on the imbed-

ding of meaning in moving image documents, in part, by the

sequencing of images "ambiguous precisely as a consequence

of their specificity". <109> <110>
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SURROGATES

Because browsing, like relevance, depends on personal

judgements derived from a number of elements of a text,

those systems which do not allow for user manipulation, sam

pling, and "control of depth penetration", can only support

browsing to the degree that its surrogates allow. Just what

is meant by "surrogate"? A dictionary defines it as "sub

stitute", "deputy", "something which stands in place of

something". This is different from "index", which "points

to". A rag-covered wire frame ca~ be a surrogate mother to

a monkey - for some functions; a picture of a loved one can

be a surrogate - for some functions; an entry in a card

catalog can be a surrogate - for some functions. A surro

gate may be seen as something which shares sufficient attri

butes with that for which it stands, so that in those situa

tions for which it is intended to be a surrogate, it would

be classified the same as its referent. <111>

For the purposes of this research, consideration of a

surrogate relationship between a particular rendition and an

author's intention, or between generations of replication of

film texts, or between renditions of a text in one medium

copied to another (e.g. film to video tape), may be put

aside because they do not satisfy the intended use ;,)f the

surrogate as a retrieval tool. One point about surrogates

which arises from rendition and replication is that a surro-
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gate need not be thought of as shorter than the original; i~

may even be longer and require more decoding. <112>

Marr uses a definition for "representation" which works

well for surrogate:

[a] formal system for making explicit certain
entities or types of information, together with a
specification of how the system does this ... <113>

He also notes that any representation involves "tradeoffs",

that is, some information is expressed and some is

suppressed. Insofar as a surrogate for a moving image docu-

ment is a translation, likely from one medium to another, it

is probable that it will suffer "losses due to the general

reduction of complexity ... [and] losses ... related more

directly to the individual media and the special properties

of their materials". <114> The major transmedial loss .prob

lem for the MID surrogete is the likely loss of the motion

component, the means of presenting all the objects-events

and depictions and their relationships to one another and to

the time line of the text.

Insofar as the document is an attempt to change a

user's world image (or provide an opportunity for a user to

bring about a change), individual repeatable access is

desirable as a means of accommodating idiosyncracies in user

style and needs, as well as critiquing the proposed change.

Baudry addresses this point:

Perhaps when the conditions of film projection
will change, through technical progresses which
promise to allow us to have access at will to
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films; it may become possible to walk leisurely,
to wander, to loaf about, stroll and loiter
delighted to explore the ordered depth of a film,
to appreciate a thousand details in a sequence
while experiencing the uni~ue character of the
whole. It seemed to me that with the possibility
of 'contemplating' a film, that the concept of
author was very likely to change ... Occasionally,
it occured to me that we still haven't learned to
watch films, that we haven't had the means at our
disposal, except for a few specialists with access
to a viewing table, and that if cinema is still a
very young art, the reading of films has barely
begun. <115>

De Mey points to the importance of the Socratic dictum

"Know thyself" within a cognitive model. <116> This raises

the issue of studiousness, <117> for the browser, the exa-

miner of a ranked output, and the person making a relevance

judgement is each an active participant only being guided by

a system. <118> For the need which cannot be met by a known

item or by a text deemed good for a specific occurrence of a

general or frequent need, some level of user engagement with

the document collection is required. This is especially the

case with the current moving image documents, since there is

no convention of citation and bibliographical references.

The rich surrogate which is proposed as a means of ena

bling relevance judgements and browsing of moving image

documents cannot be simple. No single sort of partitioning

guide will be adequate, no single term or number can be

expected to adequately characterize any given document's

likely benefit to an individual user. It must combine

several levels of complexity, which may have to be searched,

combined, ignored, and synthesized by the user. The proposed
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surrogate can be seen as a set of attributes and relations

which will, in its entirety or in subsets, support various

sets of rules for examination.
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INTRODUCTION

Having examined the moving image document communication

process, the makers of moving image documents and the users

of moving image documents, the study now turns to the

already eXisting surrogates which currently function as

links between users and document collections. A brief exam

ination of MID description by AACR2 and a brief considera

tion of film archive practice precede an examination of the

bibliographic tools providing general access to moving image

documents.

It had been assumed at first that examination of

current tools for access to MIDs might yield attributes for

inclusion in a surrogate which would support browsing and

preliminary relevance judgements of moving image documents

at a level analogous to personal inspection of print texts.

In addition, if the current tools could have been shown to

present data about most of the aspects of the image communi

cation process in sufficient detail to accommodate a variety

of user needs, there would have been no need to develop yet

another surrogate for MIDs. While these are essentially

finding tools with but brief descriptions of works, it was

felt that they might give significant attention to the mani

pulation of the recording variables (e.g. composition, edit

ing, sound, etc.) - the depiction codes - in the works they

describe. The manner in which the depiction codes could be
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descrIbed as well as the vocabulary used in these tools were

the attributes sought.

Preliminary investigation of entries (descriptions of

individual film and video works) tended to support the

assumption that depiction attributes were present, as there

was substantial reference to various sorts of photography

and editing. However, further analysis of a broader sample

did not continue to support the assumption. The reason for

this discrepancy is found in the sample contents. The prel

iminary sampling was done with sports and nature titles,

whereas the primary investigation was carried out on a wide

spectrum of topics (a random sample from the entire collec

tion represented by each tool). What seems to hold among

the entries within the examined tools is that the topic (or

the object-event recorded) is given attention, while depic

tion variables are mentioned little, if at all, and then

only in general critical terms (e.g. nice photography, mov

ing sound track). The exception to this is in those cases

where the depiction is clearly significantly different from

standard conventions, as is more often the case in sports

and nature works. These cases include, for example, the use

of very long lenses to bring an object closer than normally

possible for the unaided observer; stop-motion photography

to compress time; editing techni~ues which disrupt the time

continuum, such as jump cuts, repetitions, juxtapositions of

clearly disjoint images (this may mean disruption of common

conventions for representation of the time continuum);
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"unexpected" use of image and sound, such as the organ solo

as the only sound for the bullfight film Corrida Interdite.

In addition to the access tools, the evaluations made

by the Educational Film Library Association's "American Film

Festival" were examined. The American Film Festival is "the

most influential documentary and short film/video showcase

in the United states ... " <1> The publication, EFLA Evalua

tions, Fall/Winter 1983/84, contains entries for all the

blue and red ribbon winners of the American Film Festival,

and is widely used by librarians and other professionals to

aid in acquisition choices as well as serving as an impor

tant access tool for users of moving image documents. This

tool was examined separately because its entries are expli

citly evaluative, unlike the above tools, and because judge

ment criteria are stated within the tool. These evalua

tions, derived from personal responses to works, are often

made without the luxury of time for repeated viewings and

close scrutiny. While they are based on a stated set of

criteria which acknowledge depiction variables, these

entries, too, are primarily concerned with topic.

This is not to say that the tools are fundamentally

deficient in what they purport to do, rather, they do not

provide a list of document attributes (other than topic) or

a means of description for them, and cannot by themselves

function as surrogates which will support browsing and

relevance judgements at a number of levels of penetration
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into collection and document because they do not provide

adequate description of some of the aspects of moving image

texts to do so.

If surrogate is defined in terms of function, then

these tools can be seen as surrogates supporting a single

but significant level of use. If document use is seen as

divided into requests for a w~rk on a particular topic and

queries which cannot be articulated within the bibliographic

apparatus, then these access tools can be seen as serving

the first sort of use. Title and subject indices give

access to descriptions which give more detail about topic.

Most also give broad means for partitioning sets of docu

ments, such as grade level suitablilty. Indeed, these

access tools may be seen as serving the more refined func

tion of pointing to a "good" document on a topic; that is,

one which several experts have deemed good (or the best

available). This is clearly the case in the EFLA evalua

tions, which are condensed from the evaluations of at least

two experts in each of three areas (production, subject, and

use) for each work. The expense of acquiring films and

video works for rental and, especially, for sale, generally

means that some critical evaluation of such works is made

before they appear in collections. It is more difficult to

make a general statement about evaluation for a tool such as

the catalog from the Center for Southern Folklore, which

simply gathers information about works (rather than acquir

ing the works), or the catalog from the Corporation for
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Public Broadcasting, in which the entries are written by the

producers themselves.

Briefly, then, it was assumed reasonable to examine

current surrogates hop~ng to discover attributes for the

proposed rich surrogate, and seeking to establish the degree

to which the structure and principles, upon which these sur

rogates are based, embody the extra-topical aspects of the

image communication process. Essentially, they do not pay

significant attention to the extra-topical attributes, and

much of the attention that is given is only in general or

evaluative terms. This precludes their use as surrogates

supporting a broad range of personal search strategies,

though it suits them well to a major function of the docu

ment retrieval system - finding a good work on a topic which

can be articulated.

However, the surrogate proposed in this study is

intended to accommodate users coming to the system with

needs which are not easily articulated, if they can be arti

culated at all. Two closely bound issues arise from the

factoring out of the extra-topical attributes: conventional

depiction and conventional utilization. It may be appropri

ate to factor out depiction variables if they can be assumed

to be conventional in the sense that they are more or less

uniform regardless of producer or topic; or in the sense

that, while the depiction codes are not uniformally manipu

lated, the people making selections and evaluations share
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conventions with users so that a user's judgement would have

been the same as that made by the selector. However, deter

mining what is "conventional" in a moving image document is

not a simple matter. As with print linguistic texts MIDs

incorporate topic arid approach; but MIDs incorporate no

specifiable syntax, and approach is a matrix of sequential

phenomena. This complex set of interactions within the ele

ments of the approach, especially when taken together with

different cognitive styles of users, makes it difficult to

say what is conventional either in terms of texts or for

users in different times and places.

Conventional use embodies both the notion of selection

by title, author, or index term, and use of the entire text

in a single, passive viewing mode. While the introduction

of sophisticated video technology into home and school use

of moving image documents has increased user ability to

manipulate documents <2>, the bulk of use has been and

remains passive, single viewing. While producers have

nearly always had machinery and practices which enable close

scrutiny of texts, users have not, even when dealing with

nonfiction works. <3>

Differences exist in depiction code use in texts on

similar topics, in cognitive styles of users, and in uses to

which a group of documents might be put. The surrogates

examined here are not intended to account for these differ

ences. However, the proposed surrogate should address these
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issues. In order to clarify just how depiction code vari

ables can influence a user's judgement of suitability, and

confirm the variety of cognitive styles brought to the view

ing of a moving image document by users, a procedure was

devised which incorporated the showing of a test film to a

group of users with an attendant questionnaire. It was also

hoped that the results of this procedure would provide an

indication of appropriate description practices for depic

tion attributes, or at least confirm suspicions that users

do not have an adequate vocabulary to express their reac

tions to extra-topical aspects of a moving image document.

Derived from Messaris's experiment to examine "the film

audience's awareness of the production process" <4>, this

procedure presented a nonfiction film <5> which manipulated

two depiction variables so that they were different from the

expected conventions of broadcast television for this topic

area. The variables were chosen because they are two of the

distinct aspects of MIDs (photographic recording of movement

and temporal manipulations - editing). The topic of the film

was unfamiliar to most viewers, so that differences in reac

tions might be more strongly attributable to depiction vari

ables. A uniform response to either of the two variables,

whether positive or negative, would have been taken to mean

that those variables would provide little discriminating

power to an individual user. This would also have been the

case if there had been different responses with no indica

tion that these made a substantial difference in reaction to
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the film. The wide spectrum of responses (indicated more in

the open-ended responses than in those made to questions

specifically about the photography or editing) indicates the

value of describing these aspects of MIDs.

AACR2

Catalogs are the primary traditional access tool for

print linguistic texts, and the tradition has continued for

film and video works, though not without some difficulties.

The history of cataloging codes for moving image docu

ments is brief compared with that for books, and has been

filled with questions of parity and integration, and has

been concerned with differences between codable elements and

how/whether to cope with them. <6>

AACR2 has been seen as providing "a truly comprehensive

approach to the organization of ~ll information materials",

<7> and as "a basis for co-operative cataloguing both

nationally and internationally... ". <8> Johnstone quotes

Maddison to summarize the historical problem as well as

current complaints about the provisions of AACR2:

It is false to conclude from the presence of a
common objective that 'methods and techniques and
even concepts applicable to one medium can neces
sarily and in all circumstances be used in han
dling the cataloguing of other media'. <9>

Butchart points to the short time that has been
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available to analyze the "subtleties of headings and

descriptions" and cites areas in which this creates the need

for care and guidance in the implementation of "perhaps the

best code we have for an integrated approach." <10>

Title and responsibility statements both pose major

problems. <11> Clarke and Johnstone criticize the AACR2

rules for description for being "confusing for cataloguer

and catalog user alike". Clarke points to the problem of

"scattering information which logically should be kept

together" in the notes and Johnstone notes that other code8

do a better job of providing useful information for users in

more prominent positions in an entry. Yee, Butchart, and

Johnstone all point out that AACR2 seems to have been

fashioned without specialist knowledge or "research into

what is actually required by users for headings, descrip

tion, and level of provision." <12>

Issues revolving around title, responsibility statement

and physical description are, of course, significant on many

levels, but the suitablilty of coded entries for browsing

requires consideration of description at deeper levels. As

a browseable item, an entry's utility may be somewhat

affected by arrangement of contents; however, of more impor

tance are those contents. Johnstone notes the importance of

the summary for browsing, yet there is little indication

that any code explicitly requires description of the depic

tion means. That films and video works are not books is
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acknowledged, yet no code requires the inclusion of one or

more pictures from each text or the use of standardized

accurate terms for characterizing juxtapositions of images

with one another, sounds with one another, and pictures with

sound.

Chapter 7 of AACR2 is written to:

cover the description of motion pictures and video
recordings of all kinds, including complete films
and programmes, compilations, trailers, newscasts
and news films, stock shots, and unedited
material. <13>

Rules 7.5 Physical Description and 7.7B10 physical

description, area of notes, provide, if in a disjoint

fashion, ample opportunity for description of most aspects

of the physical nature of a document. Rule 7.7B17 Summary,

however, is not so extensive:

Give a brief objective summary of the content of
an item unless another part of the description
provides enough information.

Summary: Presents several brief sketches showing
communication problems in a family, in a business,
and in school in order to analyze and correct
failures in interpersonal relations.

The requirement that the summary be "brief" may be

deemed necessary if the entries are not to clog up the cata-

log, but does, of course, limit the descriptive powers. An

"objective summary of the content" may not be an easily

accomplished goal. Insofar as a summary is a representa-

tion, it ought to be compiled in accordance with rules with

which users are familiar. <14> "Objective" may be an
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achievable goal, if it is accomplished by matching contnnt

elements against a standard of some sort or by some sort of

frequency analysis or any other such set of external rules;

yet brevity all but removes user ability to control depth of.
penetration into the text.

In addition, there is nothing explicit in the example

of the "Summary" sentence about depiction, unless "several

brief sketches" is considered depiction. Some idea of the

segmentation of the time line of the work is thus given, but

unless there is a good glossary within the system, there is

no way of telling what "sketch" means, much less how it is

photographed, what the sound is like, what the editing is

like, whether the subjects actors are "real" and aware of

the crew/audience or not.

Rules 7.0B1 "Chief source of information" and 7.7B11

"Accompanying material" acknowledge the possible existence

of production materials and, in a very limited way, the

utility of these materials. Rule 7.1B2 "Instructions for

works lacking a title", together with Rule 7.7B18 "Unedited

material and newsfilm" provide what amount to a partial set

of rules for making a summary. It could be argued that "all

the major elements present in the picture" include the ele-

ments of depiction; thoug~ even if not, there is a sugges-

tion of what to include, and in what order. The optional

note for "Unedited material and newsfilm" suggests a

description, using standard abbreviations, of the
action and length of each shot on unedited
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material, newsfilm, or stock shots.

and gives an example which has an appearance similar to a

camera log or editor's sheet from a production, and so embo-

dies some conventions for representing both what is pictured

and how it is pictured.

Shots: L8 through heat haze of jet landing towards
camera. CU front view of jet as it taxis towards
camera (40ft.). CU fuselage turning right to left
through picture (30 ft.). CU braking parachute as
it is discarded (52 ft.). CU noise and engines
(57 ft.)

Thus, there is, in fact, some provision for entries which

acknowledge the image communication process and the pro-

cedures of specialists, yet these are not elaborated and

they are not general practice. <15>

ARCHIVE ACCESS

Project Media Base notes that:

While bibliographic control exists within indivi
dual collections of audiovisual resources, concern
with establishing control on a broader basis ... has
not been widespread." <16>

These "individual collections" have been of two basic

sorts: archival and library/media center (or cataloging

agencies - commercial and not-for-profit which serve

them). "Report: Toward a national computerized database for

moving image materials" points out that archive catalog sys-

tems were developed idiosyncratically and that there has
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been little "forethought in the development of systems" with

regard to exchange of data between agencies. Efforts are

under way to rectify this by standardizing data around

AARC2, by elabora,ting the three primary uses - preservation,

shared cataloging, and research - to which a network would

be put, and to identifying problem areas.

The "Film and Television Archival Cataloging and Docu

mentation Meeting" notes that subject access is a major

search approach and that issues of depth of access by sub

ject, including access to individual shots, is a major prob

lem area for archivists: "the respondents have developed

their own subject heading systems ... often based on esta

blished lists such as the Library of Congress." <17> This is

worthy of note in light of Yee's discussion of title page

analogs <18>, though the Apecialized use of archives may

mean that this is not directly applicable to the general

library/media center situation.

The minimum cataloging data list proposed for archive

networking does not concern itself with content description.

US MARC is the proposed standard and "sample cataloging

records from RLIN" are presented for consideration. In none

of these is there any explicit mention of depiction beyond

the most general "focuses on", "dramatizes" or- "shows". Of

course, the intent of the tool is not expressly to provide a

browseable surrogate, rather more to provide a finding tool

and state of preservation record file. Within an individual
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organization a searcher may well have access to production

materials, shot lists or sequence lists, provided by cata-

logers, personal knowledge, and the results of other

researchers' studies as search aids.

The American Archive of Factual Film at Iowa State

University provJdes researchers access to over 7000 films

through the Spires data base.

Elements within the data base which can be
accessed include, for example, such essential film
information as: film technique (animation,
line[sic]-action, etc.), date of release or copy
right, language, country of origin, color or
black-and-white, sound or silent, as well as
title, producer, director, sponsor, and other
credits .....Most important, the entire computer'
file of factual films can be searched by the scho
lar by subject. Such subject searching, itself a
complex but extremely valuable means of access,
relies on an extensive basic list of subject head
ings developed by the AAFF. These headings cover
the intent of the film (whether for education,
advertising, training), genre (is it a documen
tary, sponsored film, or a dramatization), and
subject descriptors ... <19>

Such elements within a database structure do give a searcher

considerable power and flexibility. "Film technique",

"intent", and "genre" headings do give some indication of

depiction, though only at a low level of specificity.

The summary contained within the AAFF entry for "Nuit

et Brouillard" by Resnais tells us that the film is "now

famous" and is about "the human degradation and horrors of

Nazi concentration camps". Consideration of technique is

limited to "contrasts graphic film and photos of ... with

peaceful views of the camps as they are now". Finally, the
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film is "designed to evoke strong emotions and raise inesca

pable questions". How'? What of the narration? Is it long,

short, strident, omniscient voice or reminiscences? Is the

editing complex montage or serviceable stringing together of

images which speak for themselves? "Questions" inescapable

for whom? The summary presents a topic statement, a general

statement on technique, and a characterization of the tech

nique. "Contrasts"- relates the technique to the topic; yet

there is no relationship stated between the technique and

user except for the implied object of "designed".

other entries use a term such as "shows" or "drama

tizes" or "illustrates" then make a statement of the

object-event with no other indication of depiction. This is

particularly striking in entries for films such as Lorentz's

"The River" or "Louisiana Story" by Flaherty. The classic

style is not mentioned, nor the evocation of time and place

by editing, nor (for "Louisiana Storyl') the technique of

using residents as actors, nor relationship of music to

image and intention. Not all the entries are for works so

well known as these which have a considerable literature

available; the summaries in the entries must, therefore,

perform a major portion of the user guidance. This guidance

~annot be expected to be adequate with a model of the moving

image document which does not take into account many more of

the elements involved. <20>
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EXAMINATION OF ACCESS TOOLS

General Access Model

The image communication process provides a model

against which to cumpare current practice. With varying

degrees of connectedness, the t8Xt presents to a user an

author's interpretation of a portion of the object-event

space. Also, the moving image document's meaning is a

function of both the object-event and the depiction.

Analysis Model

I .tas a unl

~--characterization

~--relation to topic

~--relation to audience

TOPIC

I .
Treatment

I
by indiJidual elements
of depiction

characterization

relation to topic

relation to audience

-figure 2A-

TOPIC may be used to note the object-event being con-

sidered; TREATMENT is a common term for the manner in which
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the various elements of the production process will be mani-

pulated in order to achieve the intended meaning, in prac-

tice, another term for depiction; treatment is generally

considered in general, overall terms as a UNIT, as well as

in terms of each ELEMENT; in both cases there is RELATION

SHIP to TOPIC and to AUDIENCE, that is, will a particular
..

implementation of an element or set of elements be likely to

present to a user the meaning of a topic intended by the

author.

In order to assess the adequacy of access tools serving

the more general uses of libraries and media centers for

browsing, entries from several catalogs were analyzed using

the model derived from previous consideration of the image

communication process and the author-text-user relationship.

The primary question was to what degree are specific attri-

butes of the depiction made explicit both in relationship to

the topic and in relationship to users. Since the meaning

of a moving image document is a function of both the topic

and the manner in which the depiction variables are manipu-

lated, both should be accounted for in a description which

would function as the proposed sort of surrogate (unless one

or the other is considered sufficiently uniform to be fac

tored out).

It was assumed that by sorting the elements of the

entries in these access tools into categories derived from

the moving image communication process (see figure 2A) two
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things might be accomplished. Those parts of the process,

if any, which are considered more significant by the makers

of the access tools would be identified by the percentage of

entries which contributed elements to the corresponding

category. Then, within each of the categories, the particu

lar manipulations could be clustered and identified, and the

vocabulary noted. Thus, it might have been that one tool,

some, or all would have given equal attention to all parts

of the moving image communication process; more likely,

there would be a predominant concern for a few parts, for

example, consistent general characterization of the treat

ment and the manner in which it related to the topic (e.g. a

cinema verite approach which allows the topic to unfold with

little intervention; a carefully structured examination

which clearly presents both sides of the issue; an advocacy

film in which the producers' participant status makes the

enormity of the problem more real) or frequent mention of a

particular variable and its relationship to the viewer (e.g.

hand-held photography reveals the presence of the producer,

enabling the viewer to have a participant's viewpoint while

maintaining an objective distance; the use of repetition and

dissolves in the editing enable the viewer to compare

styles; the sparse commentary gives the viewer important

statistical information, while the image track is likely to

cause a strong emotional reaction by its juxtaposition of

children and squalor).

It was assumed that there would be a vari~ty of
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vocabulary terms for the same sort of manipulation of a

variable, genre, or relationship and that there would be

several instances of ill-defined terms (e.g. "documentary",

"camerawork") or improper use of terms (e.g. a specific term

such as "montage" for the general term "editing").

-tools analyzed-

The following access tools (surrogates) were selected

for examination. The catalog of the University of Califor

nia Extension Media Center, Media Resources 1983-1984:

Film/Video, describes over 4,000 titles, which are arranged

alphabetically and are also accessible through a subject

index. The Center has been in operation since 1916 and has

long been considered one of the leading university distribu

tors. <21>

The catalog of the Center for Southern Folklore, Ameri

can Folklore Films and Videotapes, began its work on col

lecting information about film and tapes in 1974. More than

2,000 titles on folk culture of the United States are

included; these are largely concerned with "those people who

are not included in the history books, 'but who tell us so

much about a way of life basic to the fabric of our own

lives". <22>

The NICEM database, now in hardcopy, fiche, and on DIA-
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Since 1966 NICEM has

cooperated with Library of Congress in the creation of

records: "input data derives partly from forms sent via LC,

and partly direct from producers, directors, and media

centers". <23> Hard-core pornography and feature length

made-for-profit entertainment films are the only works not

accepted.

<24>

Well over one-half million titles are included.

The Educational Film Locator gives access to the col-

lections of the member universities, over 40,000 titles by

7,000 producers.

In order to facilitate the search process, 'The
Locator' provides six sections: Major Subject
Groupings; Subject Heading and Cross Index to Sub
jects; Subject, Title and Audience Level Index;
Alphabetical List of Film Descriptors; Series
Index; and Foreign Title Index. Additionally, a
number of special features, such as holdings
statements and standard identification numbers for
each title, and a producer/distributor directory,
are included.

The Independent Video and Filmmakers Directory from the

Corporation for Public Broadcasting states in its foreward:

This directory of independent film and video
artists attempts to make available a broad sp.lec
tion of titles for broadcast or non-broadcast use.
Some 8,000 independent producers were invited to
submit material for the directory; almost 600
responded. The programs described herein are
indexed in 11 categories ...

A preliminary investigation of the Extension Media

Center catalog during the establishment of a test collection

of sports titles had shown more concern with depiction than
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was evident in the general collections. A sample from the

"Physical Education, Sports, Recreation" subject area of the

EMC catalog was analyzed in the same fashion as the general

collection and is presented separately from the analyses of

the above tools, in the summary chart (figure 2B).

In tabulating the occurrences of words and phrases, a

matrix was established for each access tool with one axis

containing the analysis categories: characterization of the

treatment as a unit (charac); relationship of the treatment

as a unit to the topic (reI/top); relationship of the treat

ment as a unit to the audience (rel/aud); name of individual

elements of dep~ction (name); characterization of any named

element (charac); relationship of named element to topic

(reI/top); and relationship of named element to audience

(rel/aud). The second axis contained the random selection

of entries. This selection was made by random choice (dice)

of a start point within each tool, then advancing through

the entries in increments of such a size as to span all the

entries and yield 50 - 75 titles (for a complete list of the

titles used see Appendix A). When this method presented an

entry with just a title and series note, the next title was

taken. Each entry was subjected to a content analysis for

words or phrases which would fit into the categories of the

analysis model.

Each cell of the matrix contained any and all

occurrences of a word or phrase from its entry appropriate
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to its category. Thus, if three phrases characterizing the

treatment as a whole were found in an entry, they were all

put into the same cell. In determining what percentage of

entries made use of a certain category an entry was counted

if it had any occurrences at all. In examining the charac

teristics of the terms used each occurrence was tabulated

without regard to cells. Two simplifying rules were used in

the recording: multiple occurrences of the same term within

the same entry were considered as one (e.g. "shows birds,

shows fish, shows hunters" was assumed to equal "shows

birds, fish, and hunters"); also different forms of a word

found in different entries were merged for counting (e.g.

"shows ducks" and "tribal customs are shown" would yield two

"shows").

Each entry was examined first for prominent statements

of moving image textuality (such as [this film is] a docu

mentary on ... , [this tape] presents, the fast-paced edit

ing ... , presents the viewer with ... ) and statements of topic

description with no mention of depiction. The remaining

portions of each entry were analyzed more closely to deter

mine where, if any place, each element could be fit into the

analysis categories. Some difficulty was presented by the

variety of description practice within each tool, even

within entries: some sentences were complete, while others

required inferring of the subject; some entries related each

sentence to the MID text; some made an introductory link,

then switched to description of the topic; and some
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descriptions contained only topic descriptions. In some

entries, an evaluative phrase appears as an entire expres-

sion; this type of phrase was assumed to characterize treat-

mente

It was assumed that a verb occurring first in a sen-

tence with no expressed subject had as its subject the

entire moving image document; in the few cases where there

was doubt about this, comparison of the object of the sen

tence with title, subject-heading, and other topic descrip-

tion reaffirmed the assumption. Whether expressed or

implied, a term such as "the film" was assumed to embody

"treatment" with no specification of depiction code manipu-

lations. Similarly a form term such as "documentary" or

"portrait" was assumed to embody "treatment", with only

vague notions of implied depiction practices. The "elements

of treatment" (depiction variables) were recognized by vir-

tue of examiner familiarity with terms used in production

and criticism of MIDs. Every entry had a statement of

topic, so this was not indicated in the charts.

As a practical example of how the analysis procedure

was applied, one entry from the Extension Media Catlog is

presented followed by a description of its analysis.

ANIMALS PREPARE FOR WINTER #8463
col 18min $23
Demonstrates, with excellent natural cinematogra
phy, the physical and environmental changes of a
large number of warm-blooded and cold-blooded
animals as they prepare for winter. Shows and
discusses bird migrations; the burrowing of amphi
bians; changes in insect populations; hibernation
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habits of some warm-blooded animals, particularly
the hedge-hog and dormouse; and changes in the
coat of certain animals for warmth and protection.
An extended sequence shows the European hamster
preparing its burrow and storing food for the
winter. For elementary and junior high science
classes, but fascinating and informative for all
levels.

"Demonstrates" is considered to have as its subject

"the film", which is in turn considered to include the

"treatment" (i.e. if "treatment" is the scheme for the dep

iction variables which is intended to convey the author's

perceptions and intentions, then the film text embodies the

treatment) . The treatment has no terms characterizing it,

so the first position (charac) is empty. "Demonstrates", as

the verb linking treatment with a phrase indicating topic

("physical and environmental changes ... prepare for winter")

is put into the column for relationship of treatment to

topic (reI/topic). Within the first sentence is also the

phrase "excellent natural cinematography"; as cinematography

is a term for the moving image photographic recording pro-

cess, it is put into the column for elements of treatment,

by name (name). The evaluative modifier "excellent" is put

into the column for characterization of the named elements

(charac). The adjectival "natural" would seem to character-

ize "cinematography", but the topic descriptions give strong

indication that what is meant is cinematography of nature or

nature cinematography, so the two words are entered together

into the element by name column (name).

the sentence is topic description.

The remainder of
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The second sentence also has an implied subject; here

"shows and discusses" are a subset or re-statement of

"demonstrates", and they form the same link to aspects of

the topic, thus they are put into the unit relationship to

topic column (reI/topic). The remainder of the second sen-

tence is topic description. The third sentence opens with

the phrase "an extended sequence"; as "sequence" is a term

for a group of related edemes, it is put into the elements

by name column (name). The meaning of "extended" here is

not clear, though it seem likely (taken with hamster

description) to mean longer than others in the work; thus it

is considered a characterization of a named element

(charac). The "extended sequence" also "shows", so "shows"

is put into the elements' relationship to topic category

(reI/topic).

The final sentence is an audience statement; it does

not have any explicit links __ ..! .1-1_
W.L Ill! 1!natural cinematography" or

"extended sequences" and it does open with "for", so it is

put in the treatment as a unit - relationship to audience

column (rel/aud).

The results of the analyses of entries in current tools

for access are presented in the charts in Appendix B. The

results for all entries are presented in separate charts for

each analysis category. The results of all of the analyses

are summarized together in the chart presented here (figure

2B) •
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rell rell
charac topic audname

,
reI I
aud

TREATMENT

I
I . tas a unl

I I
rell
topic

I
charactool

EMC 68% 70% 13% 40% 21% 25% 0%
-----------------------------------------------------
SO FOLK 41% 56% 3% 22% 0% 11% 0%
-----------------------------------------------------
NICEM 36% 91% 0% 29% 2% 13% 0%
-----------------------------------------------------
EFL 30% 65% 5% 35% 6% 18% 1%
-----------------------------------------------------
CPB 77% 40% 4% 36% 1% 13% 1%
-----------------------------------------------------
average 50% 64% 5% 32% 6% 16% 0%

EMC SPORT 59% 59% 14% 73% 41% 55% 0%

-figure 2B-

The summary chart represents the general model of mov-

ing image document description used by selected current

access tools. These tools give only a modest amount of

attention to the depiction variables of the moving image

document. On the average, only one-half of the entries may

be expected to contain any word or phrase which gives an

indication of the overall approach to depiction (charac),

and only one-third may be expected to mention specific

aspects of the depiction (name). Explicit statements about
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how the overall approach +'0 depiction is related to topic

may be expected in two-thirds of the entries (unit reI/top),

and yet explicit statements about how specific elsments of

depiction relate to the topic (element reI/top) may be

expected in only one-sixth of the entries. The relationship

of either overall treatment or specific elements of the

treatment to viewers (rel/aud) is scarcely to be expected.

The second column (unit reI/top) has higher figures

than the first column (charac) because of the large number

of entries which used verbs with the subject implied. As

this subject was taken to be "film" or "tape" or "work" it

would have been meaningless to enter it into the "character

ization of the treatment", because it would have meant mak

ing the tautological statement: this film is a film (rather

than this film is a cinema-verite documentary), or the

stylistic approach of this work is to be a work. The NICEM

catalog, which shows a lower than average figure for charac

terization (36%) and a very high figure for relationship to

topic (91%) makes frequent use of this practice (implied

subject).

The utility of the access tool model for the purposes

of the proposed surrogate presented by these figures is not

so high as even these modest figures would indicate, because

terms actually used in the descriptions are far too broad

and, in the case of terms expressing relationships, express

only vague links.
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Photographic reproductions of film/tape frames were

found in the Extension Media Center Catalog and the catalog

of The Center for Southern Folklore, but in neither case

were the pictures numerous or linked to specific entries by

either position or caption. Nearly all entries in the Cor

poration for Public Broadcasting directory had accompanying

photographs, but these were images of the producers, not

images taken from the documents.

Examination Of Entry Terms

What follows is an examination of the sorts of terms

found in each of the analysis category charts as found in

Appendix B.

-Treatment as a unit - characterization -

The terms characterizing the treatment as a unit are of

four basic sorts: form or genre terms; associative terms;

critical adjectives; specific techniques. Many entries had

more than one term applied to the treatment; however, the

concern here is only what form terms are used and how

descriptive they are. In none of the works examined was

there a glossary of form terms.
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-form/genre-

Several of the terms characterize treatment by broad

classification into form or genre headings: Ifaccount",

Ifcase-study", Ifdescription", Ifexploration", "history of",

If illustration lf , Ifintroduction lf , "look", Ifoverviewlf, Ifpic-

ture lf , Ifpresentation", "profile If , "record", Ifreview",

Ifstatement", "study", "tour". "Appreciation", "impression lf ,

"portrait", "propaganda lf , "satire", "trjbute", "vision" are

similar, though they give an indication of the author's sup

posed stance toward the topic. None of these terms, however,

relate to film and video production particularly or in any

characterizable way. Another group of terms relates to

aspec~s of moving image depiction, but on a very general

level. "Animated film" refers to:

The art or process of synthesizing apparent mobil
ity of inanimate objects or drawings. <25>

Generally, this is associated with drawings for entertain

ment purposes or for demonstrations in instructional films;

though it can also involve real objects as in the talking

dancing products in television commercials, or models (King

Kong to Star Wars), or small parts of a single painting or

photograph. However, little is implied about conventions of

depiction.

"Experimental film" is a term which covers a broad

swath of work, though generally referring to works which use
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conventions not generally used. For this to be a meaningful

term, time and place of production are necessary attributes,

as yesterday's experiment ~uickly becomes today's conven-

ticn. <26>

"Interview" indicates direct address of the subject by

a part of the production crew, but little more.

"Montage" is a term with a variety of uses summed up in

part by:

The assembly of shots, hence, editing, and espe
cially the portrayal of action and creation of
ideas through the use of many short shots. In the
1920s, the Russians formulated several kinds of
montage styles. Later, in the U.S.A., montage
came to mean a series of shots, often with super
impositions and optical effects, showing a con
densed series of events ... <27>

In the one instance of its use in the examined entries,

"montage" is used as an object or form, rather than a pro-

cess: "presents a montage of American history".

"Period piece", "portrayal", "recreation", "story", may

or may not use a fictional topic or fictive devices.

"Period piece", "portrayal", and "recreation" indicate dis-

tance from topic and authorial intervention, but not the

sort or degree.

"Cinematic poem", "cinematic expression", "pictorial

tone poem", "textural video", and "visual poem" are similar

to experimental film in that they indicate works not made

with conventions common to feature film or reportage. They
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all emphasize the importance of depiction, particularly the

visual track, but there is little to say just what structure

is meant by "poem" or "expression".

"Documentary", alone or with a modifying adjective or

itself an adjective modifying "biography", "profile",

"record", or "study", is the most commonly occurring term in

the entries studied. G. Roy Levin interviewed fifteen prom-

inent documentary filmmakers and summed up his investigation

of the meaning of documentary thus:

The classic definition is John Grierson's: 'The
creative treatment of actuality', but though rich
in implication it is hardly sufficient. Defining
the word today is further complicated by the
introduction of documentary techniques into fic
tion films so that at times it is difficult to say
whether a film is completely fictional or
documentary ... [see ,for example, Wexler's Medium
Cool]. Grierson .... felt that documentaries should
~ used for purposes of propaganda. Paul
Rotha ... feels that documentary films should have
an ameliorative social purpose and that they
should be produced by groups rather than individu
als with ego-centered sensibilities. Many of the
French see little difference between documentary
and fiction; rather they see each as a personal
artistic expression. Some Americans tend to see
it as an impersonal and objective gathering of
data. Many would see social purpose as a neces
sary ingredient. To a good part of the public it
implies sometting 'educational' and boring. <28>

Clearly, for the word to have any significance beyond a

vague notion of "actuality" and some degree of "eschew[ing]

of fictive devices" <29> some indication of the depiction

codes ought to be available.

The one term in the list which does have a fairly

specific set of notions attached to it is "cinema-verite".
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There are arguments over the aime of this approach and the

possibility of achieving them; but there is a strong

emphasis on portable equipment, location shooting, sound

made up uf location sounds, and a production stance which

attempts no interaction with events or admits strongly to

its presence by avoiding "talent" interviews and using the

production crew.

-associative-

The terms which associate a particular work with other

works or organizations included: some form of "awards"

statement, "created in collaboration with ... ", "funded by",

"produced by", "a ... production", some form of "series"

statement, "written" and "narrated by". An "awards" state

ment attests to someone having deemed this a good film in an

area. Especially if the statement names the award and it is

known to the user, this could be a valuable relevance cue.

The same notion of judgement by association with possibly

known qualities or reputation can be seen in the other terms

in this group. These associative terms are possible aids to

relevance judgement because they indicate a likely set of

manipulations of depiction variables (treatment).

Nearly all of the entries contain (outside the sum

mary), or are accessible by, some sort of producer credit;

only those entries containing an explicit production credit
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within the summary were noted here - not a very large per

centage. There seems to be no stated procedure for noting a

production company in the summary; CBS, BBC and National

Geographic may be large and they may have a reputation for

some level of quality or style, yet other producers ,too,

are well known or have a style. The same is true of an

"awards" statement, which is further confused by the prac

tice of sometimes naming the award and sometimes only stat

ing that the work has won awards. If associative terms are

to be a portion of a representation, there should be user

understood rules about when and where they will appear and

what guidelines are used for determining inclusion.

-critical ajdectives-

Within the group of critical adjeotives used, some are

evaluative and thus would require a user's understanding of

the sorts of judgements made by the compilers of the access

tool (or faith in their judgement): "absorbing", IIdazzling",

"entertaining", "excellent", "extraordinary", "moving",

"purest expression of the capabilities of film", "remark

able", "visually lively". <30>

"Celebrated", "one of the most famous in the history of

cinema", "renowned" are rather like the associative terms

above in that they note previous judgement of the work (in

this case the three phrases do relate to the same title).
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"Practical and direct", "preoccupied with humor and death",

"rings with optimism", "sensitive as well as political

without formula rhetoric" relate more to the topic, style

and intent of the documents than to viewer reaction. It is

interesting to note that these come from the Corporation for

Public Broadcasting directory, in which all the entries were

written by the producers of the works themselves.

-technique-

The fourth sort of characterizing term has been

labelled "Technique" because they speak directly to mode of

depiction, specific primary or distinctive technique, or

point of view. Once again the most detailed and specific

characterizations, as a group, are those from the Corpora

tion for Public Broadcasting directory. Even these don't

give indications of percentage of time given to topic

aspects, juxtapositions within and across tracks, or other

wise allow for sampling the text.

"Weaving of footage" implies juxtaposition, but what

sort? "Featuring conflicting views" may be enough to know,

but what if a viewer wants to have some idea of the amount

of time actually given to each? It might be asked of "in

studio interviews intercut with a montage of photographs":

how much time is "in-studio interview" and how much "montage

of photographs"? Are the interviewees aware of the
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photographs? Does their talk relate to/act as narration for

the photographs or is there other commentary?

-Treatment as a unit - relation to topic-

The terms which are used to characterize the relation

ship of the treatment to the topic cluster about: "demon

strates", 11 d:i.scusses", "documents", "examines", "explains" ,

"illustrates", "presents", and "shows". In many instances

the subject of the verbs is "the film" or some other general

term, or the sentence simply begins with the verb leaving

the subject implied. These terms do not link attributes of

the topic with attributes of the treatment.

-Treatment as a unit - relation to audience-

Very few of the entries made explicit connections

between the general treatment and the' audience. There were

no entries which related treatment to cognitive styles or

purposes of users. With the possible exception of "viewer

is offered more than one view" and "we return to watch", the

terms characterizing the relationship between the treatment

and the audience say little but for whom in particular the

work is intended.

There is little evidence from these three charts that
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the surrogate model used for description of moving image

documents in these tools links attributes of treatment,

attributes of topic, and attributes of users. There are not

reflexive verbs which link treatment and topic; and there

are no responses to "how does the treatment demonstrate,

describe, discuss ... ShOIlT?" to be found in the relationship

to audience chart.

There is little more evidence of the provision of

attributes and links to be found in those charts which exam

ine the treatment by its individual elements. Considerably

fewer entries specifically name one or more elements of the

depiction than made some characterization of the treatment

as a whole.

The elements can be grouped into those dealing with the

picture track, those dealing with the sound track, and those

which incorporate picture and sound. Three of the picture

terms simply state the three basic stages of production:

what aspect of the topic to highlight - "directing"; record

ing the object-event - "cinematography", as well as "cam

era", "camerawork", "photography"; juxtaposing the images

"editing", as well as "juxtaposition" and "visual montage".

With the possible exceptions of "easy to follow", "fast

paced", and "sparse" the adjectives used to characterize

these three elements provide little additional information,

unless a user knows from previous personal experience that a

judgement of "beautiful", or Hexcellent" or "lyrical" by a
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particular tool is likely to be one with which slhe will

agree.

Most of the remaining named elements cluster into

recordings of events and artifacts at some considerable tem

poral or spatial distance from the viewer or techniques

which give a view not easily attained by the naked eye:

1) "actual films", "archival film", "contemporary

footage", "historic footage", "military footage",

"news footage", "newsreels", "on-the-scene foo

tage"

2) "family photographs", "photos", "stills"

3) "animation", "stop action", "stop motion",

"time lapse"

4) "cinemicrography", "close-up photography",

"micro-cinematography"

5) "reverse motion", "slow motion", "trick shots",

"ultra-high speed photography"

6) "angles ( 'that defy gravity')" f "telephoto

lens", "underwater shots"

Thus, sports, nature studies, and the greater than

recent past account for the major use of named elements of

the picture track - the viewer can see something not nor

mally seen. Yet there is little indiction of how what is

shown is shown. Also, this might be seen to imply that dep

iction of (potentially) more accessible objects-events is

sufficiently transparent.
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Most non-fiction MIDs rely on the voice component of

the sound to provide the viewer with a significant portion

of the "message" of the work. Generally the objects-events

pictured are tied together or elaborated upon by an expert

voice. There are several sorts of relationships between the

voice track(s) and the image track. In many instances the

voice is that of an unidentified person never seen; in some

instances the voice is recognizable and may be identified in

the credits - either as a subject expert or a celebrity with

an "appropriate" voice; in some instances the voice is that

of a non-participant seen on camera - a reporter, a subject

expert, or a member of the recording crew; in some instances

the words of a person or persons seen part of the time on

the screen are laid over non-synchronous pictures; in some

instances the synchronized voices of subjects are the only

voices, but even these may be juxtaposed so as to act as

narration. The voices may be purposely juxtaposed with

other so~nd and picture elements so as to be not only an

additional channel for recording topic information, but also

to act as part of the depiction by bridging picture gaps,

establishing a rhythm which works with the picture editing,

by bridging sound effects transitions, for example. It is

also important to know that voice tracks can be altered so

as to change the recorded rhythm, pitch, even words - mean

ingless utterances can be removed, words separated and

recombined, syllables removed from individual words.

"Commentary", "comments", "narrator", "no narrator",
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"off-camera narrator", "on-camera narrator", "reflections",

"voice-OVel" narration", "without commentary", "without nar

ration" refer to this track. "Commentary" is a subset of

"narration", being the off-camera voice in a voice-over nar

ration; though in practice it is often used synonymously.

Thus some notion of the author-topic-viewer relationship is

available from knowing what sort of voice track is used, but

little other indiction of this track's int.erplay with topic,

audience, and other tracks is given. "street language" cues

the user to some degree of subject voice on the track,

though one might be tempted to ask what is meant by "street

language" <31> "Words from journals, memoirs, letters,

diaries, and military dispatches" may rightly belong with

"artifacts" in the list of elements incorporating both sound

and pictures, but is included here as a special form of

voice-over narrative. "Narration by ... " can offer consider

able information if a user is familiar with the named narra

tor and his or her reputation and standards.

"Electronic babble" is a quite specific description,

though one might want to know if it has a rhythm or other

attribute which interacts with the picture or is it simply a

constant white noise. The same might be asked of "elec

tronic jazz". "Original music" tells one only that the

music was written for the production and not borrowed or

bought from a library, and thus not (yet) familiar to

viewers.
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"Coverage", "design", "montage of sounds and scenes",

"original script", "segues", "views", "wr it ing" say little.

"(Experts) featured" can be meaningful if the user knows the

expert's name and reputation or that of his/her affiliation.

The same can be said of a named subject. "Artifacts" merges

a few entries which listed in different order and sometimes

with fewer or more terms, the use of photographs, drawings,

engravings, paintings, crafts, and writings intimately con

nected with a subject. The use of the primary sources can

be contrasted with lfdramatic reenactment" and "dramatiza

tion".

As was the case with the treatment as a whole, there is

little in the characterization of the elements or the terms

relating each of the elements to the topic which links

attributes of depiction with attributes of the topic. Also,

there is virtually no attempt to link depiction attributes

and audience attributes.

It is interesting to note that a brief description

model with a similar emphasis on topic is found in the

authorship portion of the "object-event, author, text, user"

system instructions for funding proposals for organiza

tions such as the Film Fund and the National Endowment for

the Humanities. Both of these organizations ask first for a

brief synopsis, one or two sentences in length, then for

descriptions of some pages in length. While neither
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requires treatment statements in the synopsis, both are

insistent on statements about treatment.

Organization of Content: Describe the relation of
the substantive content of the project to the
humanities, and its relation to a broad national
audience ...
Production Plan: Describe clearly the planned pro
duction approach. <32>

You want to make a case for your subject area not
so much in cosmic terms as in concrete specific
relationship to present day realities and organiz
ing work. You should demonstrate what your filmic
treatment will be and remember that production
value counts. Even if your project is a documen
tary you should have a treatment. <33>

Explain what you are trying to do, why, and how.
Include the following information, where appropri
ate: Why this issue now? How will you translate
the subject or theme into cinematic or audiovisual
terms? If possible give specific descriptions of
scenes to be included. Confine this section to no
more than three pages. <34>

Even the entries in the list of 1984 Film Fund grantees

follow the same description model as found in the access

tools: general statement of form, length, description of

topic without details of depiction. The significant differ

ence is that the brief description in the funding process is

but one level in a two or more level process: the brief

synopsis acts as a finding tool and memory aid which can be

augmented, as needed, by reference to another level of

description which does include depiction (and is more likely

to be the level of description upon which selection for

funding is based).
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DISCUSSION

The model of description used by these tools - emphasis on

topic, use of MID depiction terms too broad to give a user

significant discrimination capabilities cannot be con

sidered adequate for browsing and relevance judgements.

Yet, examination of current access tools for attributes

which might be of use in a browseable surrogate produces

three useful considerat~ons. First, the primary concern is

with the topic, the subject, the object-event. The descrip

tion which goes well beyond the detail of one or two subject

headings, a PRECIS string, or a classification number, yet

does not require a long reading of a verbal text or a decod

ing of representations of picture and sound tracks is quite

appropriate to a multi-level search capability. This, of

course, raises issues of abstracting, accuracy, and con

sistency (for good or ill). Does the maker of the entry

watch and simply know what the work is about, or rely on

secondary material, or count frequencies of something?

Second, there does seem to be interest in the use of

form terms or phrases to characterize the treatment given a

topic. However, the terms used are virtually useless for

making informed decisions. While precise boundaries of

form terms may be difficult to establish, at the level of

search which does not want (or does not have access to) more

detailed representation of component tracks of a document,

terms defined in a glossary or related in a taxonomy could
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serve as useful guides for partitioning, if not for

relevance judgement. There is a difference between vague

ness or non-Aristotelian classification, on the one hand,

and virtual lack of discriminatory power on the other.

Third, there is spotty but not infrequent use of non

topical clues, particularly evaluative (awards and audience

sUitablilty) and associative (producers ana named partici

pants, along with their credentials). This practice can be

seen with more substantial frequency in sales brochures for

films and video works, which typically list awards, festival

participations, and comments by named reviewers. <35> These

might be seen as a model for a preliminary level of surro

gate. (See Appendix C)

AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL

A separate examination is made of the Educational Film

Library Association's (EFLA) EFLA Evaluations, Fall/Winter

1983/84 with its particular emphasis on the entries derived

from the "American Film Festival", because this tool is

intentionally evaluative (unlike the tools previously exam

ined) and because it makes use of an explicitly stated set

of selection criteria which embody the major components of

the moving image communication process.

The American Film Festival "continues to attract many
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of the finest documentary and educational films produced in

this country and abroad." <36> The peer evaluation process

.and the screenings and materials resulting from it are

intended to "help [film/video buyers] select the best from

thousands of titles released annually." <37> The 1983 fes

tival had 845 entries which had been produced in 16mm film

and 281 which had been produced in video tape. A program

guide to the festival gives "detailed annotations and accu

rate bibliographic data" on the programs selected for the

finals (over 400 in 1983). A quarterly publication of the

parent organization - Educational Film Library Association 

presents "critical, evaluative reviews of films and video

tapes". This publication is widely used by librarians and

other professionals to aid in acquisition choices. The

fall/winter 1983/4 edition of EFLA Evaluations examined here

contains evaluations of all of the blue and red ribbon

winners of the 1983 "American Film Festival" and serves as

an important access tool for users of moving image docu

ments.

The entries in EFLA Evaluations list bibliographic

data, possible uses, subject headings, and both synopses and

comments. The comments are made by the jurors who pre

screen productions for the festival finals. In each of

several topic areas panels of six to nine jurors are assem

bled, with at least two experts in production, two in utili

zation, and two in the subject area. Each judge makes an

evaluation in all three areas on a separate sheet for each
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title. This is done on a "rating form" which is reproduced

for the user in the EFLA Evaluations publication. The panel

also produces a summary evaluation on a form slightly dif

ferent from the above mentioned "rating form" with the

instructions for the comments:

Summarize briefly and clearly your committee's
reaction to the film .. Be specific about cri ti
cisms; mention strengths and weaknesses.

The synopsis is to be 75-100 words and "should clearly del-

ineate content/plot". It is within the synopses and the

comments that considerations of the codes of depiction are

found.

Criteria

These "rating forms" present selection criteria which

demonstrate concern for topic, depiction, and audience. The

first category of criteria is termed technical quality,

under which are listed:

A. Script or concept
B. Structure (organization, continuity)
C. Direction
D. Camerawork
E. Sound
F, Performance and/or narration
G. Editing

The second is termed content, under which are listed:

A. Suitability of presentation to the subject
B. Clarity of presentation
C. Originality7creativity of concept
D. Accuracy of facts
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The third is termed utilization potential:

A. Extent to which work stimulates interest in
subject
B. Appropriateness for intended audience
C. How does this film rate in relation to others
on the same subject?

The terms under technical quality are the broad

categories for the elements of depiction; the terms under

content consider the topic and its relationship with the

depiction codes; and utilization potential terms relate

users and the depiction codes. Each of the terms is to be

rated on a six point scale: n/a, poor, fair, good, very

good, superior. The form requests the jurors specialty:

production, subject, utilization.

As an evaluative level in a surrogate the EFLA model

responds well to the request for a "good" document on a

topic; it incorporates for each entry the judgements of

several people, who see several film/tape works in the sub-

ject area side by side, and who are asked to make comparis-

ons with other similar works with which they are familiar.

Although the judgement of festival jurors is far
from infallible, their awards remain among the
most reliable and prestigious in the country. <38>

There are two significant constraints on the use of

EFLA entries as surrogates browseable at a variety of lev

els: the competitive structure within which the evaluation

takes place; and the form of implementation of the stated

criteria within the entries.
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The competition means that many titles (more than half

for the competition represented in the EFLA Evaluations edi

tion examined) are not represented. Is quality an inherent

property which can be distilled by experts? What does it

mean to have expertise? <39> Such questions merely raise

again the cautions against using only critical evaluations

for a tool which is also to function in a relational, situa

tional capacity.

The selection criteria - technical quality, content,

and utilization potential - bear a close resemblance to the

major elements of the "author - text - user" moving image

document system; however, the lack of explanation of terms,

and the methods used to condense s~veral individual reac

tions substantially reduce the data by which individual user

relevance judgments might be made.

Again, as with the previous examination of access

tools, the purpose of this examination is to substantiate

the assumption that current tools are not adequate to func

tion as surrogates which provide access analogous to per

sonal inspection of a collection of print texts. <40> A

second purpose is to determine if the difference between the

previous tools and EFLA Evaluations is significant enough to

yield insights for the structuring of the proposed surro

gate.

The EFLA model provides a substantial increase in util

ity over the previous general access tool model. Whereas
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the general access tool model only provides access to topic

and occasional evaluation (with no knowledge of evaluator

expertise), the EFLA model provides similar topical access

plus user guidance to a more extensive set of aspects of

texts. This guidance is in the form of the critical evalua

tions, found in the entries, contributed by the experts in

three important areas of MID theory (subject, proouction and

utilization). When a user examines an EFLA entry, s/he

knows that the MID in question has been pre-selected or

ranked according to "quelity". The three sorts of evaluators

make possible a more substantial user relevance decision

because more information about topical veracity, technical

quality and potential utilization is ayailable in the surro

gate. This is, essentially, a deeper level of penetration

into the texts (without actually viewing the original texts)

than is provided by the previously examinad tools. If the

critical comments and evaluations of the judges were expli

citly labelled according to type of judge making them (area

of expertise), then the EFLA entries would provide an even

deeper level of guidance for the,user. <41> The selection

criteria and use of three sorts of experts presents the pos

sibility of substantial utility; however, the method of

description in each entry inhibits the full realization of

this potential.
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AFF Model

An examination of 50 entries in the EFLA Evaluations

showed that the "synopses" (the first of two primary sec

tions of description in each entry) use a model similar to

that of the access tools considered earlier (see figure 2C

and figure 2D). An Analysis of these synopses is found in

Appendix D.

TREATMENT,
II

as a unit by elements
I I

I i i I i I
rel/ rel/ rel/ rel/

tool charac topic aud name charac topic aud

EMC 68% 70% 13% 40% 21% 25% 0%
----------------------------------------------------------
SO FOLK 41% 56% 3% 22% 0% 11 % 0%
----------------------------------------------------------
NICEM 36% 91% 0% 29% 2% 13% 0%
----------------------------------------------------------
EFL 30% 65% 5% 35% 6% 18% 1%
----------------------------------------------------------
CPB 77% 40% 4% 36% 1% 13% 1%
----------------------------------------------------------
average 50% 64% 5% 32% 6% 16% 0%

EMC
SPORT 59% 59% 14% 73% 41% 55% 0%

-figure 2C-
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TREATMENT
I

I
by elements

I
rJ1I r----I---r...e..,.ll-I--r....,~ 11
aud name charac topic aud

I
rell
topic

as a unit
I

. I
cnaractool

AFF
SYNOPSES 34% 74% 38% 24% 6%

-figure 2D-

The model on which the "synopsis" is based is essen

tially the same as that of the previous tools (except that

there is a greater degree of implied evaluation expertise);

however, there is a second sizeable portion of each EFLA

entry, which gives access to a different sort of information

about a text - the "comments" section.

Comments

The "comments" portion of the entry is derived from

individual juror comments which are intended to be "specific

about criticism" and to "summarize briefly and clearly your

[juror's] reactions to the work". The stated selection cri

teria indicate that elements of depiction should be taken

into consideration during the selection process. It is not

always evident from the judge's comments which elements of

depiction are taken into consideration, because the only

uniform element of this portion (153 of 156 entries) is the
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This seems to be derived

from combining ratings on a scale of 0 to 5 for each of:

"concept or script", "sound", "photographyll, and "editing";

then translating the figure to a term for lIoverall rating"

of "poor", "fair", "average", "good", "very good", or

"excellent" on the "rating forms". Within the Fall/Winter

1983/4 EFLA Evaluations, which contains all festival

winners, the "overall ratings" for "technical quality" are

found on the last line of the comments section (note the

discrepancy between the names and numbers of categories .~

this is not explained by EFLA; figures are rounded to the

nearest integer):

no rating 3 or 2%
average 1 or 1%
average to good 3 or 2%
good 26 or - 17%
good to very good. 52 or - 33%
very good 51 or - 33%
very good to excellent - 15 or - 10%
excellent 5 or 3%

A single number or phrase is inadequate to represent an

interaction between various depiction elements ("technical

quality"). <42> The weak discriminatory powers given a user

by such a representation are even less potent when more than

three quarters of the entries fall within the three

categories of "good", "good to very good", and "very good".

To make a judgement of technical quality without stat

ing the standards and parameters used to do so (or at least

the qualifications of the judge) ignores the relationship
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between topic, form, and user. As there seem to be no syn

tactic rules governing camera angles, shot juxtapositions,

or sound juxtapositions, the listed elements of "technical

quality" cannot be critiqued as entities separate from one

another or from topic and user; except perhaps on the basic

level of difficulty of decoding: images very out of focus,

or unstable as to induce nausea; sound so indistinct as to

be undecipherable, or not synchronized with images; or edit

ing which leaves start-up frames in the picture. Yet even

these supposed problems may be used intentionally, either as

purposeful depiction or out of necessity. Even the American

Film Festival jurors' instructions recognize that treatment

of an important topic may be "rough technically", yet

acceptable because of the topic's importance. <43> The use

of the numeric ranking system eliminates access to some dep

iction information, though, of course, for some of the

judges, depiction com:iderations may be "second nature", and

for some others they may be difficult to articulate. <44> In

addition, those concerns about depiction which a particular

judge felt affected a work significantly might be general

ized in the verbal comments.

Analysis of "Comments"

An analysis of the "comments" section based on the same

analysis model as used for the access tools shows a higher
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percentage of entries making explicit comments in each of

the categories. These "comments" are, however, derived from

comments by six to nine jurors for each title, though there

seems to be no standard for how many juror comments or which

comments will be used. The "comments" model does differ

substantially from figure 2D in the "treatment by elements"

categories (see figure 2E). The most notable difference is

in the high percentage of "characterization" of named ele

ments (63%) and comparatively high percentage of "relation

ship to audience" (23%) terms.

TREATMENT
I ,I

as a unit by elements,
I I I I I I

rel/ rel/ rel/ rel/
tool charac topic aud name charac topic aud

AFF
Comments 97% 70% 13% 63% 63% 23% 17%

-figure 2E-

The characterizations of the treatment as a unit

(charac 97%) contain more elements each than did those in

the access tools or the synopses, and these are primarily

form statements and critiques. Yet again, however, little

discriminatory power is available to the user because the

forms terms are general and undefined, and the critical

terms are neither related specifically to topic or audience

nor attributed to a name or specialty, even when contradic-
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tory opinions are presentea. Below are listed the charac

terization statements from thirty sample entries.

thoughtful,

moving,

sharply

very

1.) a low key presentation - a source of reflec
tion rather than a battle cry - highly imformative
- raises important questions - thoughtful and pro
vocative
2.) delightful encounter - fine summary through
the eyes of his contemporaries
3.) entertaining history of - good architectural
history colorful - a bit overblown, but gives
freshness and vitality to a time worn subject
informative and fun - nostalgic
4.) thorough exploration of a very sensitive
unobtrusive portrait - a visual treat
5.) very moving portrait - combination of humanism
and biographical content - beautifully told
6.) a good study of ...
7.) a very timely production - a valuable work for
today!
8.) a much needed film powerful, compelling
piece - well-done dramatization
9.) excellent, wide-ranging study
non-strident
10.) excellent coverage of ...
clear, and useful
11.) visually appealing - a good balance of ...
exceptional introduction
12.) sympathetic portrait, but lacks drama - good
film in terms of human values - very moving and
realistic portrayal
13.) excellent informational film - sensitive film
with a positive approach - deserves wide dissemi
nation - clear and concise
14.) lots of information - witty - contemporary
15.) hard-hitting - credibility rating is very
high
16.) approach is right and the concepts are very
human - no blood or guts
17.) (subject's) humor is captivating - never dull
18.) beautifully crafted film - sensitive, often
moving film - balanced and fascinating
19.) excellent, unusual subject - inspired por
trait first class film takes a positive
approach
20.) choice of artists is based upon those
represented in the Gihon collection, which is lim
iting since no minority artists are
highlighted ... however, it is stimulating to hear
how ...
21.) well-done survey - holds interest
focused - an important film
22.) [no statement]
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23.) well done - holds interest fascinating
obviously repetitious on some points - thorough
24.) fascinating portrait of - consistently enter
taining - fresh and sympathetic
25.) engrossing for its look at ... - exciting film
26.) fascinating subject - beautiful, wide-ranging
study of ...
27.) beautiful and poetic a parade of ...
extremely colorful an inspiring and stunning
work
28.) provocative - excellent human interest!
good bits of humor throughout - appreciate the
film's openendedness
29.) remarkable documentary - presents a good his
tory of - objective and fair to both sides - very
fast moving - fine film on •..
30.) well-researched highly informative documen
tary - thoroughly enjoyable

The relationship to topic terms (reI/topic 70%, see

below) even when left within a larger context than those

analyzed previously do not answer the question "how", with

the possible exception of "some relevant material left out"

and "lets participants speak for themselves".

1.) useful scientific focus
2.) great supplement to a study of his work
3.) captures the spirit of ...
4.) [no statement]
5.) enhances the artist's work some relevant
material is left out
6.) illustrates activity is well-contrasted
with ... - has authenticity and immediacy
7.) five stories really cover the subject
8.) [no statement]
9.) addresses all major points of the issue
10.) presents (subjects) in an appealling light
arouses interest
11.) while presenting functional practical infor
mation - covers several ... expresses [topics] accu
rately
12.) problems are real and they are clearly
presented
13.) gives a good cross-section strongly pro-
motes the need for
14.) presents positive, clear solutions
15.) facts about ... are presented clearly, without
any attempt to whitewash the issues - reality
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of ... is well-presented
16.) explores
17.) shows
18.) lets participants speak for themselves
tracks the situation very well, showing ...
19.) [no statement]
20.) lifestyles profiled in an insightful manner 
point of view comes through in a lasting way
21.) [no statementj
22.) [no statement
23.) [no statement
24.) [no statement
25.) delineating the impact
26.) clearly imparts a real sense of process
27.) rrojects some insight
28.) no statement]
29.) proposes no simple solutions - shows that the
situation is complex and not one-sided
30.) [no statement]

The same lack of consideration of "how" is indicated in

the four

13%) .

6. )
23. ~
25.
29. )

entries with any mention of the audience (rel/aud

adds something new to our knowledge about ...
to make sure no one misses the point
allows viewers to gain perspective on ...
tells us much that we need to know

The named elements of depiction are of the same sort as

those of previous tools, but there are considerably more

characterizations (name 63%, charac 63%).
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NAMED ELEMENT CHARACTERIZATION

well-integrated, informative
well-paced, instructive, humorous

fine
too long
nice use of

disembodied
are beautifully handled
excellent
leisurely and placid
too long

beautifully
good
sometimes annoying
beautiful
sounds overly cutesy at times
well
pompous, but instructive
excellent
sensitive
inventive use of
long, but holds interest
excellent use of
fascinating
extremely well

excellent

are excellent

well
excellent

could have done with less
skillful, effective
congenial

old photoraphs
historical footage
edited .

animation
archival footage
old, up-beat music
third person narration
and the small town
setting
narration
directed
camerawork
editing
narration
significant footage
from old and relatively
recent events
narration
animation sequences
host/narrator
photographed, acted,
produced
computer graphics
narrator's voice
wildlife footage
narrator
edited
narration
cinematography
camerawork
slow motion

stills
voices
images
lighting
pace

musical background
narration
interview sequences
transfer from video
to film
direction and script
interviews
editing

5 . )
6. )

8. )

1.)

4. )

21.)

16. )

9. )

10. )
14. )

17. )

20. )

22.)

23. )
24. )

25.)
26.)

27. )

28. )
29. )
30. )

The term "disembodied voices" gives an indication of a
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specific relationship between the picture and sound tracks.

One might ask "how so" and "by what criteria" of:

"are beautifully handled"; "excellent" ; "well
lnl;egrated and informative"; "well-paced";
"instructive", "humorous"; "fine"; "nice use of";
"are excellent"; "well [directed]"; "skillful",
"effective"; "beautifully [photographed]"; "good";
"sometimes annoying"; "beautiful"; "sounds overly
cutesy at times"; "well [edited]"; "pompous, but
instructive"; "sensitive"; "inventive use of";
"excellent use of"; "fascinating"; "extremely well
[edited]."

The use of "leisurely and placid" to modify "pace"

indicates few changes of shots within the work, but how few?

Does the juror think this is good or bad? The phrase "too

long" is used twice in this sample, in each case with no

term to modify. "Too long" for what? Is the audience

likely to become physically tired? Is the topic given too

much consideration? For whom? In one instance "too long"

appears with "leisurely and placid". Does that indicate

that "leisurely and placid" are negative terms or that dif

ferent jurors made the comments? If the latter is the case,

which juror commented "too long"? The same can be asked of

the second instance of "too long", for it appears together

with "excellent coverage of •.. " This is not to criticize the

evaluations for being evaluations; expert ranking is a use-

ful means of finding a "good" work on a topic. These

evaluative comments are useful because it is known that they

are made by experts; however, with no attribution of the

comments to expert sort, a user cannot link his/her need

with the sort of judge that made a comment. Knowing that a
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subject expert felt a work was "too long" could have consid

erably more (or less) impact on a user's selection decision

than would knowing that a production expert felt it "too

long". As they stand, these entries provide a form of gui

dance different from that of the other tools examined; the

data to provide an even more refined guidance is gathered

in the extensive screening process evaluation sheets, but is

not fully incorporated into the graphic record.

Although the element relationship to topic and the ele-

ment relationship to audience terms occur more frequently

here than in the previously analyzed set of access tools,

they are similar in their low level of expressiveness

(reI/top 23%, rel/aud 17%).

RELATION TO TOPIC RELATION TO AUDIENCE

does a good job of holding
interest for half an hour

lessens its technical impact
holds interest (even though)
good audience identfifcation

in terms a layman can
understand

gets confusing

intrinsic rhythms
demand
sets a mood which is
haunting and mysterious

explains a complicated
subject

21 .) includes
22.) adds charm

suitable for subject
matter

24.) [film] contains

2. )

4. )

5· )

8. )
9. )

14. )
17 • )

One pair of terms from "relationship to topic" and
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"narration","explains

links

though still without specifying

complicated subject", "in

named "element" witha

a

user,

audience"to

and

II how" :

II relationship

object-event

terms a layman can understand".

A "relationship to audience" term, "hold(s) interest"

implies audience, but must be seen as personal opinion and

an assumption of uniformity among viewers with regard to

preferred treatment styles and subject knowledge. An

insight into "technical quality" is given by the phrase

"[transfer from video to film] lessens its technical

impact". It is not stated in what way this happens: does

the image quality deterioriate sufficiently to affect user

perception? Was the original video composed for viewing on a

small screen or lighted to accommodate the narrower contrast

range of video? Other? What combination? The "technical

quality" for this title is listed as "good to very good" and

"direction and script" are termed "excellent". Does this

indicate that the transfer offset the "direction and script"

component enough to lower the rating? By what formula?

Finally, what are the sorts of track manipulations which

result in "good audience identification"? Indeed, what does

that phrase mean? The audience feels greater than average

interest or involvement with the topic? The producer came

up with a good topic and/or treatment for some anticipated

set of viewers?

The entries do not systematically list responses for
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all elements of "technical quality" and by no means do all

of the responses characterize "how" or relationships "between

topic attributes, depiction attributes, and user attributes.

The criteria are made explicit but are not defined; the use

of a rating system for each of the criteria removes the pos

sibility of juror definition (or explanation of understand

ing); the use of a second rating system further diminishes

discriminability; and the use of some, but not necessarily

all, juror comments without attribution diminishes yet again

the p~ssibilities of knowing what combinations of positive

and negative judgements was made for each title and why.

Jurors are to consider "if there are two or more films

dealing with the same subject, which is the best?" There

are no guidlines stating "best for whom" or "for some -one,

for others, -another". Terms Band C under utilization

potential also indicate this stance. In. addi tion, "extent

to which work stimulates interest in subject" indicates a

model of moving image document use which assumes an advocacy

role for the text and a passive audience.

The use of ranking to score each of the terms presents

the same problem as encountered in the use of ferm and crit

ical adjective terms in the access tools there is no

answer to the question "how so?" What does it mean to say

that camerawork, sound, editing, or direction is poor, very

good, or excellent, especially when these are to be judged

on separate lines from those terms relating depiction and
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topic, or depiction and audience. Does "fair" camerawork

mean some of the pictures are out of focus, or that the

image is sometimes wobbly? Does "very good" mean that pic

tures shot in the jungle are as steady and well-lighted as

studio pictures, indicating either great skill with minimal

equipment or the intrusion of inappropriate technology? Is

it lighting, focus, image steadiness, composition, etc.?

Similiarly, "suitability" and "clarity" in A and B of con

tent are not defined in any way; no components or parameters

are listed.

In the comments, statements which might be expected to

elaborate on these rankings are presented without attribu

tion to a name or even specialist category, thus providing a

user with little means to make a comparison between personal

and expert critique. The EFLA Evaluations note "that con

tradictory evaluative comments are indicative of the wide

range of viewpoints represented on each jury panel", yet the

removal of attribution of the comments and the reduction of

technical quality to a single "poor" to "excellent" rating

significantly reduces the information available to the user.

Therefore, EFLA can be seen as providing two levels of

representation of texts within a surrogate: 1) topic state

ment with critical evaluation and ranking; 2) topic with

critical evaluation and ranking, together with evaluation of

depiction and the opportunity for a user to compare personal

style and needs with evaluator style and abilities - a level
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not achieved in the present record format.

USER RESPONSES TO TEST FILM

In order to examine individual reactions to specific

aspects of depiction a short film was shown to audiences of

graduate students in library and information studies and

education. This group was selected because it was made up of

people likely to be in a position to select film and video

works for use by themselves and by others. In addition,

each respondent was enrolled in one of two elementary

courses in audio-visual production methods. Enrollment in

such a course was taken as an indicator of interest in mov-

ing image texts. While the elementary nature of each of the

courses was taken to indicate a lack of sophistication of

production or critical abilities, this was in no way indica

tive of a uniform level of ability, as some respondents had

made home movies, were competent in still photography, or

had worked with video tape equipment strictly in a recording

situation. No assumption was made as to previous training in

selection of materials (MID or other); and no discussion was

made about selection criteria previous to the screenings of

the film. This procedure was intended to gather data about

individual reactions, and was only incidently concernea with

criteria which might be applied in selecting MIDs for oth-

ers. <45>
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The film is a six minute work about horse pulling, a

form of competition in which draught horses pull heavy

weights, made by the present author, intentionally using

production methods and conventions different from those of

broadcast television sports productions. <46> The intentions

behind the test film Horse Pulling were to present a per

sonal impression of someone standing in the ring with the

horses, emphasizing mass, strength, and the tension/release

of the hitches. This was approached by dropping those con

ventions which distract attention from the horses, men, and

weights, as well as those which take the viewer out of the

ring and give her/him a position in the audience or which

give the seeming omnipresence achieved by multiple cameras.

Also, tight image composition and editing which employs

blunt transitions move the depiction of Horse Pulling

farther from the television conventions which were likely to

be the conventions of the audience. Thus, a certain degree

of "violation" was intended; however, the entire set of dep

iction variable conventions by which the film presents the

competition is also intended to have a large degree of

"adherence" to audience conventions. There is no optical

printer manipulation of image structure, for example, nor

any rearrangement of the temporal sequence; the sounds are

the natural sounds of the event and are synchronized with

the images (except for those which have an off camera source

and those which accompany a slow motion and freeze frame

portion of the image track); and the image was recorded from
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eye level/ground level from sufficient distance so that,

although the objects are tightly framed, they have suffi

cient contexts to appear as parts of horses, men, stones,

and tractor, rather than moving swatches of color.

The film resulting from this intentional deviation from

the estimated conventions of the audience might elicit

excitement/insight because of its novelty, might seem

acceptable though difficult to interpret, or might even be

irritating depending on both the user's commitment to a more

standard set of conventions and the intended use of the

document (e.g. fresh view of a topic; any view of topic

acceptable; topic must be presented narrated, step-by-step

explanation). This raises the issue of user recognition of

the possibilities for manipulation of depiction codes or the

use of different codes in different times and places, and

the attendant ability to describe these differences.

It is assumed that the object-event is a primary ~om

ponent of a MID's meaning, and that, unlike the case with

changes of letters and placement of words in language, MID

depiction variable changes do not result in specifiable

changes of meaning. The same change in an MID variable may

result in a variety of viewer reactions, or general reaction

of but one sort (whether mild, strong, positive, or nega

tive). If most members of the test audience had had similar

reactions to the tight composition, the elimination of long

shots and cutaways, and to the truncating and abutting of
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event sequences, then those depiction codes would be assumed

to be of little discriminating value in a MID surrogate. A

variety of viewer reactions would indicate that the depic

tion manipulations did make a difference to the user and

could possibly be assumed to have a significant effect on a

user's decision to select a particular MID.

Briefly, the film contains 63 shots of which only seven

are not close-ups or tight-medium shots; that is, nearly

ninety percent of the shots are such that they show only a

portion of the man or horse photographed. Also, in most of

the shots most of the frame is filled with the subject. The

editing abutts directions of motion within frames, rather

than relying on matching action between various angles

and/or sizes of shot (CU,MS,LS). There are no cutaways to

audience reaction and pieces of separate events are juxta

posed. The composition and editing were intended to reflect

the mass of the horses, as well as the short bursts of raw

strength. There is no narration explaining rules and regu

lations; there is a small amount of live commentary provided

by the pull director though no significant portion of that

which was actually made; there is an effects track which

carries sounds of horses, harnesses, and tractor seemingly

synchronized with the images (the sounds are synchronized,

but they are not the sounds which actually happened with the

object pictured, though all the sounds were recorded at the

event). The simple title "Horse Pulling" appears at the

beginning and credits appear after the last picture; there
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is no other print text or voice-over introducing or explain-

ing what is in the film.

Each of the 42 viewers was asked to respond to this

brief set of questions after a single viewing.

1. Is a competition of the sort shown in the film
familiar to you? If so, from personal experience?
TV? other?
2. Were you comfortable with the style of the pho
tography?
3. Were you comfortable with the style of the
editing?
4. Is there anything of which you would have liked
to have seen more? less? different?
5. If you had a say in acquisitions for a local
library or television station, would you suggest
purchase of this film? Explain very briefly.

The first four questions were intended to elicit

specific comments on the picture track and the editing of

this work. The final two questions sought open-ended

responses; such responses were also made in the margins for

other questions, providing additional information, (all

responses are found in Appendix E).

As had been anticipated from informal observations

after previous screenings of the test film, about 80% of the

viewers were not familiar with the topic of this film. No

degree of familiarity was requested of those familiar with

horse pulling, though marginal comments indicate a range of:

"sort of, I've seen some of it on TV" to "Connecticut state

Fairs" (it is assumed this means attendance in audience), to

"somewhat I lived in Arkansas on a farm where they had

horse and plow teams". The lack of familiarity with the
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event by the major part of the viewers constitutes an ele

ment of uniformity within the survey group which acts as a

baseline for interpretation of the responses. <47>

The questions regarding comfort with the photography

and editing styles were nearly all answered "yes" (90% for

photography, 85% for editing), yet a large portion of the

responses carried comments which indicated some degree of

dissatisfaction. Among the responses to the photography

question which contained comments there was a wide range of

sorts of responses. Some simply made adjectival comments

such as: "really good photography" (8); "it was beautiful"

(36); "it was quite effective" (20). As was the case with

the access tools, this does not say much about just what it

is that makes the photography "comfortable" or not.

Another sort of comment did make reference to at least one

specific element of the picture track: "particularly the

slow motion/freeze frame at the end" (26), "wonderful light

ing! fabulous slow motion at the end" (24), "yes - the slow

motion could have been used more - it was effective" (42),

"the emphasis on the ground activity was interesting (rem

inded me of docu-dramas on track athletes)" (12), "I espe

cially admired the use of color, esp. red with blue" (30).

Comments on the large percentage of close-up shots and

the lack of cutaways to audience reactions included those

which liked the photography but would have liked a little

wider view or establishment of surroundings; those which
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used phrases such as "ok" (7), "at times" (5), "mostly" (3),

and "not ~uite (28)" to express mild discomfort with this

aspect of the picture track; and those which expressed dis

satisfaction with the picture track for this reason, such as

"too many close-up shots" (1). Even the respondent who had

liked the fact that "it seemed like it was really up close

to the action" (23) ~ualified that comment with "I would

have liked more shots of the crowd". <48>

Two responses expressed confusion over the opening

series of images of autumn foliage, and the abrupt change to

the event, though one mentioned that the sound track did

"soften" the tran~·.Ltion (38). Another response pointed up

the lack of seeming transparency with this comment on the

photography: "yes, although does make you 'work' to follow

all the coherel1C9 [sic]" (34). One comment separated "com

fortable with style" from "not with what was being

presented" (21). Two important aspects of the responses to

the test film begin to appear in this s8t of responses to

the "photography" ~uestion: the variety of responses to the

same element of depiction; and the ability of at least some

viewers to recognize and express reaction to various ele

ments of the depiction. The ~uestion of vocabulary is

attendant with recognition and description. It may be that

the use of terms such as "beautiful photography" indicate a

recognition of the appropriateness or technical achievement

of some aspect of the photography but a lack of terms and

technical understanding to express this with more
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specificity.

The issue of vocabulary is made complicated by the ~se

of words not only to enumerate the objects pictured, but

also the manipulations of depiction codes and the effects

these have on the interpretation of the objects; all of this

is complicated all the more by a history of not fostering a

means of discussing images. Novitz discusses the history of

the production of images and notes that until recently that

production has been the privilege of a small percentage of

the population, so that there is a consequent lack of a gen

eral daily-use image vocabulary. <49> The work of Anderson

and Ploghoff on "receivership skills" training within the

education system indicates insufficient fostering of eidetic

memory skills and a consequent inability of children to

bring critical thinking to television Viewing. <50> In addi

tion, Haber notes that:

the recall of previous stimulation may fail
because we do not use words to remember pictures
or feelings, and therefore we have difficulty
using words to describe the memory later. <51>

The use of seven different terms by respondents to

express the lack of long shots in the test film also indi

cates a lack of common vocabulary. The use of a test MID

with specific depiction variables skewed together with an

open-ended questionnaire could prove useful as a means of

mapping terms and expressions of naive users to one another

and to the terms commonly used in production and criticism.
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The twelve comments on the editing present the same

variety of responses: "yes - quick bu.t impactful" (18); "no,

it seemed much too quick very much of the time" (25); "no,

couldn't follow the action or story-line well" (20); "yes 

I liked seeing the parts of an action and having to imagine

the whole scene - makes the audio more important" (24). The

comment that the story line was "fuzzy" (15) points to the

possibility of different users requiring (or strongly

expecting) a certain model of presentation. One comment

introduces an issue which becomes significant in subsequent

sets of responses: "artistically, yes, personally, no (expo

sure disturbed me)" (21). Responses to other questions

indicate that "exposure" here means being presented with

information, and not technically with level of illumina

tion. This is an instance of depiction variables being con

sidered quite distinctly from object recorded. It is such a

case that would make attribution of a judge's area of exper

tise helpful; a production specialist might feel that

artistically this film was "beautiful", whereas a utiliza

tion specialist might think it too disturbing to be recom

mended.

The question asking if there was anything of which the

viewer would have liked to have seen more or less elicited

three sorts of responses: more details concerning reactions

to the photography and editing; responses to other aspects

of the film (e.g. sound track, topic); and responses from

those who might not have known how to express their
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impressions in terms of the photography or editing. As was

the case with the photography and editing questions, the

responses indicate varying reactions and varying strengths

of reactions. The same aspect of depiction can draw a posi

tive or negative response and the importance of that aspect

of depiction to judgement of the whole work varied. The

subject itself also came into several of the responses.

Topic and intended use were major points of considera

tion for acquisition. This is consistent with the models

used by the access tools examined in this study; EFLA in

particular has its evaluators consider their film or tape

works in light of the audience/use intended by the producer.

The use expressed by the producer on the materials submitted

to the selector/evaluators could provide the user a means of

determining a match or other suitable degree of relationship

between his/her use and that of the producer, but this is

not a part of the record used in the EFLA Evaluations

entries. Responses 14, 15, 16, 17 found fault with the

event, but felt it important for others to see; while 1, 2,

7, 8, 13 also found fault with the event and felt it should

receive no exposure. For use as a "discovery film", 18, 19,

20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 30, and 31 would recommend

acquisition. Questions of where the film would be

"relevant" arose in 27, 29, 32, 33, and 35.

Within these responses is yet another set of comments

on the depiction which support the individuality of response
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to depiction. Responses 3 and 8 differ with 24 on "informa

tion content"; and 19 differ on length; 6 and 28 see no

purpose but like the photography, while 25 doesn't think the

editing is appropriate (though familiarity with the subject

matter is only through television) but would acquire because

of importance; 2 and 16 disagree over acquisition though

both dislike the topic and both find the depiction good; 9,

10, 11, and 12 found fault with the structure, particularly

wi th regard to "nature of competition", ",hile 18, 22, 26 and

30 find value in the particular structure of the test film.

Summary of Responses to Test Film

The large number of comments related to those conven

tions which had been intentionally manipulated away from

estimated audience conventions indicates that type and

extent of deviation from anticipated conventions are impor

tant surrogate attributes. However, since the conventions

and intentions of each and every user cannot be anticipated,

it is not possible to establish a standard for each aspect

of depiction and then apply a measure of deviation to each

______-likP aspe.ct in _.arLy_..m.o.vi-ng. image .. docllment. This grou.p... of

responses yielded support for the inclusion of description

of image framing and relative frequency of the various sorts

of framing (the imprecise but useable CU, MS, LS, for exam

ple), as well as an indication of editing patterns. Vocabu-
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lary is a problem, though viewers were able to make comments

about their reactions. The responses tp the question on

acquisition indicate the need for some statement of the

evaluator's stance being included in the surrogate (or at

least a uniform practice in selection); that some liked the

film, yet saw no use for it; while others did not like the

topic, but felt it important for viewers; while still others

did not like the topic, and so would not acquire the film.

CONCLUSION

The examination of current tools for access to moving

image documents has demonstrated that they are insufficient

to support a variety of individual needs and personal

inspection strategies. In addition, the current access tools

rarely point to specific depiction attributes which might be

incorporated into the proposed surrogate. However, it can

be seen that the models used by these tools do provide, in

and of themselves, levels of guidance to be incorporated

into the larger whole of the proposed surrogate model.
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TEXTS (sets of objects + depiction)

TEXT

condensing;

RULES

I
DESCRIPTION

I
vocabulary; format

1

GRAPHIC RECORD

T
USER APPROACH TO SYSTEM

I
QUERY DESCRIPTION

QUERY CONTENT
USER (set of needs and cognitive style)

-figure 2F-

A surrogate is a graphic representation highlighting

specific aspects of a text. Ideally this representation

exists within a system which specifies how the selection and

arrangement of text aspects is accomplished. Within a system

intended to serve a variety of needs, the text aspects

highlighted may be seen as guides to users, with different

amounts and sorts of text aspects being seen as offering

different levels of guidance (see figure 2F). Setting the
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bounds of the system are TEXTS and USERS, each text being a

set of objects and a set of depiction variables, and each

user bringing to a document collection a set of needs and a

cognitive style. A subsystem of RULES acts upon the texts

to highlight a certain aspect or set of aspects of the

texts, resulting in a TEXT DESCRIPTION. A query content is

formed by a user. This query content is a highlighting of

certain aspects of a user's cognitive map. For the need

that is clearly articulated there are rules for describing

the query - QUERY DESCRIPTION. For the unarticulated need,

a need for approaching the system is felt; no rules apply to

the formation of a query description, yet recognition of a

need, together with any vague notions of the need, may be

seen as constituting a form of QUERY DESCRIPTION. The

result of the TEXT DESCRIPTION is a GRAPHIC RECORD; the

QUERY DESCRIPTION results in a partitioning of the document

collection (this may range from a specific request to gen

eralized browsing) - USER APPROACH TO SYSTEM.

The RULES which establish the text aspects to be made

explicit may be seen as the models used by the access tools

as examined in this section. The QUERY CONTENT may be seen

as an analogous element of the USER's approach to the sys

tem. If the contents of the query emphasize a topic and

vocabulary is sufficiently similar and any work on the to~ic

will do (or a large set is being sought), then the general

access tool model would provide sufficient guidance. If

topic, critical evaluation, and a general indication of
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depiction are the contents of the query, then the EFLA model

is an appropriate level of guidance, particularly if more of

the data generated by the selection/evaluation process were

to be presented in the record. Browsing in Morse's sense for

a document which cannot be completely described, but for

which some likely partionings of the collection can be made,

can be carried out using one or more of the access tools

discussed. Thus, a portion of the proposed surrogate is to

be found in existing tools; this portion is concerned pri

marily with topic and with conventional uses. There remains

the need for a level of surrogate which will support exami

nation and comparison of text elements smaller than can be

indicated by title or subject heading, which offers a

description of significant depiction elements, and which

supports sampling of user selected portions of the text.
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INTRODUCTION

.'.

This section derives a means of describing moving image

documents in surrogates from examination of the document

production portion of the image communication process. In

order to support the variety of uses and approaches to the

document collection encompassed by browsing and relevance

judgements, a surrogate should provide representations of a

text at a variety of levels. Summaries, generalization, and

evaluations accomplish part of this requirement. In order

for a user to fine-tune decisions made on the basis of sum

maries, generalizations, and evaluations, as well as to per

mit inspection strategies which bypass these levels alto

gether, it is proposed that the surrogate record have at its

base a description with close correspondence to the entire

text. Just what may be meant by description is considered

together with the descriptive conventions and working prac

tices of producers to fashion a composite method of describ

ing these documents. A small collection of documents is

described using a method based on MID production practices

in order to suggest the efficacy of the proposed method for

providing a base level for a surrogate intended to serve

multiple functions.

Previous considerations of topic, conventions, texts,

and users have indicated that the meaning of a text is the

result of a number of variables which "reside in both the
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audience and the medium". <1> At its base level, the level

with the closest correspondence to the entire original docu

ment, the surrogate may be seen &s a representation of the

MID variables with no assumptions about audience variables,

in order to provide the browser/the judge of relevance/the

audience of one with an instrument of "aboutness which

retains sufficient structure to aid in individual determina

tion of m·eaning". <2> Because of the differences between

moving image communication and print linguistic communica

tion the proposed description cannot be seen as a direct

translation (as a linguistic text to linguistic text trans

lation may be), but rather as a transmedial <3> instrument

enabling the user to be a reader/sampler in the absence of

the original document. That is, the surrogate is an instru

ment which must take into account the different communica

tion systems operating within the medium of the MID and the

medium of the surrogate, and not simply the different syntax

and switching of vocabularies which can effect at least one

level of linguistic text to linguistic text translation.

In order to consider description it must be made clear

what is to be described. A MID surrogate must include a

description of both the objects recorded and the depiction

variables. One statement of the distinction between the

physical document and the topic and the interaction between

the two is found in Peritore's proposal of a phenomenologi

cal approach to film study:
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technical construct manifesting certain visual and
aural characteristics, that is, the film as an
object of consciousness. For example, the 3:4
delineation of black and white gradations of light
on a flat surface, or the presence and absence of
music, narration, direct or contrapuntal sound
structures, become objects of focus. The tem
porality of sequence images •.• the camera's stasis
or mobility, the reproductive/transformational
powers of the lens become relevant aspects of
research. <4>

Yamaguchi and Kunii make a similar distinction between the

"physical" picture and the "logical" picture. <5> The physi-

cal picture is a "two dimensional array of pixels", or pic-

ture elements, each one of which is described in terms of

light values. To this might be added a number of other phy-

sical aspects of the image recording prQcess such as the

latitude of exposure, graininess, contrast ratio, and color

balance of the recording medium; the resolving power of the

lens, the angle of coverage and sensitivity of the micro

phone; even the reproduction capabilities of the playback

equipment. In addition to these physical aspects of the

still image there are added the effects of changes in pixels

resulting from the movement component of MIDs, i.e. multiple

still images. The physical picture, then, is the result of

the interaction of all the depiction variables with those

objects which make up the logical picture. The logical pic

ture is a set of objects and the relationships between them

which are made manifest by the recording, such as "trees and

humans" and "on the right of ... [and] below". <6>

The concern with the physical image as the means of
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about the logical picture's relationships of

objects (here meaning the audio component as well) is indi

cated in the writings of producers. Vertov <7> writes of:

Finding the most effective route for the viewer's
eyes among all these interactions, attractions,
and repulsions of shots .•• [by making a combination
of] various correlations, the chief of which are:
1. correlation of shots (close ups, long shots,
etc. )
2. correlation of foreshorteLings
3. correlation of movements with the shots
4. correlation of light and shade
5. correlation of shooting speeds
[then] the author determines: 1. the sequence of
pieces; 2. the length of time for each shot. Here
both the intershot movement (the interval between
adjacent pieces) and the visual relation of each
individual shot to every other shot are con
sidered. <8>

Roberts and Sharples write of "interpreting the image"

by means of "manipulating" <9> : the frame, camera angle,

camera speed, double exposure, soft focus, perspective, cam

era movement (including optical apparent movement such as

the zoom), the close up, the freeze frame, the negative

image, film stock, color temperature, lighting, location,

rhythm and tempo. They also write of "capturing the image"

in terms of crew; script; and "putting the camera to work",

which includes camera movement, camera angle (image size,

angle at which image is viewed, and height at which camera

is placed), continuity of shots (time and space, direction

of movement), the close up, and composition. <10> There are

many variables subject to manipulation. Documents may range

from "mere recordings" of objects or events to those in

which the meaning is derived from elaborate manipulations.
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The description of the physical text must accommodate

the variety of horizontal and vertical juxtapositions of

portions of the image and sound tracks which characterize

the moving image text; it must make available those elements

and relationships which are not available to the user b~

unmediated inspection of the physical documents. This is,

in one sense, the function of the script and other produc

tion materials; these are mnemonic devices for persons

involved in fashioning the MID text. In order to produce a

document the author must make some form of recording and

make some form of arrangement of the recorded material (even

if this is the decision to make no manipulation of the ori

ginal recording). still images, symbols for depiction vari

ables, and words serve as hard copy tools to give an author

access to pre-recording concepts (so as to enable the

appropriate manipulation of the recording process to bring

these concepts about), as well as to the recorded frames (so

as to enable the appropriate juxtaposing of images to bring

about the concepts of the text). These description tools

provide an author with a means of inspecting and making

decisions about various elements and portions of the

intended time-bound, ephemeral text. It is proposed here

that the addition of a similar set of description tools to

the user's approach to a document collection would provide

the user a similar means of individual inspection of moving

image documents. Consideration of these devices and conven

tions, as well as their application to a small collection of
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documents will indicate what sort of information is to be

emphasized and by what means it may be described.

A representation does not possess all the attributes of

that which it represents. One can imagine one level of a

moving image document surrogate being fashioned from clips

of a film or video work which would possess attributes of

portions of the original. However, these would not maintain

the integrity of lateral and serial juxtapositions of the

entire text. If they did, they would cease to function as

representations. This is not to say that clips or viewing

of portions of a document are inappropriate to surrogates

(quite the contrary); only that such ought not to be con

sidered the base level surrogate.

BASE LEVEL SURROGATE

For the purposes of a base level description a moving

image document can be visualized as a matrix of sequential

phenomena. Tracks can be put on the· vertical axis and

include one for image (one for each set of images in a

multi-image production) and one for each of the components

of the sound track - typically, synchronized voice, syn

chronized effects, voice-over narration/com·mentary, music,

non-synchronized voices and effects. Horizontally, the time

line, with its increments the size of a frame in the record

ing medium (now generally 1/24th or 1/30th of a second)
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provides a reference structure for describing what takes

place at any moment within anyone of the tracks, and thus,

what sorts of relations hold horizontally within a track,

and what relations hold vertically between combinations of

tracks. Thus, for example, lengths of shots (edemes) and

points at which they change may be noted; the amount or per

centage of time given to music or narration may be calcu

lated; or the use of one or more sound tracks to bridge a

picture transition may be described.

In order to describe the document more is required than

the ability to describe when portions of track begin and

end; description of what objects appear, what they do, and

what depiction variables are being applied or manipulated is

required. Organizing the description of the object-event

and depiction codes which make up a work is accomplished by

including in each column of the matrix for the image track,

and for each of the sound tracks: (1) object-event, (2)

object-event/frame, (3) object-event/frame/recording dev

ices, (4) object-event/frame/recording devices/time. The

object-event is that which is selected for recording; the

frame is the beginning of the depiction; the recording dev

ices are the machines and variety of ways in which they can

relate to/present an object-event; time operates both glo

bally and locally - patterns of juxtaposition as well as

movement within shots and transitions between shots.
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(1) Object-event

The major portion of moving image documents involves

the recording of objects. Some structuralist and other

experimental genre works may not involve objects, and some

works may subordinate the object to the depiction variables;

still most images are recordings of objects. As Novitz

points out, there is no rule specifying the subject of a

picture, therefore, in the process of describing a document,

one may do best to describe the objects and their orienta

tion to one another. <11> In production planning/execution

there are three methods of description: words may be used

for object description and orientation, for example, man on

left faces gun on right; words or letter tags may be com

bined with orienting symbols, m> <g; images ranging from

stick figures to elaborate representations may be used.

Because of the difficulty of iconographic descriptions (both

in subject analysis and vocabulary) actual pictures of the

frames of the MIDs are used in the example descriptions

which follow in this section.

At the object-event level, the sounds to be considered

are all the sounds present at a particular point in the

document, described in terms of genre or generator; that is,

announcer's voice, music, bird whistle, synchronized voices,

or traffic noise. The object generating the sound mayor may

not be present in the accompanying (or any) image in the
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document.

It would be possible to describe the sound with an

indexical representation such as a wave form pattern, in the

way that the still photographic reproduction describes the

picture; however, it seems unlikely that this would be suf

ficiently easy for most users to decode to warrant its use.

(~) Object-event/Frame

The term "frame" is used as a noun to mean the boun

daries of the image. Typically the boundaries are rectangu

lar and expressed as an aspect ratio (e.g. 4:3 or 1.33:1 for

the common 16mm film frame). The rectangular frame is

achieved by masking at various stages (e.g. recording,

projection/broadcast, screen) the image transmitted by the

lens. <12>

The frame limits the number of objects seen or the por

tion of an object seen. <13> Generally, des~ription is made

by the use of terms indicating apparent distance from sub

ject or, in shots of people, by the number of people appear

ing in the frame. Examples include:

1) Close shot, close-up, CS, or CU in which the

object nearly fills the frame.

2) Medium shot, MS in which the object is shown

with some space/environment around it.
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3) Long shot, LS in which the object appears at

some distance, with considerable surroundings.

4) Detail shot in which a small detail is

highlighted.

5) Two shot in which two people appear.

6) Three shot in which three people appear.

Numbers 1,2 and 3 are often elaborated upon to include:

extreme close up or ECU, big close up or BCU, medium long

shot or MLS, tight medium shot or TMS. While the boundaries

between these terms are not mathematically precise, they are

commonly understood by MID authors and theorists and provide

a standard vocabulary for description. Also, screen loca

tion (the location of the object within the frame) and

screen direction (the direction of movement within the

frame) are indicated by left and right, as well as by com

pass directions. These terms are linked with the notion of

composition within the ordering structure of the frame. <14>

Composition may be described in terms similar to those used

in other media, terms which may emphasize masses of light or

color, emphasize direction (e.g. diagonal, right-weighted,

centered), shapes formed or implied. It may be that ele

ments of the picture will form a de facto frame for an

object; or, possibly what is framed will be nothing an

empty space awaiting use.

The physical boundary on the sound object-event which

forms the frame is not as immediately apparent as the image
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boundary, that is, it is not the result of the placement of

an aperature at the recording device. The frame is a physi

cal space on the sound track in which are contained all the

particular sounds associated with a particular increment of

time. These include sounds which are made meaningful by

their patterning and grouping. There is an evident utility

to transcribing words and music, whereas little is likely

to be gained by further describing or transcribing most

sound effects, except for noting their location in relation

ship to the image and other sound tracks. At any particular

point, the relationship between elements of sound is

described in terms of relative volume: a voice may stand out

against the surrounding din, or be nearly buried by it;

music is likely to play at a relatively high volume while it

is the only sound, then be faded down somewhat or completely

as a narrator's voice comes on; horses' hoof beats may fade

up from a barely audible background noise to an overwhelming

presence.

The description of frame level sound is seemingly sim

ple for speech (words can be transcribed, intonation and

other variables require more coding); musical scores can be

presented if available <15>, if not, at least a characteri

zation of the tempo, instrumentation, and genre might be

given. Volume of sounds can be indicated by relative

volume, such as on a scale of 1 to 10.
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(2) Object-event/Frame/Recording Devices

The recording devices include: the camera, which may be
I

moved with relation to the object-event; the lens, which

determines image size at a particular camera placement and

which largely determines the range of focus (except in

holography); the microphone(s) and sound recorder, which

also can be moved and whinh determine the angle of sound

reception; the recording media, which determine color rendi-

tion, contrast levels, exposure levels, sound fidelity; and

the re-recording equipment, such as printers, sound mixers,

and effects generators , which can change framing, colors,

levels of sounds, exposures, and numerous other aspects of

the original recordings.

The ability to move in space, physically or optically,

is, in large part, the factor effecting framing. The rela

tionship of the camera to the object-event being recorded

may be described on a vertical plane with: low angle, when

the camera is mounted significantly below eye level <16>;

eye level, and high angle; on a horizontal plane with:

number of degrees separation from a start point, or with

terms such as front shot, oblique, back, three-quarter, or

with a symbol for the subject and a "c" with an arrow">" as

seen from above; in depth, with the size terms for framing,

with terms for the range of focus and the apparent perspec

tive, and with reference to objects as depth cues (internal
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framing devices) such as: "over-the-shoulder shot" or

"point-of-view" (in which the camera is put in the po.si tion

of the eyes of one of the people or animals being recorded).

At this level sound too is described in terms of apparent

relationship to the object-event: is the level of the sound

consistent with the image size; is the expected ambient

sound present, suppressed, highlighted; are equipment vari

ables significant, such as "wind noise muffles voices",

"microphone placement picks up audience as well as musi

cians", "voice 'tinny' or overmodulated". <17>

(1) Object-event/Frame/Recording Devices/Time

Time operates locally as movement (or simple existence)

of the object-event (event being dependent on time); as

movement of objects with relation to the frame boundaries;

as movement of the recording devices relative to what is

being recorded; as the relationship of recording speed to

playback speed (slow motion, condensed motion, compressed

speech - many of these manipulations can also be made after

the orignal recording). These can be described in the terms

used in previous levels together with terms or symbols indi

cating the passage of time such as: arrows and numbers to

indicate successive positions; zoom in, zoom out to indicate

optical change of distance; dolly, truck, track to indicate

horizontal movement of the camera; crane to indicate verti-
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cal movement; pan to indicate turning of the camera on the

horizontal axis; tilt to indicate turning on the vertical

axis. Most such terms have corresponding arrow and dashed

line symbols.

Description of sound at the time local level includes

indication of the stop and start points of each sound (each

sound track), the changes in volume level (fade up, fade

down), and, in relationship to the picture track, whether

the sound is synchronous or asynchronous with the image.

The global aspect of the time level is the relationship

among components of each of the tracks and among tracks. The

editing patterns, as well as the layerings of sound tracks,

the bridging of image transitions by sounds, the continua

tion of the sound of one shot under a shot of a different

object-event, can all be described in terms of groups of

beginnings and endings of images and sounds, and groups of

levels of sounds, and groups of internal structures (compo

sition, object movement, camera movement, etc.) of shots.

The local and global aspects of time are closely

related but are described separately in the surrogate exam

ple later in this section so as to allow for differentiation

between temporal aspects of objects recorded (e.g. movement

of the object(s) within the frame) and depiction (e.g. cam

era movement), as well as between different depiction vari

ables with temporal components (eg. camera movement and jux

taposition).
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The transition from one shot to the next is an aspect

of the time component. One shot may simply abutt the

preceding shot - a "straight cut"; one shot may "fade out"

then the next shot "fade in"; if the fade out of one shot

and the fade in of the next start at the same point on the

time axis, a "dissolve" results; a large number of "wipes"

can be used to optically sweep, spin, rotate or burst one

shot away and the next one in.

DESCRIPTION

The use of images and symbols for description of moving

image document picture and sound attributes is not a new

concept. The use of the storyboard is commonplace to show

"key moments in the film .•• high points of action, important

sets or locations, or anything vital to the flow of the

film." <18> The storyboard may be simple sket~hes, as for

Horse Pulling, elaborate drawings, an "extensive photo

essay" <19>, or even film/video sketches and dry runs. The

image sheets used by Eisentein for the editing and music

composition for Alexander Nevsky <20> present an excellent

example of the production use of aligned representation of

tracks. A similar use is found in various critical ana-

used instructional film

for example,

"Vieo/Jaubert";

lyses, as

Gorbman's

Bellour's study of Hitchcock;

Leonard's report on the widely

Film Editing:lnterpretations and
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Values; and Petrie's "From Mise-En-Scene to Mise-En-Shot:

analysis of a sequence" (for all of the above examples, see

Appendix F). Harrison has written of the shot list for film

libraries:

Some written or verbal description of the contents
of a film is essential for reference and catalogu
ing. The aim of shotlisting is to produce a writ
ten or readable record of the contents of a film
which reduces the necessity for viewing it to
determine its contents ... A shotlist is a descrip
tive list of shots in the order in which they
appear in a film and includes camera positions and
footages relating to these shots. <21>

The "aim of shotlisting" is, in general terms, similar to

that of the surrogate proposed in this study, and the

shotlist certainly indicates deeper penetration into a text

than is indicated in. the previously examined access tools;

however, the emphasis on "written or verbal description"

which it shares with the access tools overlooks the differ-

ence between pictures and words.

The nature of images may make difficult, if not impos

sible, the complete elaboration of relationships which might

be of interest. Nichols addresses the difficulty of using

words to describe photographic images:

As a consequence of this difference between analog
[pictures] and digital [words] we are often in the
position of using the complex instrument of
language to speak about the rich meanings of art
where a proliferation of words can never match the
gradations of meaning to which the words
allude .... Often we are put in the position of
describing gradations of meaning with obviously
crude instruments such as the distinctions
background/foreground, diagonal/vertical,
black/white, close-up/medium shot/long shot. <22>
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Not only is there the problem of describing gradations or

complexes of depiction codes, but also the problem of deter

mining which attributes pictured ought to be described. In

addition, there is the problem, related to subject determi

nation, of seemingly incidental (background) objects which

may be of interest to some users.

Because the photographic image is a fundamental com

ponent of the moving image document, because pictures are

not words and cannot always be fully described by words,

because images are an important part of the authors means of

achieving control over the moving image text, and because

images are not a significant element of existing access

tools for MIDs, it is proposed that the description for the

proposed surrogate make use of photographic reproductions of

portions of the MID image track. While photographic repro

ductions of frames are not necessarily isomorphic in every

respect with either a shot or an individual frame or set of

frames from that shot, they can bear an indexical resem

blance to the shot. This would make more evident the objects

and their recorded attributes as well as those modes of

image depiction and their combinations which are evident in

any single frame or set of frames.

Description Conventions

When the moving image document is played back as
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intended, temporal aspects, particularly the length of each

shot, are apparent; these temporal aspects remain apparent

if a one-to-one still picture to frame correspondence is

used; yet, if each shot is represented by only one frame

reproduction or by some fixed number of frame reproductions,

the attention given each shot is potentially the same, even

if it is not the same in document playback. The affixing of

the appropriate numbers from the time axis provides the

representation of the length of the shot, though it does not

change the physical presence of the image. This physical

presence provides the opportunity for close scrutiny and

copes with an intermedial translation in a way which intro

duces a temporal element not in the MID text; that is, the

user may examine any portion of the image text for an

unspecified length of time, unlike the programmed duration

of image viewing during projection. These aspects of the

description process must be acknowledged if the representa

tion is to actually represent the moving image document.

Utility of Frame Increment Descriptions

The succession of frames is generally segmented into

shots or edemes, each of which typically presents a dif

ferent object-event or a different depiction of the same one

(e.g. different angle, different distance, slow motion).

The identification of individual shots and the nature of
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some sorts of transitions between shots present difficulties

which are addressed by the possibility of description at the

level of the individual recording frame. The transition

made with a dissolve may be so seamless as to ~e undetect

able, even upon inspection of the physical document. One

continuous cademe (camera shot) may have pieces removed with

the remaining pieces abutted by means of "jump cuts" not to

material from other cademes, but to a non-contiguous portion

of the same cademe. If there is significant movement of the

camera, the object, both the object and camera, or even a

change of objects within the image frame during the record-- ...

ing of the cademe, the removal of some frames may well

result in a transition between two seemingly different

cademes. If there is no such significant change in the

cademe, a slight discontinuity (e.g. in a head and shoulders

shot, an abrupt change of angle of viewer's gaze or positon

of hand) may indicate a cut, but the image data will be

essentially the same. In a similar way, the camera may

begin recording a close up, then zoom back, then pan to

another object; thus presenting a single cademe which may be

used intact (except, perhaps for start and end frames) as an

edeme, and thereby present several significant changes in

image data within the bounds of a single shot. Also, sound

track transitions may not occur at edeme boundaries, so that

the sound could not be simply described as the "sound for

this shot".

The word and symbol conventions of producers are
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required in order to provide a standard vocabulary and

enable labelling/access/discussion, as well as accounting

for those temporal properties and relationships not eV1dent

in still images. The discussion of words and images in Sec

tion One indicates the difficulty of iconographic descrip

tion. The description of images by MID makers is simplified

because of maker familiarity with a small set of images and

because of specificity of the functions to be served by

various sorts of description. Because the needs of surro

gate users cannot be anticipated with such specificity,

because the surrogate in a retrieval system is not intended

to be either the final document (though in some instances it

may be an adequate response to a user's need) or an analysis

of the document, and because there are several aspects of

production which may be described but are not easily discer

nible in the final document, not all of the means of

description available to MID makers are appropriate to the

proposed surrogate. Surrogate description does not take

place at the level of charts of camera movement with indica

tion of speed and points of focus change; or at exact state

ments of frequency ranges of various sounds; or specific

statements of angles and zoom ratios. Instead, at the base

level a characterization of each shot is made which enables

a user to determine if enough is shown in an appropriate

manner, as well as to determine if the patterns of the major

depiction variables (such as those shown to be significant

in the response to the test film in Section Two) meet indi-
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vidu8.1 need and ability requirements.

The description is formalized by the segmentation of

the MID into the aspects of object, frame, recorder, and the

two facets of time. Each of these has certain characteris

tics and means for describing them have been developed.

However, as there are no specific indications of demarcation

between image size indicators (eu, MS, LS) nor even between

significant changes in the image, and because it may not be

possible for a viewer to say what is the subject of a par

ticular image (particularly if it is described in isolation

from related shots), there is a strong possibility of varia

tions between different descriptions of the same document.

It is for this reason that the photographic reproductions

are proposed as a primary element of the description. The

points in the document described with photographs are not

subject to varying description, and the terms and symbols

used to indicate the transitions between these points

(whether camera and object movements indicated by "pan",

"tilt", "left", "right", etc., for frames within the same

shot, or "straight cut II , "fade", "dissolve", "wipe", etc.,

for frames within contigious shots) are more strictly

defined than terms for other aspects of image or sound.

It is because of the absence of strict demarcations

that description of a MID cannot simply match picture ele

ments against words in a glossary; rather, a learning set of

terms together with images and discussions of the range of
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application of terms must be used. Pr~duction texts, such

as Roberts and Sharples, and Adams offer various formats of

such a learning set.

The description here of portions of five moving image

documents is less a new tool than a reworking of elements of

existing tools to serve new purposes for new users. The fol

lowing format is certainly not the only possible format for

description. Many sheets of paper with a few frames, a few

large sheets with many frames, a scroll with images from

each shot all on one sheet, or a machine with a data base

management system enabling electronic manipulation of full

documents are just a few of the possible configurations for

description. Another alternate format would be to use a

grid with standard increments indicating time with the frame

data superimposed over the time line. The purpose of the

following presentation of MID descriptions is to offer an

example of the sorts of data available from these documents,

and to present these in a fashion which retains a signifi

cant portion of the text structure.

As an illustration of the proposed base level, a few

frames from five sports films are described using the pro

posed approach, in order to demonstrate its application and

to indicate how the differences in depiction which may be

applied to similar topics can be made apparent.

Horse Pulling is the film used to test audience

responses. It is just over six and one-half minutes long,
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and has sixty-five shots including title and credits.

Practice is a film of similar length photographed at a

workout session of a collegiate gymnastics team; it has

sixty-four shots.

Gymnastics USA is a half hour film photographed at the

competitions used to select the 1976 US Olympic gymnastics

teams. It has two hundred and forty-six shots.

Ancient Games is a half hour re-creation of the ancient

Olympic events using two recent Olympic decathletes. It has

one hundred and eighty-four shots.

Corrida Interdite is a ten minute bull-fight film with

only a musical sound track. It has one hundred and sixty

two shots.

The frame reproductions utilized here from each of

these works are monochrome, though all the works themselves

are in color. The frames from Practice, Gymnastics USA, and

Ancient Games are the middle frame of each shot; the frames

from Horse Pulling are the fourth frame from the beginning

and the fourth frame from the end of each shot (see Appendix

G for frame reproductions of large portions of each MID).

The difference in sampling was used in order to offer a

point of discussion about the defining and the demarcation

of the shct. The selection of the fourth frame from either

end was made because it is not an uncommon practice to make

a cut just as an object is leaving or entering the frame, so
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that choosing the last frame might frequently result in a

reproduction with no object or only a minute detail; yet

going mu~t farth~t than a fraction of a second from either

end might mean making a reproduction of obj~ct and depiction

which bears little similarity to the very beginning or end

of the shot. The frame reproductions from Carr ida Interdite

are made at a third level of sampling - one frame from each

autonomous sequence of shots. As there is no required or

even standard demarcation of such segments (fades and dis

solves mayor may not be used as punctuation), objects,

activities, and patterned" use of variables (e.6. several 18

punctuated with a CU) become important in determining auton

omy.

The images used for this study were copied from 16mm

prints with a 35mm camera with a duplicating attachment. The

images could be made in a number of ways, ranging from

sketches to machine programmed display of the actual frames

from a document, but the richness of the description as well

as the problems of selection of frames would remain nearly

the same.
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Object
Number Horse Pulling 9 Horse Pulling 10

I ---------------------------------------------------------
Location 43-2 (2.08sec) 45-1 (3.00sec)

M ---------------------------------------------------------

A
Frame MS man in

center-stones
TMS - hands at point
of #9 man

G Recorder eye-level, static

E Tm-Locl no change in compo
head turns right

Tm-Glbl straight cut in/out

eye-level, static

hitch exits left 46-25
internal wipe

straight cut in/out

Object announcer announcer
S ---------------------------------------------------------

Frame
a trk 1

As you know, you
have three hitches

you go over that rail,
you have lost that
hitch.

u ---------------------------------------------------------
trk 2

N

D trk 3

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Recorder overmodulated and
* trk 1 "tinny"

overmodulated and
"tinny"

3
trk 2

trk 3

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

T Tm-Locl voice-over (non-
trk 1 sync) continues

voice-over (non
sync) continues

R ---------------------------------------------------------
trk 2 n/a n/a

A ---------------------------------------------------------
trk 3 n/a n/a

C ---------------------------------------------------------
Tm-Glbl

K trk 1

S trk 2

trk 3

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a
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Object
Number Horse Pulling 60 Horse Pulling 61

I ---------------------------------------------------------
Location 228-2 (14.33sec) 236-2 (16.00sec)

M ---------------------------------------------------------

A
Frame MS rump 2/3 left

to 1/4 right
MS team fills frame

G Recorder pans left, right

E Tm-Locl enter left, circle
right, cam follows

Tm-Glbl straight cut in/out

static, 3/4, slowmotion

slight move left, slow
motion, freeze (231-10)

straight cut in/out

Object
S

Frame
o trk 1

announcer, sync, FX

... to ask you all
to be quiet, please
be quiet

announcer, FX, voice FX

23 inches! He wins the
trophy! One •..

u ---------------------------------------------------------
trk 2

N·

D trk 3

whoa! whoa! whoa!
gid

hoof beats

up

hoof beats

Recorder overmodul, nonsync
* trk 1

overmodul, nonsync
normal snd/slomo pic

3
trk 2

trk 3

close, clear, sync

close, clear, sync

normal snd/slomo pic

normal snd/slomo pic

T Tm-Locl announcer continues
trk 1 through first half

announcer resumes over
second half

R ---------------------.-----------------------------------
trk 2 driver voice cntnus driver cntnus, ends

A ---------------------------------------------------------
trk 3 FX bridge shot cut FX continue, end

c ---------------------------------------------------------
Tm-Glbl

K trk 1

S trk 2

trk 3

--,.., I--anncr---.
232

<--driver---------------:

-----hooves-------------------->:

I IIVO---I
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Object

Number Practice 5 Practice 6
I ---------------------------------------------------------

Location 26-32 (2.54sec) 28-13 (9.46sec)
M ---------------------------------------------------------

A
Frame L8 whole team

diagonal
M8 one leg frames
other team members

G Recorder from rear

E Tm-Locl bodies move
camera static

Tm-Glbl . straight cut

floor level angle

bodies move
camera static

straight cut

Object music music
8 ---------------------------------------------------------

Frame
a trk 1

Gluck - Iphigenia
in Aulis

Gluck - Iphigenia
in Aulis

u ---------------------------------------------------------
trk 2

N

D trk 3

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Recorder live recording
* trk 1 audience sounds

live recording
audience sounds

--_._--------------------------------------------~--------
trk 2 n/a n/a

3 ---------------------------------------------------------
trk 3 n/a n/a

T Tm-Locl music in sync
trk 1 with pix

music in sync
with pix

R ---------------------------------------------------------
trk 2 n/a n/a

A ---------------------------------------------------------
trk 3 n/a n/a

C ---------------------------------------------------------Tm-Glbl NNN Gluck NNN

K trk 1
---------------------------------------------------------

8 trk 2 n/a n/a
---------------------------------------------------------
trk 3 n/a n/a
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Object

Location 63-24 (4.42sec)
I

M

A

Number

Frame

Practice 12

TM8 legs and
pommel horse

Practice 13

66-10 (4.04sec)

L8 2 men on P-bars
3rd man frames left

G Recorder 3/4 view

E Tm-Locl legs rotate r>l
camera static

Tm-Glbl cut on action

3/4 view

bodies move
camera static

cut on action

Object
8

Frame
o trk 1

u
trk 2

N

D trk 3

music

Gluck - Iphigenia
in Aulis

n/a

n/a

music

Gluck - Ipigenia
in Aulis

n/a

n/a

Recorder live recording
* trk 1 audience sounds

live recording
audience sounds

trk 2 n/a n/a
3 ---------------------------------------------------------

trk 3 n/a n/a

T Tm-Locl music in sync
trk 1 with pix

music in sync
with pix

R

A

C

trk 2

trk 3

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Tm-Glbl -------Gluck------------------------------------
K trk 1

S trk 2 n/a n/a
---------------------------------------------------------
trk 3 n/a n/a
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Object

Number USA 29 USA 30
I ---------------------------------------------------------

Location 107-10 (1.67sec)
M

A
Frame TLS woman, vault

plain background

108-10 (2.38sec)

TLS woman, vault
plain background

G Recorder moderate hi angle

E Tm-Locl woman arcs l>r
camera static

moderate hi angle

diff woman arcs l>r
camera static

Tm-Glbl repeat/diff woman-dissolve-repeat/diff woman

Object music music
S ---------------------------------------------------------

Frame
o trk 1

sprightly folk/
rock

sprightly folk/rock

U ---------------------------------------------------------
trk 2

N

D trk 3

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Recorder normal presence
* trk 1

normal presence

3
trk 2 n/a n/a
---------------------------------------------------------
trk 3 n/a n/a

T Tm-Locl no evident sync
trk 1

no evident sync

R

A

c

trk 2 n/a n/a
---------------------------------------------------------
trk 3 n/a n/a

Tm-Glbl
K trk 1

S trk 2

trk 3

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a
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Object

Number USA 50 USA 51
I ---------------------------------------------------------

Location 188-0 (10.75sec) 194-18 (6.75sec)
M ---------------------------------------------------------

A
Frame MS gymnast on floor

ex mat - Carter
TLS gymnast on floor
ex mat - Beach

G Recorder floor level,straight

E Tm-Locl push to handstand
camera static

moderate hi angle

push to handstand
camera slow zoom out

Tm-Glbl overlap same move-dissolve-overlap same move

Object music music
S ---------------------------------------------------------

Frame
a trk 1

upbeat, Greek
motif

upbeat, Greek
motif

U ---------------------------------------------------------
trk 2

N

D trk 3

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Recorder normal presence
* trk 1

normal presence

3
trk 2 n/a. n/a
---------------------------------------------------------
trk 3 n/a n/a

T Tm-Locl no evident sync
trk 1

no evident sync

R ---------------------------------------------------------
trk 2 n/a n/a

A ---------------------------------------------------------
trk 3 n/a n/a

c -------------------------------------------------------~-
Tm-Glbl

K trk 1

S trk 2 n/a n/a
---------------------------------------------------------
trk 3 n/a n/a
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Location 000-0 (19.04sec)
I

M

A

Object

Number

Frame

Games 1

M8 discus statue,
"The Ancient Games"

Games 2

11-17 (23.92 sec)

L8 theater ruins

G Recorder FX

E Tm-Locl statue rotates
title dissolves on

Tm-Glbl straight cut

high angle

flying camera circles
site

straight cut

Object voice, music voice, music
8 ---------------------------------------------------------Frame
o trk 1

and if with all his
strength••. victor of
the ancient games

The Greeks invented
games ...Delphi games
second only to Olympics

u ---------------------------------------------------------trk 2
N

D trk 3

quiet flute

heraldic trumpets

strings

trumpets

Recorder voice prominent
* trk 1

voice prominent

trk 2 music in background music in background
3 ---------------------------------------------------------

trk 3 music in background music in background

T Tm-Locl voice over reading
trk 1 poetry, giving intro

voice over continues
intro explanation

R ---------------------------------------------------------
trk 2 flute ends at "games" strings at "chariots"

A ---------------------------------------------------------

I • --,."1----vOlce-----------------------------------

trk 3
c

Tm-Glbl
K trk 1

8 trk 2

trumpets at "games"

l----flute---->

trump. end "chariots"

< t
. N __

----s rlngs--------

trk 3 <--trumpet-->
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Object

Location 529-19 (25.83 sec)

Games 105

MS - javelin statue

I

M

A

Number

Frame

Games 104

two shot - Johnson
& Toomey talking

554-39 (10.04 sec)

G Recorder front front, slight oblique

E Tm-Locl conversational gestures no movement
zoom in - zoom out

Tm-Glbl straight cut st. cut in - diss. out

Object conversation narrator
S

Frame
a trk 1

U

N
trk 2

I suppose, Rafer, that
you really have to ...
Beamon went 29

n/a

The ancient javelin
event differed .. and it

music

D trk 3 n/a n/a

Recorder normal presence
* trk 1

normal presence

trk 2 n/a music in background
3 ---------------------------------------------------------

trk 3 n/a n/a

T Tm-Locl sync voices
trk 1 no bridge out

R

A

C

trk 2

trk 3

n/a

n/a

voice over narration
begins

music starts at pix cut

n/a

Tm-Glbl
K trk 1

S trk 2

trk 3

--- I---sync---------I

n/a

n/a

I ---I---VO---------
I\-------------------
n/a
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Location 63-8 (34 sec) 35mm
I

M

A

Object

Number

Frame

Corrida 9

14 shots - bull in
ring

Corrida 24

114-5 (41 sec) 35mm

16 shots - toreador,
cape, and bull

G Recorder ground level ground level

Frame
a trk 1

E

s

Tm-Locl

Tm-Glbl

Object

bull moves with
ring

cuts on action

music

baroque organ

cape work with bull

cuts on action

music

baroque organ

u
trk 2

N
n/a n/a

D trk 3 n/a n/a

Recorder normal presence
* trk 1

normal presence

trk 2 n/a n/a
3 ---------------------------------------------------------

trl;: 3 n/a n/a

Tm-Glbl
K trk 1

--------organ-----------------------------------

T

R

A

C

Tm-Locl
trk 1

trk 2

trk 3

no evident sync

n/a

n/a

no evident sync

S trk 2 n/a n/a
---------------------------------------------------------
trk 3 n/a n/a
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DISCUSSION

A discussion of the preceding examples of MID surrogate

segments is in order both to examine the means of descrip

tion and to consider some aspects of format and display.

Each page presents the description of two shots. <23>

The shot "number" and "location" situate the image along the

time/distance axis of the matrix. The location of the first

frame of the shot is given in feet and frames; the figure in

parentheses is the length of the shot given in seconds. <24>

The various levels of description of the image track

then follow. The sound is considered next, with provision

for description of each of the three sound tracks within

each of the four levels. Not all MIDs use as many as three

final tracks of sound, and some use more. In the films sam

pled, there were commentary, synchronized sound effects,

synchronized voices, and music; though never more than three

of these tracks at once. Within the sound descriptions

"n/a" indicates "not applicable"; a horizontal line indi

cates the extent of a particular track of sound <25>; "---,,

indicates that a sound component is continued/continuous;

"I" indicates a start at full volume or a stop without a

fade; ">,, indicates a fade down in volume; "<,, indicates a

fade up in volume, and the two occurring at similar points

in the time line (so that there is some overlap of the two

tracks) indicates a dissolve. Common production practice
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assigns numbers on a scale to indicate relative volumes, and

may use the position of the indicating horizontal line as a

visual cue to relative volume.

Additional space might well be allotted to "recorder"

and "time local" to enable use of diagrams to represent the

movements indicated (e.g. Horse Pulling #60 "pans left,

right"; "enter left, circle right, cam follows"). Also, it

may be seen that the notion of a matrix, while inherent in a

statement of the location of a beginning frame, might be

more evident if the data were laid out on a form which had

one second, or even one frame, increments marked, so that

the space devoted to a shot and the length of a sound indi

cating line would be more directly visually linked to the

document.

The individual shots described here demonstrate cer~ain

problems in description and possible solutions to them.

Horse Pulling #9 is a virtually static image; the cam-

era does not move and the bodies do not change position.

Insofar as the man facing the camera is at sufficient dis-

tance so that there is some space around him, this is con-

sidered a medium shot (MS) • The succeeding shot, "10, has

first the movement of hands with an implement, at the same

spot in the frame as the man in number 9. In this image the

camera is much closer to the man and implements, though not

so close as to show only a hand, for example; so it has been

termed a tight medium shot (TMS). Whereas the two frames
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from #9 display nearly no difference, there is a significant

difference between the beginning of #10 and the end of #10.

The major portion of the shot deals with the dropping of the

hitch, then the exit to the left of the hooves and men, fol

lowed by the stone boat as the camera remains stationary.

The effect is one of the movement wiping the filled frame

empty (the figures in shadow crouched in to fill the frame

quickly give way to the bright expanse of sand) and leaving

it empty for approximately one third of a second. That time

is scarcely long enough to give attention to the legs and

rake which have been revealed by the exit of the boat; how

ever, in this set of images, the legs and rake are subject

to the same amount of attention as the figure in the nearly

static image (#9) or the hitching activity which occupies a

much greater portion of the shot's length. This can be put

into perspective by noting the exit point of the boat on the

time line (46 feet, 25 frames); subtracting this from the 72

frames required for the 3 seconds of the shot's length

yields 8 frames, or 1/3 of a second. Such close considera

tion would not be necessary if this sho·t were seen in the

context of the collage within which it is situated. Several

disparate images of quite short duration occur together, so

that no element in a shot where there is such a radical

change would be on the screen for very long. The sound

accompanying these images is the same unidentified

announcer's voice which has been running since the opening

shot of the film.
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Horse Pulling #60 indicates another sort of radical

difference in the data within a single shot. Here the same

team is seen in a TMS going left, then in a medium shot

(which is almost a long shot within the context of the other

images in this film) heading right. The description, "enter

left, circle right, cam follows", is a terse account of what

object movement and camera movement takes place. Here the

recorder· field was used to enable use of the term "pan", so

as to indicate that the camera was rotated around its verti

cal axis while remaining in the same location, rather than

moved horizontally along with the team being photographed.

An overhead view sketch showing the path of the team and the

extreme points of the camera's rotation would provide simi

lar information.

Shot #61 incorporates slow motion and a freeze frame;

that is, the image of the two horses begins by presenting

their movement in real time, the movement in the image

becomes progressively slower (though their actual movement

did not slow down), and it finally freezes. <26> Here a

frozen moment in the film is represented in the frame repro

ductions in the same way as the normal motion sequences.

The terms "slow motion" and "freeze" used in conjunction

with time/distance indicators can indicate this effect.

There are two other points about the image track: these

shots are of much longer duration than Hurse Pulling #9 or

#10; and one sees again the use of the pull to empty the

screen with the direction of #61 and its fullness opposing
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the end of #60.

Within the span of these two shots is a more complex

arrangement of the sound tracks than had been the case in #9

and #10. The announcer's voice continues from the previous

shot (#59) and stops before the end of #60. Before his

voice has ended, the voice of the team driver comes up and

continues into the next shot, bridging the temporal gap

between the walking of the horses (#60) and the pull already

underway (#61). The driver's voice ends part way into #61,

other voices in the background become distinct briefly then

end, and during the time that the background voices become

prominent, so does the announcer's voice again. The sound

of hooves continues from #59, through #60, and into #61

until the point of the freeze frame.

In Practice the notable aspect of the image track

reproductions (#5,6 and #12,13) is the framing with a large

amount of open space and the complementary compositions' and

points of transition, in contrast with the full frames and

opposing lines of motion within ~orse Pulling. The sound

track presents a substantial problem for the description of

this film. The rhythms of the image track are synchronized

with the sound track (music) and some types of shots of par

ticular gymnasts are repeated when certain phrases of the

music repeat. However, if the score is not available

(either in the physical sense, or the sense that the maker

of the surrogate is not able to decode a score), these rela-
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tionships cannot be made manifest.

The technique of using the single frame reprcduction is

demonstrated in this description. The economy of materials

and effort (locating one frame rather than two) is achieved

at the expense of photographic indication of juxtaposition.

A frame taken from the middle avoids problems attendant with

selection of shots at the ends, but introduces, per force,

the problem of not being able to sse the beginning and end

in relationship to the preceding and succeeding shots. In
shots #4 and #5 this is of little consequence as the images

are nearly static; however, in the other two images, as in

most of the rest of the film, editing is a careful structur

ing of beginning points and end points which is intended to

smoothly join images of different athletes on different

apparatus. Words and symbols can be employed to indicate

this flow and can even describe significant changes within a

shot.

Gymnastics USA presents the same problem with music as

does Practice; that is, giving an adequate description when

the score is not available (in this case, original composi

tion, largely improvised). In this work there is no evident

synchrony of images with sound. The image track introduces

the problem of the dissolve. Actually describing a dissolve

with a symbol is not difficult: a fade up "<" and fade down

">" are combined into "~". However, finding dissolves may

present a problem. A dissolve is an overlapping of two
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image tracks, in which one track is made less intense to the

point of disappearance at the same time that the other image

track is made more intense and becomes the only image on the

screen. As the image intensities are varied uniformly and

in a complementary fashion, the screen illumination remains

constant. The dissolve may be short and function as a

nearly unnoticed soft joining between two images, or may be

~uite long and by the overlapping, double exposure may make

an overt comparison between attributes of elements within

the two shots.

The frames of the two men (#50,#51) present a situation

in which it is not difficult to notice the dissolve. Where

there is overlap there are two distinct images - a black man

against a light varied background filmed at a low angle, and

a white man against a plain dark background filmed from a

high angle (for examples of dissolves see the last page of

Appendix G. Gymnastics USA dissolves).

The frames of the two women (#29,#30) are taken from a

whole sequence of images derived from cademes all recorded

from the same location, so that there is no change in back

ground, only a succession of bodies moving across the stable

background, sometimes seeming to evaporate as they leave the

frame. The issue of which frames to choose for description,

if end frames are to be included, arises here. In either of

these cases - the distinct (men) and the indistinct (women)

- the first few frames of the incoming shot and the last few
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of the outgoing shot will be virtually indiscernable, there

fore, common film editing practice notes the middle of the

dissolve. It can be argued that a dissolve or series of

dissolves, such as those in the women's vaulting sequence,

contains little enough distinction between the elements as

to constitute one edeme.

The first two frames from Ancient Games (#1 ,#2) indi

cate a significant bibliographical problem with MIDs - a

title frame at the beginning of the work, but no responsi

bility statement in it or in the next image. In fact, as is

the case with all the works described here, (with the excep

tion of the print of Corrida In!er~ite which had no title or

credits at all), the credits are at the end of the works.

The utility of frame reproductions is indicated by their

ability to present the user with credits as they appear in

the work, not only the words, but also any accompanying

images. The proposed surrogate would enable the user to

quickly discover those credits not appearing at the head of

a document.

The second set of images from Ancient Games (#104,#105)

presents another point about the difference between the mov

ing image text and the still picture reproduction. The two

images are from sequential portions of the film each of

which deals with a distinct topic, yet there is no indica

tion of punctuation in the image track. When viewed as mov

ing images, these shots are obviously distinct; the sound
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track provides punctuation by an abrupt change from syn

chronized voice to music and narration at the point of the

transition between the two shots. Discovery of the punctua

tion re~uires the utilization of the part of the surrogate

not directly related to the still photographic reproduc

tions. <27>

The frames from Corrida Interdite are taken from

se~uential segments rather that se~uential shots. It is

evident that this is not sufficient as a general sampling

rule for the base level surrogate, though it might well be

for another level of the surrogate. There are fourteen

shots represented by the frame of the bull entering the ring

(#17), and sixteen shots represented by the bull and

toreador frame (#41). Here the change is not a clear dis

tinction between only a bull in each shot and a bull and a

man in each shot, rather it is a change in the activity of

the toreador, as well as a change in editing, punctuated by

a shot of longer duration than most others up to this point

in the work. One problem with this sampling approach is the

re~uired mixing of photographic descriptions and verbal

descriptions to maintain a one-to-one correspondence with

the text. In Corrida Interdite this may not present a major

problem since each segment is made up of similar shots (i.e.

same object, similar depiction) joined in a variety of ways;

however, this could not be assumed to be the case for all or

even a major portion of the documents in a collection. A

single topic film such as Horse Pulling may be similar, but
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even a single topic film such as Practice could have a

variety of objects within a segment, all related by a common

attribute rather than by their sarneness. A second problem

with this sampling method lies in the determination of the

bounds of the segments (i.e. just what shots and how many

comprise an autonomous group of shots). There are no clear

markers of these bounds; some markers do exist, such as the

fade, dissolve, title shot, and still image, but they are

neither re~uired for the indication of a boundary, nor is

each used exclusively for one sort of boundary (i.e. dis

solves may link shots within an autonomous group as well as

the boundary shots of two separate autonomous segments, or

there may be no such punctuating shots between autonomous

segments).

Despite the difficulties in using words and still pho

tographs to describe the moving image document, the surro

gate using descriptions such as those above presents the

user with a tool more closely resembling the original text

than any of the other tools examined in this study.

SURROGATE LEVELS

This study set about examining intellectual access to

moving image documents. Their physical nature and the com

munication processes by which they operate suggested a need

for a rich surrogate to provide a browsing and preliminary
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relevance judgement capability. The access tools which are

presently available as surrogates are wanting in their con

ception of the image communication process, as well as in

their descriptive capabilities. The use of frame reproduc

tion images and the terms and symbols used by MID creators

is offered as an addition to the current tools, with greater

descriptive power and a closer link to image communication

processes.

As a text preprocesses observation/experience for a

user, so too a surrogate preprocesses a text for a user.

Thus, especially because the process of description of MIDs

is likely to involve translation to different media, the

surrogate will not be isomorphic with the document; however,

precisely because it is not isomorphic, it is capable of

presenting in a useable fashion the data necessary for mak

ing browsing judgements and preliminary relevance judge

ments. It is the function of this surrogate to convey some

part of the information stimulus of a document and not sim

ply "make the document retrievable". <28>

Summarizing

If the surrogate is to stand in place of the full docu

ment for the purposes of browsing and relevance judgements,

it must provide data for the abstracting of non-topical cue

patterns. The meaningfulness, the rhetorical force, and
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the propositional capabilities are dependent on the codes of

depiction as well as on the objects of the picture and sound

tracks. The "utility of abstracting organizational

features" has long been recognized by producers and

analysts, and the representation of these structures has

utilized a variety of paradigms and formats. <29> The

variety of paradigms which might be embodied in a text, the

variety of paradigms which might be sought in/brought to a

text by a user, and what Fell terms "diagramatic limita

tions" present a complex situation in which the user group

will not be aided by the imposition of a characterization of

one feature (or but a few) to the exclusion of other

features or the data from which to derive other characteri

z~tions.

Examining print texts at different "levels of penetra

tion" ranging from very generalized, such as title, and pro

gressing to successively deeper levels, such as introduc

tion, table of contents, chapter headings, opening para

graphs of chapters, and close reading of portions of the

text, can be seen as making use of the summarizing charac

teristics of macro-structures of the text. <30> Presenting

the description of a moving image document in a form such as

a matrix of tracks and a time axis, preserves much of the

structure of the document. The utility of the surrogate for

the MID may be increased by providing some pictorial, ver

bal, or numerical abstractions or summaries of segments and

of the whole document analogous to the levels of penetration
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in print works. These may be pres~nted in the form of hard

copy pictures, words, and numbers or may be in the form of a

database linked to a document, so that the document could be

sampled in various ways, yet also be present for complete

inspection.

It is possible that the surrogate for a moving image

document could simply be an algorithm for sampling the docu

ment itself, either as separate guidelines or as a program

built into the playback machinery (in a sense, trailers

similar to those used for previews of coming attractions in

the commercial cinema). However, this is not likely to be

the common case because even in those instances where access

to the documents might be unrestricted and sufficient

machinery was available, the time required for mounting each

document on the machinery would be greater than "flipping

through"; thus it might be valuable for more than cursory

examination, but would have to be arrived at by some selec-

tion process working at different levels. This does not

mean that the surrogates might not be mounted on something

other than paper, such as video disc. Even in the case of

the document available by random access the issue of where

to look remains, unless the user is to be expected to make

random samples or move at high speed through the entire

text, stopping at points which look as if they may be

interesting a method not to be ignored, but not the one

sufficient to serve a variety of browsing and relevance

judgement functions.
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Base Level

The utility of the photographic reproduction of the

frame for description, because of its indexical analog rela

tionship has been suggested above. <31> In addition, the

discussion of the base level descriptions indicate that the

specificity of the photographic image and the lack of

specific rules for length of shots, juxtapositions of

images, and meanings of other depiction variables make the

task of fashioning rules for summarizing a difficult one.

While it may be, as Medhurst suggests <32>, that one image

can summarize an entire film, it is not necessarily the case

that any image selected arbitrarily will summarize the film;

nor is it necessarily the case that a single image summary

will present sufficient data to enable close consideration

of the entire original text (though it might be). However,

in considering the use of still images to describe the image

track, it must be remembered that the still image represents

one small fragment of the time continuum represented by the

moving image.

In order to provide all the data of the image track,

the surrogate could present a still image for each frame of

the moving image document. As mentioned in the previous

discussion of surrogates in Section One, there is no

requirement that a surrogate be shorter than the original

document, or any eCtsier to decode. In theory, it may be
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longer and require considerable decoding, depending on the

intended function of the surrogate. Considerable transla

tion effort on t~e part of the user would be required to

derive the motion component, especially for such intended

manipulations as slow motion and fast motion as well as to

derive the relationships between frames and increments of

sound. This one to one correspondence of a still picture of

each frame presents a surrogate which approaches the boun

daries of description of "aboutness" of the image track.

Even when ideal readings of. samples of the text are war

ranted, such a surrogate would be too redundant for most

applications, since the sheer bulk and the often nearly

_·--·-rdentical images of contiguous pic~ures could inhibi t the

data gathering process of the user. Certainly, an image of

aach frame will not be appropriate for the text samples and

characterizations intended to support skimming and prelim

inary examination. It is suggested here that a useful

approach to summarizing is to acknowledge that some informa

tion is bound to be obscured or lost in a summary, so that,

as with any representation/surrogate, the task is one of

stating what sorts of information are to be made explicit

and by what considerations these are derived.

Other Levels of Description

A user may wish to make a close reading or sampling of
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portions of a text in order to make a relevance judgement or

even answer a need without recourse to the actual document.

In order for the document to function at this base level, it

must present an abstraction which maintains the document

shots (or other significant data changes) with only the

somewhat redundant data deleted (one or a few frames from

each shot being represented). Thus, in Horse Pulling, one

would see: autumn foliage, without the slight variations of

position caused by the breeze; a hitch and stone boat,

though at only one spot rather than at each point along its

route; each driver or horse team, but not each movement.

Similarly, in Ancient Games one would see the stadium or

temple, though not from each point along the camera's path;

Rafer and Bill at one (or a few) points within each shot,

not at each point in their jump or throw; each of the offi

cials, though not their movement from one point to another.

Generalization (roughly analogous to chapter headings

or opening lines of a chapter ... "abstract[ion] from inherent

properties of individuals" <33» would result in a smaller

set of images to consider, for example: in Horse Pulling,

foliage, preparations, men and horses in competition (one

image from each stage of competition or one image of each

team), winner, credits; in Ancient Games, setting, one image

from each event, one image of conversations between Rafer

and Bill, credits. Further generalization (roughly analo

gous to title/introduction/table of contents), would yield a

set of one or a few images, for example: in Horse Pulling,
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the foliage could be deleted and the i

men gener~lized to an image of a team of

and stone boat; in Ancient Games, one i

within the ancient setting, or one image

one of the setting. Medhurst <34> note

a single shot being used to "graphicall~

lem"; however, a single work may, of cc

one "problem" or topic and be no more su
-

by a single image than by a single subje

Another difficulty with generaliz

·specificity of an individual image.

"Mary was playing with her doll house. S

blocks, then with her racing cars" to "M

her toys" <35>; yet, if one has a pictur

doll house, a picture of Mary with bloc

Mary with racing cars, no single image c

means "Mary played with toys". It is

that if one is restricted to only the s~

a particular linguistic text one has th

ther a doll house, nor blocks, nor racin

Even allowing the generation of a n

produce a solution to the problem of su

a more general word, such as "toys". Pr

image of each of the objects or port

within one frame, or even collecting dUI

photographing them in a group, only pr
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group made up of the objects. A user may label this group

"toys", but there is nothing in the image which indicates

that this is a more general image. <36> The same sort of

problem arises when images of objects are juxtaposed because

they share (or because they don't share) some attribute

other than similar use - metaphor. <37> If for example, each

of several images of athletes in different sports is juxta

posed with one of several images of animals depicted simi

larly and exhibiting a virtue of the athlete at the object

level (which leaves aside the issue of the meaning arising

from the resemblance) one might generalize to athletes and

animals, and still be faced with the problem of indicating

athletes and animals by means of an image. What of the case

of several disparate objects each displaying the same attri

bute (cheetah, sprinter, jet, white water:speed; beaver,

paperboy, oil rig worker, banker:industriousness), which

image of an object can summarize the group of objects?

Practically, even at the level of objects pictured, it

is not possible to set a fixed ratio of still images to

match a particular level of penetration; or, perhaps, it is

not possible to use verbal indicators, such as "this image

is one of many toys pictured here". Another approach would

be to establish a sampling size and rate for different lev

els, such as the objects in each of three contiguous shots

(to catch metaphoric strings and more indications of rela

tionships) every twelve shots; or the objects in the first

three, the middle three, and the last three shots. <38> As
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it is likely that the sort of data of interest to a user

will be presented at varying rates in different documents,

the sample size and frequency ought not to be arbitrarily

determined and should likely be set fairly high as to

insure proper characterization of "more rapidly varying sig

nals". <39>

None of the summaries is intended to stand separate

from the rest of the surrogate. It may be that the physical

boundaries of a page or screen, or the formatting of data

within these bounds will physically separate portions or

different levels of the surrugate, but all of the levels

will be present within the surrogate. That is, the user is

not in the position of having only a single macro-structure

or a micro-structure with no summary. Whether by explicit

instruction within the surrogate, or by personal decision,

the user may examine different levels for different pur

poses.

Perhaps one of the most elementary means of making

meaningful summaries is to count any of the describable

aspects and relate that count to the total running time of

the document, to the number of shots, or to ratios for the

same aspect in other documents. Comparing the number of

edemes to the running time of the document (or a section of

the document) may give a clue to utility - a high ratio of

shots to running time likely indicates substantial manipula

tion of time and space, and a low ratio indicates more of a
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recording function (at least with regara to time and space);

this being broadly similar to montage and long-take/deep

focus approaches. One might combine such a shot/time ratio

with a count of camera positions and angles, which would

likely indicate a difference between the football coverage

made for coaching purposes and that made for network foot

ball coverage. <40>

It may also be of value to a user to know the ratio of

images of a particular size to the total number of shots.

This may be illustrated by considering Horse Pulling, Prac

tice, and Gymnastics USA. Horse Pulling has 56 shots (not

including title, credits, and establishing se~uence); of

these about 48% are close-ups or tight medium shots, and

only about 14% are long shots. <41> Practice, on the other

hand, has only about 14% close-up and tight medium shots and

41% long shots - nearly the opposite of Horse Pulling. Gym

nastics USA contains about 80% long shots and only about 3%
which would be considered close-up or tight medium shots.

<42>

In a similar fashion, one might count the number of

seconds of narration. Horse Pulling has a small amount of

narration, Practice has none at all, Gymnastics USA has a

small percentage, and Ancient Games runs narration accom

panying nearly the entire work. If a user were presented

with citations for three works, it could be important that

Practice,has no narration; that Gymnastics USA has only a
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modicum of narration; and that network coverage of the NCAA

Gymnastics championships has commentary accompanying almost

every shot.

A similar sort of summary of structure providing a

means of discriminating likelihood of relevance within a set

of works on a similar topic is also available from the

matrix data. The shots in Practice are arranged primarily

by direction and speed of movement within the frame, rather

than by adherence to chronological time or an organization

of time founded on the gymnastic apparatus being used or the

athlete involved. Gymnastics USA groups all the shots for

each individual apparatus together (e.g. all men's floor

exercise shots are together, all women's vaulting shots are

together, all horizontal bar shots are together); ABC Sports

links its shots to the athletes a portion of one

highlighted athlete's performance in one event may be placed

between the performances of two other athletes in a dif

ferent event. <43>

Clustering related shots offers an abstraction level

akin to chapter size segments of print linguistic texts.

Such clustering might be accomplished by noting obvious

demarcations within a work. In Gymnastics USA the material

is divided by events with a fade out and fade in separating

events. In Ancient Games all material on each event is ter

minated with a discussion between the two participants (all

preceding material has had a voice-over narration), then
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music returns to the sound track accompanied by a still

image of an archaic relic or representation of the subse-

quent event sequence. Works with less clearly segmented

material can be clustered using a system such as Metz's syn-

tagmas. Guynn has demonstrated the efficacy of this

approach in his analysis of the distance of the classic

documentary from narrative fiction. <44>

NIGHT MAIL Table of Syntagmatic Types

# syntagmatic
type

content shots time punc.
(sec. )

* * *

1

2

3

autonomous
shot

ordinary
sequence

ordinary
sequence

clerk at desk 1
sends out a
departure message

views of train 3
tracks (forward
tracking shots)

switch and signal 13
system functions
as train approaches

42

43

96

fd in

diss

diss

6

7

8

autonomous
shot

scene

ordinary
sequence

man at telephone
glving directions
concerning the
Postal

passenger train
side-tracked for
the Postal Express

landscapes seen
from train in
movement

1

4

2

15

45

18

diss

cut

cut

Such a system offers segmentation for inspection at a level

similar to paragraphs and chapters, as well as a substruc-

ture of implied relationships between structures.
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-classification-

The concern with structure is the foundation for a mov-

ing image work taxonomy suggested by Small as a means of

offering "adequate heuristic power" to discuss and analyze

film and video works. The "recognition and understanding

... attendant upon structural consideration" are of consider-

able utility to the searcher, as well as to the analyst,

offering discrimination within works on similar topics.

Noting deSaussure's "demand for synchronic perspective",

Small proposes a pragmatic genre classification based on

structural characteristics rather than diachronic elements

such as author or time/place of production (not that these

are not elements on which it might be desirable to search at

times). <45> Fictive Features, Actuality Films, Experimental

Films, Television Advertising, Theatrical Trailers, and Car-

toons are the six coordinate primary classes. Each is

briefly defined and examples of subordinated groupings are

given and defined. As an example:

Actuality Film ( ... typically briefer, voice-over
narration, ..• eschew fictive constructs)
newsreel, educational/industrial, travelogue, eth
nographic, observational, participational, cinema
verite, classic documentary.

While the listed subcategories are by no means exhaustive,

nor so distinct, the demarcation of areas on a structure

continuum addresses message structure, as well as purpose of

query (if only by eliminating some portions).
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ctrategy",

rejects monodimensional clustering, and proposes a six ele

ment matrix of genres for documentary films, based on

"interactions between kinds of content and psychological

learning models." <46> The matrix is composed of rows for

Transference (primarily attitudinal probes) and Differentia

tion (primarily belief statements); and columns Ostensibly

Descriptive, Ostensibly Argumentative, and Patently Didac

tic. In addition, Gronbeck suggests that a three dimensional

model accounting for form/content, content/mental opera

tions, and form/mental operations could define "rhetorical

genres by both message characteristics and sociocultural

rules" ..<47> This attempt at definition of rhetorical genres

uses depiction code variables (such as these terms used for

describing cinema verite: "natural" sounds, long takes,

minimal zooming, swish pans, hand-held camera, and "lack of

music, narration, and other obvious devices of continuity")

as well as time distribution charts. <48>

One of the reasons Gronbeck finds rhetorical form

important is "it is socially learned and hence represents

conventionalized patterns-for-thought". <49> This echoes van

Dijk's concern for a "discourse typology" and the informa

tion it would provide, as in his example: "it will make an

important difference in system use whether some information

comes from a story told by somebody or from a scientific

argument". <50>
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The methods of pattern/structure derivation for dif

ferent levels of the surrogate discussed above are all of a

sort which requires the formulation of a rule or rules for

their generation. Another possible means of facilitating a

user's examination of the surrogates for a collection is to

enhance the physical access and allow the individual user to

formulate the rules governing selection and attention. For

example, the descriptions of object and frame levels of the

image track (the frame reproductions) and the descriptions

of the object and frame levels of the sound track could be

presented as a unit (single sheet or machine with user con

trol over speed of viewing).

Images are frequently used in print materials made in

conjunction with a film or tape, such as study guides and

advertising brochures. As these make use of only one or but

a few images, they serve a function more like an abstract or

introduction or dust jacket material than a representation

of the entire text (see Appendix F). These materials also

function, in many instances, as tables of contents.

Although there is no technical reason for MIDs not to have

tables of contents, it is not common practice. This is

probably a result of the assumed serial viewing of the

entire document. A random access capability, such as found

in some video disc technologies, provides the opportunity

and requirement for some form of contents list.
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CONCLUSION

This study began with the intent to discover a means of

providing for the user of moving image documents physical

and intellectual access to MIDs analogous to that available

for the user of books and journals. The physical charac

teristics of the two sorts of documents are sufficiently

different that the means of inspection must be different.

Therefore, a surrogate for the moving image document, with

sufficient data about the document to enable a user to

employ a variety of inspection strategies at different lev

els of generality, was proposed. In order to determine what

a surrogate should contain to provide this facility, the

major components of the system of production and use of mov

ing image documents were examined. Here the primary factors

were the differences in relationship between a word and

object and between photographic image and object the

former being more or less arbitrary, the latter being more

or less motivated or directly related to the object. The

"more or less" is important, as even photographic images do

not provide the same sort of perception stimulus set as do

the objects themselves. Numerous variables can be manipu

lated to change the aspects of an object which are presented

as significant. An important result of the difference

between images and words is found in the combinations; that

is, there cannot be said to be a specifiable syntax for mov

ing image documents. The meaning of a MID is generated from
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a matrix of sequential phenomena. Authors can manipulate

recording and ordering of the matrix elements, and users can

interpret with more or less difficulty these manipulations.

In order to provide a useable surrogate, it was proposed

that photographic images eliminate or alleviate problems

found in the use of words to describe images. Also, since

structure is important to the generation of meaning but not

easily partitioned or summarized by syntactic elements and

generalizing terms, a matrix form was proposed as the means

for presenting data about the moving image document. These

are not new methods of conceiving the description of moving

image documents, rather they are a new application of

methods which have proven useful in the making of MIDs.
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The graphic record presenting multiple levels of

abstraction of the text can be situated within the

production/use system, as in figure 3A. Herein an author

(who may be an individual, an individual having authority

over a crew, or a crew with shared authority) applies a

world view to some aspect of "reality". This world view may

have more or less in common with that of a potential user,

as is the case with the conventions of depiction employed by

author and user. The user seeking information within a mov

ing image document collection mayor may not be able to

articulate a need within the retrieval system. In order to

discover potentially useful works, browsing of one sort or

another may be a useful, even preferred approach to the sys

tem. To facilitate the relevance judgements made in brows

ing as well as in choosing among documents provided by the

retrieval system, the surrogate record contains a number of

parts:

1) a matrix representation using photographs and

production symbols to maintain a one to one

correspondence with shots (or significant changes)

in the image track and with the components of the

sound track;

2) generalization of the matrix tracks at levels

analogous to paragraph, chapter, and title and

table of contents;

3) classification according to synchronic proper

ties, as well as topic; indexing (aboutness
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judgements); and even reviews (brochures).

4) evaluation by others (as in current tools).

Who is going to be able to read this surrogate, espe

cially the base level with its matrix structure and symbols?

A system, which assumes that browsing and other user

involvement in selection are integral components, must

assume a "studiousness" of its users. The assur.ption of

studiousness is of significance because the surrogate is not

only the elements of the graphic record, but also the prin

ciples by which these were made explicit. Thus, in order

for the surrogate to function properly, a user should under

stand the workings of the MID system, including the author's

function and relationship, image communication, and his/her

own depiction conventions (or ability to use other conven

tions). The photographic reproductions of frames are essen

tially self-evident in terms of object recorded, but only at

a very particular point within the MID. All of the temporal

aspects of the document will require some decoding of a sys

tem the use of which has little precedent outside MID pro

duction.

Any newly proposed system raises issues of changes of

habits, actual form of implementation, and the real possi

bility that its utility would not be evident to enough peo

ple to warrant implementation. The model of a moving image

document fashioned within this study is offered as a way of

thinking about film and video works which could increase
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their utility within document collections. This notion of a

surrogate for moving image documents, which represents both

the component tracks of the documents and their relation

ships in time, should provide users with sufficient objec

tive distance from the works to bring to them the habits of

scrutiny characteristic of the selection and critical use of

print linguistic documents.
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NOTES TO SECTION ONE

1. Harrison, Journal of Documentation, p. 226.

2. Pryluck, Sources of Meaning in Motion Pictures and Telev-
ision, p. 26. -- --

3. Wilson, A., American Cinematographer, p. 218.

4. Zettle, Journal of the University Film Association, p. 4.

5. Bretz, ! Taxonomy of Communication Media.

6. Note: see also MARC Formats for Bibliographic Data - 007,
Physical Description Field.

7. Note: it is, of course, possible that there could be a
series of stills in which no change took place in the object
photographed, its surroundings in the frame, or the illumi
nation (that is, no time clues); then one might be hard
pressed to say that the recording was a MID rather than a
peculiar means to present a single still image.

8. Bretz, op. cit., p. 76.

9. Note: for one example see American Cinematographer, March
1984, articles about research on holographic motion picture
systems; Eastman Video Tape & Future Imaging Techniques;
Convergence Techniques for 3-D Filming.

10. Yee, "Integration of Nonbook Materials in AACR2", p. 14.

11. Roberts, Report on Past and Present Censorship
Book Media in Public Libraries, pp. 22-25.

12. Small, Literature Film Quarterly, p. 296.

13. Greenfield, and Haller, Video Texts, p. 16.

of Non-

14. Shepard, Quarterly Journal of the Library of Congress,
p. 342.

15. Mastroianni, Journal of the University Film Association,
p. 27. -- --

16. Small, op. cit., p. 293.

17. Frederick, Medicine and Science in Sports and Exercise.

18. Frisby, Seeing, p. 8.

19. Marr, Vision, p. 3.
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20. Marr, Ope cit., p. 5. Note: also, Frisby, Ope cit., p.
157, relying on Marr, charts "some steps in building up an
explicit symbolic scene description":
1. Scene
2. Retinal image
3. Grey level description
4. Lightness and brightness computation
5. Feature description - probably derived by interpreting
measurements of lightness gradients given by simple cells of
the hypercolumns
6. Segmentation - low level analysis using grouping princi
ples; but also sometimes involving high-level contextual
knowledge about the objects
7. Object recognition - probably achieved by finding a match
between a structural description of the segmented feature
cluster and a stored structural description of the object.

21. Pryluck, Ope cit., p. 88. See also Arnheim, Visual
Thinking, p. 137.

22. Pryluck, Ope cit., p. 220.

23. Glossary of Film Terms, p. 39.

24. Note: Baudry, in "Ideological Effects of the Basic
Cinematographic Apparatus", in A¥paratus, p. 27-28, for ex
ample, critiques the normalness 0 the easel painting shape
of the frame by relating it to Renaissance perspective and
its ideological underpinnings.

25. Note: it is not necessary that the encoding of the
frames be accomplished by photographic means. Painting,
cutting holes, taping materials to the surface are but a few
of the non-photographic means by which film can modulate
projector light with non-photographic images.

26. Yamaguchi, and Kunii, IEEE Transactions, p. 983.

27. Pryluck, Ope cit., p. 224. Note: the notion of a
difference between (somewhat) digital words and (somewhat)
analog pictures raises the discussion of picture and word
processing in the brain, and, likely, the left/right spe
cialization (though Daniel Weinberger of the National Insti
tute of Mental Health now notes: "things are not as local
ized as we thought" - Newsweek, February 7, 1983). Andersen,
Garrison, and Andersen review the "Implications of a Neuro
physiological Approach for the Study of Nonverbal Communica
tion". There is a distinction between seeing images or
words, operating on them and/or storing them and the use of
imagistic or linguistic processes for cognition. Block
presents the major writings on this topic, incluQitig those
of Pylyshyn, Fodor, and Kosslyn. Fodor presents a descrip
tion of the difference between words and images, though this
is within an attempt to dispute iconic processing which ig-
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nores the possibility of assignment of attributes by juxta
position. See also Arnheim's chapter "Words in Their Place"
in Visual Thinking. While there is debate about imagistic
processing and neurophysiological research yet to be done,
there is agreement that words and pictures are perceived and
processed differently.

28. Pryluck, op. cit., p. 83.

29. Note: for one example of a study examlnlng "the influ
ence of light intensity of photographs produced by different
exposure times on its meaning" see Espe, "Realism and Some
Semiotic Functions of Photographics", Semiotics Unfolding,
p. 1438.

30. After Augst, from Metz's Film Language: A Semiotics of
the Cinema.

31. Note: Pryluck, Ope cit., p. 73: "the controlling con
sideration is the degree of selection possible; only where
there is no selection possible is a camera a transmission
device". Also, see Nichols, Ideology of the Image, p. 13, on
bracketed perception and "normal" perception. The advent of
holographic movies in which no lens intervenes between the
object-modulated light and the film, and in which the
representation is a three-dimensional projection in space,
could necessitate some reconsidering of framing.

32. Kubelka, in "Interview with Jonas Mekas", Film Culture
Reader, p. 291.

33. See for example Anderson and Fisher, "The Myth of Per
sistence of Vision", Journal of the University Film Associa
tion, pp. 3-8. See also Nichols, op. cit., pp. 293-298.

34. Trumbull, USC Spectator, edited by Studlar, p. 7.

35. Marr, op. cit., p. 183.

36. Augst, "Defilement into The Look", in Apparatus, p. 249.

37. Pryluck, Teddlie and Sands, Journal of Broadcasting, p.
693.

38. Note: despite the evidence that language is not an ap
propriate conception of the MID process, the ph~ases

"language of film" and "film syntax" are frequently used
even in current literature and titles.

39. Worth, Studying Visual Communication, p. 12.

40. See Boni tzer, Cahiers du cinema pp. 108-117: "And yet,
what is a shot? The notion appears to be curiously free
floating, badly defined, endlessly bifurcating into several
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meanings which do not overlap or even necessarily complement
one another".

41. 'Worth, Ope cit., p. 15.

42. Note: for example, see Marr, Ope cit., p. 344.

43. Rosenblum, 'When the Shooting Stops the Cutting Begins,
p. 2.

44. Worth, Ope cit., p. 13.

45. Pryluck, Teddlie and Sands, Ope cit., p. 692.

46. Worth, Ope cit., p. 13.

47. Note: Guynn, in Reexamination of the Documentary, has
shown the efficacy of the syntagmas in describing some as
pects of documentaries. Nichols comments that the processes
in the various sorts of documentary films may be too complex
and various to all be reduceable to Metz's syntagmatic
categories, though there is some relationship. Durgnat, a
Metz critic, feels there is too much emphasis on narrativi
ty, but concedes the descriptive power of the syntagmas.

48. Messaris, Journal of the University Film Association, p.
56.

49. Note: for one consideration of a current user group
which differs from the general entertainment film audience
by its "taking an active role in planning to see a movie",
see Austin, Journal of Communication, p. 74.

50. Kepplinger, Communication Research, p. 432.

51. Arrowsmith, Journal of Aesthetic Education, p. 75.

52. Caughie, Theories of Authorship, p. 3. Note: this is by
no means intended to deny the existence of some substantial,
complex issues regarding authorship of moving image docu
ments. Indeed, the situation represented in figure 1A is
intended to indicate a possible wide variety of combinations
of relationships between an author and a user within a pro
cess. Two aspects of "who is speaking" arise from the MID
production process. First, with so many mechanical
processes, some of them requiring numerous people, and some
of them having possible great significance, who is responsi
ble? Second, with no "clearly marked 'persons' .•. how does a
film say of the author and, particularly, the subject,
spawned by the notion of 'auteur', aimed at looking beyond
the "unity" function of the author and at

articulation of contradictions in the
other than in relation to an

film text
englobing
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consciousness, in relation now, that is, to a
specific historico-social process, ~nd the recog
nition of a heterogeneity of structures, codes,
languages at work in the film and of the particu
lar positions of the subjec't they impose (Heath in
Caughie, p. 217.).

What has been proposed as a consequence of a filmic
discourse system which eliminates evidence of its articula
tion is the "impression of immediacy" (Guynn, p. 284.), a
"taking its truth only from the real world" (see also Mes
saris and Roper). Guynn notes that the narrator in the
documentary is an "enunciator" and thus "disrupts the func
tioning of the [dominant cinema] apparatus" (p. 285). As
the system in figure 1A assumes that a user may come to a
document collection seeking input to or resolution of an
information need, awareness that the document is a construc
tion and not a "window on reality" is an important user
trait. Thus, consideration of the effects of the effacing
of indications of the construction - and, perhaps, ways in
which documents intended to serve such functions might be
made - pose an area for future study in MID retrieval. It
is proposed in this work that the objective scrutiny offered
by the surrogate is one step in the awareness process.

53. DeMey, The Cognitive Paradigm, p. 27.

54. Downs and Stea, Image and Environment.

55. Marr, Ope cit. , p. 3.

56. Downs and Stea, Ope cit. , p. 14.

57. Novitz, Pictures and Their Use in Communication, p. 45.-- --
58. Ibid. , p. 28.

59. Ibid. , p. 23.

60. Pratt, Information of the Image, p. 32.

61. Belkin, Canadian Journal of Information Science, p. 135.

62. Downs and Stea, Ope cit., p. 23.

63. Note: see also Ugo Toricelli's comments on "pride of
authorship syndrome" on the part of the user in Hatfield
Davis's "Inside the Mind of a Communications Philosopher",
Filmmaker'~ Newsletter, vol. 4, no. 12, October 1971, p. 36.

64. Arnheim, Ope cit., p. 127.

65. Snyder, American Frontiers: The Photographs of Timothy
H. Sullivan, p. 12.
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66. Vertov, "From Kino-Eye to Radio Eye" in Apparatus, pp.
11-12. On this point see Arrowsmith's caution: Ope cit., p.
82.

67. Worth, Ope cit., p. 29.
Newsletter, pp. 22-30.

See also Lomax, Filmmaker's

68. Note: see for example Ivens in Boker, Joris Ivens, Film
maker: "The filmmaker has to make choices, and he also has
to make a living". p. 120. Also, see Pennebaker in Levin's
Documentary Explorations: " .•. you're committed to making
films people want to pay for, most of the time." p. 234.

69. Arnheim, Ope cit., pp. 127-132.

70. Vertov, Ope cit., p. 13.

71. Rosenblum, Ope cit, p. 92.

72. Ibid., p. 99.

73. Belkin and Robertson, Journal of the American Society
for Information Science, p. 201.

74. Pratt, Ope cit., p. 38.

75. Bateson, Mind and Nature, p. 99.

76. Belkin and Robertson, Ope cit., p. 201.

77. Bateson, Ope cit., p. 93.

78. Note: see Marr, Ope cit., p. 35 for example. DeMay, Ope
cit., p. 31 notes that the cognitive view posits a multipli
city of world views, each o~ which acts not as a model or
set of constraints, but as a "selectional device" which
"keeps information below a certain level of complexity and
makes search practically feasible".

79. Pratt, Ope cit., p. 38.

80. Belkin and Robertson, op. cit., p. 76. Also, DeMay, Ope
cit., p. 25; also Baudry, "Author and Analyzable Subject",
in Apparatus, pp. 67-83.

81. Dervin, Drexel Library Quarterly, p. 20.

82. Maron, Journal of the American Society for Information
Science, Sept. 1982, p. 310.

83. Pratt, op. cit., p. 40. See Dervin, Ope cit., p. 27.
See also Wilson, Library Resources and Technical Services,
p. 15.
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84. Maron, Journal of the American Society for Information
Science, Jan. 1977,-P. 42.

85. Robertson, Maron and Cooper, Information Technology"
Research and Development r p. 1.

86. Boyce, Information Processing and Management, pp. 105
109.

87. Cooper, Journal of the American Society for Information
Science, p. 37.

88. Svenonius, Library Resources and Technical Services,
1981, p. 94.

89. Ibid.

90. Harrison, op. cit., p. 226.

91. Ibid., p. 229.

92. Ibid.

93. Buckland, Journal of the American Society for Informa
tion Science, p. 144.

94. Morse, Toward ~ Theory of Librarianship, pp. 246-261.

95. Johanna Ross's study also assumes that browsing has
something to do with looking at documents on a shelf, but
makes no statement on what activities constitute browsing.
College and Research Libraries, p. 269.

96. Belkin, op. cit., p. 136.

97. Ibid., p. 135.

98. Belkin and Robertson, op. cit., p. 138.

99. Mick, Proceedings of the 43rd ASIS Annual Meeting.

100. Knight in bibliography of Belknap's Theories of Ques
tions and Answers.

101. Ibid.; see also Hauck, Isakson and Moore, Communication
and Cognition, pp. 83-88.

102. Note: for
accessibility"
90-91 .

example, see Wilson on "bibliographical
in Public Knowledge, Private Ignorance, pp.

103. Derr, Journal of the American Society for Information
Science, pp. 124-127:---
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104. Ibid., p. 124.

105. Note: see Boulding's introduction to Downs ~nd Stea.

106. DeMay, op. cit., p. 15.

107. Cadbury and Poague, Film Criticism: a counter theory,
p. 276.

108. Houlton in On Scientific Thinking, p. 380.

109. Pryluck, op. cit., p. 138, pp. 141-144; see also
Arnheim, op. cit., p. 246.

110. Note: while "conceptual combination" and "interrogating
propositional representations" are not yet entirely
explained, (Smith and Medin, Categories and Concepts, par
ticularly pp. 179-182), and the electro-chemistry of the
brain's encoding process is only partly understood, specula
tion on "eureka responses" might consider for example:
Marr's indexing of the catalog of 3-D models, particularly
the contextual elaboration of the "adjunct" and "parent"
indices (op. cit., p. 318); dream research such as that of
Hobson and McCarley (McDonald, Science News, pp. 378-380;
see Michaels, Journal of the University Film Association,
pp. 85-87 for a related application of dream physiology
research); and imagery research, as in Block, Imagery.

111. Note: Novitz, in discussing picturing, suggests that
realizing a picture is a picture (that is, that it is an
intentional representation which has "visual discrepancies
between the rendering and the rendered") together with con
ventional rendering of some attributes of the pictures, con
stitute a representation. op. cit., p. 17; see also
Stromnes, Communication, p. 268.

112. Robertson, Information 2, p. 203.

113. Marr, op. cit., p. 20.

114. Hoegl, Semiotics Unfolding, p. 1668.

115. Baudry, "Author and Analyzable Subject", in Apparatus,
p. 79.

116. DeMay, op. cit., p. 259.

117. P. Wilspn, op. cit., p. 94: " .•. the readiness to use
documentary sources of information and calibrate it in terms
of the number of sources one is prepared to use together in
relation to a single decision problem".

118. Robertson, op. cit., p. 204; also Maron, Journal of the
American Society for Information Science, Sept. 1982,-P:
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310; also, Cooper, Ope cit., p. 34; also P. Wilson, Library
Resources and Technical Services, p. 16.
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NOTES TO SECTION TWO

1. EFLA Evaluations, p. ii.

2. Note: the primary home use of new video technology has
been "time shifting" - recording a program which is broad
cast at a time not convenient to the viewer, for later use.
A related use is to skip over the commercials in recordings
of broadcast programs. See, for example, Levy, Journal of
Broadcasting, p. 263.

3. Note: Harrison details a MID production procedure which
is analogous to some print text browsing strategies in Film
Library Technique, (however, this procedure is not feasible
with the surrogates in the examined access tools). A pro
ducer may be seeking material for a compilation work or some
other such work which includes material recorded by somebody
else and, likely, stored"at some distance. Not knowing ex
actly what is available or suitable and not wanting to incur
the expense and bother of ordering whole works to view, only
to find out that there is no suitable material, the producer
checks shot lists of sources which seem likely, for one rea
son or another, to contain useable material. This is seen
as a MID precedent for using surrogates as tools to make an,
as yet, unconventional use of film and video works. Such
tools can be used to serve the person with a need which can
not be articulated within a system (either because s/he can
not articulate it, or because the appropriate material is in
a portion of the text too small to be tagged by the system,
or because nobody could predict the need, such as details
made explicit by the photographic process but which are not
primary aspects of the object photographed). A user might
also come to a system wanting to sample materials "not obvi
ously relevant". Such uses of MIDs, while' differing from
close scrutiny in that they are likely to involve small sec
tions of a number of documents being attended only long
enough to determine if they are in some way appropriate, do
resemble close scrutiny in the requirement of user control
over time and order of inspection.

4. Messaris, Journal of the University Film Association, p.
53.

5. O'Connor, Brian and Mary Keeney O'Connor, Horse Pulling.

6. Frost, Cataloging Nonbook Materials, pp. 13-29.

7. Weihs, introduction to Nonbook Materials.

8. Harrison, Journal of Documentation, p. 222.

9. Maddison, Unisist International Symposium on the catalo
guing, coding, and statistics of audiovisual materials, p.
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51 .

10. Butchart, Audiovisual Librarian, p. 131.

11. Johnstone in, Film and Video Libraries, p. 3: "Not every
item, however, presents-a-'title page' to the cataloguer ei
ther in the form of introductory frames or container label
ling .•• " See also, Ravilious, Survey of Existing Systems
and Current Proposals for the Cataloguing and Description of
Non-Book Materials Collected Ex Libraries with Preliminary
Suggestions for their International Co-ordination: "By long
established convention the title page has become a magnet at
which bibliographical minutiae collect like iron fillings:
no such convention is found among producers of audiovisual
materials".

12. Butchart, Ope cit., p. 129; see also Yee, Ope cit., p.
5: " ...whether users seek nonbook materials most frequently
under authors is a question which has not yet been addressed
by user studies". See also Johnstone on how " ... the needs
of users and physical features of video materials have been
dissected and reassembled in AACR2 in a shape more compati
ble with the bibliographical description developed for
books", Ope cit., pp. 19-20.

13. AACR2, p. 166.

14. Mar r, op. cit., p. 20.

15. Note: see Harrison in Film Library Techniques, p80, for
one example.

16. National Commission on Libraries and Information Sci
ence, 1979.

17. Notes of meeting, November, 1981.

18. Note: as in Butchart, Yee, Johnstone.

19. American Archive of Factual Film Catalog, p10.

20. Note: archives do also make use of more detailed materi
als for description, as in Harrison, Chapter 5. Note, how
ever, this does not necessarily produce a format allowing
easy interpretation of relationships among tracks.

21. Gregory, Making Films Your Business.

22. Peiser, American Folklore Films and Videotapes, p. Vll.
Note: Donald Davinson speaks of the difficulties of achiev
ing bibliographical control in a medium in which many of the
titles are produced by "cottage industry" - independent pro
ducers, some of whom make only one or two titles. Th~

worksheet "How to Compile a Folklore Film and Video Index"
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details ffiethods for identifying and tracking down titles,
authors, and addresses. "The mobility of filmmakers and dis
tributors is a big problem - a lot of my requests come back
because forwarding orders had expired or there had not been
any" .

23. Fairfax, Audiovisual Materials, p. 78-80.

24. Note: Fairfax notes that producers are "keen to get
their products into NICEM for the publicity which results".
Yet, NICEM is not mentioned in Gregory's Making Films Your
Business, "the Bible" of independent production, nor in many
other such works. Davinson's "cottage industry" is relevant
at this point also. Numerous financial, political, ar.~

artistic notions can cause a producer not to put a work with
a major distributor, so that if slhe is not personally aware
of NICEM or other means of bibliographical control, as is
likely given the conclusions of Project Media Base that most
MID producers lack understanding of7concern for bibliograph
ical control, then that work won't be captured by the bi
bliographical control net.

25. Glossary of Film Terms, p. 7.

26. Note: John Fell attributes some lack of enthusiasm for
experimentation by film students to the quick absorption of
experimental film works into television. Journal of the
University Film Association, p. 45.

27. Glossary of Film Terms, p. 55.

28. Levin, Ope cit., p. 3. Also, Pennebaker in Levrn, pp.
235-236 on: " .•. documentary film [as] a film that decides
you don't know enough about something".

29. Small, Ope cit., p. 293.

30. Note: see Wright in Levin, Ope cit., on " ... how some
films remain valid and some don't".

31. Note: what street? profanity? does the Manhattan busi
ness person interviewed while on lunch break speak street
language to the Kansas rancher viewer or the Chicano viewer?

32. Humanities Projects in Media: guidelines and application
instructions, p. 13.

33. News from the Film Fund, p. 6.

34. Guidelines for Film Fund Grants Program, p. 3.

35. Note: indeed, examination of a small set of sales bro
chures shows a pattern of a brief summary of the sort found
in the access tools, a separate and more detailed descrip-
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tion of the topic with general comments on depiction, re
views, awards, festival participtions, and comments by named
reviewers. Most notable is the inclusion of at least one im
age - in some instances a frame enlargement, in others a
drawing or other graphical represntation of the picture
track. These might serve as a model for a preliminary level
of surrogate, similar to the dust jacket of a book.

36. EMC Newsletter Fall - 83, p. 5.

37. EMC Newsletter Spring - 84, p. 11.

38. EMC Newsletter Fall - 83, p. 5.

39. Note: who may be said to be an expert is, of course, no
simple question. Within the American Film Festival process,
committee chairpersons are selected for each of the subject
categories in which entries may be made. Each of these peo
ple then asks persons considered to be "experts" in subject,
production, or utilization. Each of these experts, then re
ceives EFLA generated instructions. It could not be expect
ed that experts could be found for exactly the topic, pre
cisely the filmic approach, and each sort of user. However,
a user might wish to know an expert's background: is a hos
pital adminsitrator an expert on human sexuality because of
the relationship health; is the parks and recreation
director an expert on gymnastics because of the relationship
- sports; is the television commercial producer an expert in
cinema verite because of the relationship - MID production?
The distance between an evaluator and a text could be of
value to a user.

40. Note: this should be taken as "hard copy" print texts,
since electronic print texts present some of the same in
spection problems as do MIDs.

41. Note: potential utility of this model rests in the
knowledge that an expert ranking has taken place. Specifi
city about the qualifications of the experts, as well as
which expert made which comment, would enable a user to rank
him/herself relative to judges and, thereby, tailor his/her
ranking.

42. Note: see Watt, Progress in Communication Sciences 1,
pp. 59-64, for discussion of the entrophy principle applied
to form attributes.

43. Note: particularly within the documentary genres, .breaks
from "seamlessness" or "technical quality" may be unavoid
able. The inability to control or re-stage events may mean
making whatever recording can possibly be made - perhaps out
of focus, tilted horizon, or improper exposure. Such prob
lems may seem more outstanding in the otherwise convention
ally crafted work, than in the work in which problems occur
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throughout, but are recognized or subordinate to the impor
tance of the topic.

44. Note: personal observation during EFLA AFF selection
screening.

45. Note: observation of EFLA screening session and an in
terview with a public library film selector indicated that
even when explicit selection guidelines are used, many
selectors (particularly first time subject specialists) may
read them and refer to them, but there is no training in
selection. This does not mean that no system requires
training, nor that there are not guidelines for training and
selection in some systems.

46. Note: concerning audience conventions, Pryluck says:
"While there is no discernible set of rules similar to those
of language, there may be implicit rules (that is, con
straints) wherein violation/adherence have varying patterned
consequences without any representation being excluded. In
other words, image communication may operate under probabil
ity constraints ... The probablilty constraints are reflec
tions of internal processing rules; contemporaneous prac
tices are approximations of these rules. That is, to the
degree that a film maker makes a film for an audience, he
has a crude estimate of what the audience might be able to
interpret. There are two sources of looseness in the pro
cess mitigating rigid conventions: the film maker's inten
tions and the looseness of his estimate of the audience".
Ope cit., pp. 78-80.

47. Note: other questions asked of the viewers, but not
recorded here, asked for information about the regions of
the country in which the viewer was born and had most re
cently lived; as well as a general impression of the ap
propriateness of the mode of presentation (the entire set of
depiction variables). The first of these was intended to
examine a phenomenon noticed in informal observation of au
diences in different parts of the country, namely, that
viewers in the Northeast seem to be quite comfortable with
the large percentage of close shots and viewers from the
Midwest and West frequently use terms such as "claustropho
bic". However, only a very small portion of the viewers
were from the Northeast; also, there were no further ques
tions to distinguish urban from rural or to distill out
homogenizing influences of broadcast television sports view
ing. The question regarding mode of presentation produced
almost all lI yes " responses - only one n/a and two "nos"
(coincidentally from respondents from outside the U.S.). It
is not clear if this is a result of the ambiguity of the
question (i.e. appropriate to topic? to you? both? what is
"mode of presentation"?), a model of MID texts on the part
of some users which separates topic and depiction, or both
ambiguity and topic/depiction. The large number of comments
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about the close shots and lack of structure indicate that
despite the overwhelming "yes" response, "presentation" was
not entirely "appropriate" for many viewers.

48. Note: the decision to use such a large percentage of
close-ups was made in the spirit of Franju's comment that a
" ...way to make an object stand out is to strip it, deprive
it of all ornamentation", in Levin, op. cit., p. 121. That
is, as this was a film about strong, large horses and men
and not a presentation of a particular sporting event, other
elements such as audience and the specific commentary of the
meet announcer were strip~ed away. Mary O'Connor, in dis
cussing the "devices [whichJ are ... al?plied to TV sports and
produce a degree of homogeniety Lof] sports telecast in
gredients" notes Hocking's work on depiction codes of telev
ision sports (particularly "Sports and Spectators: Intra
Audience Effects", Journal of Communication, vol. 32, no. 1,
Winter 1982). She stateS: "Watching a sporting event on
television is different than viewing it live, in person. To
give the viewer greater enjoyment, it has been suggested
that more of the 'stadium event' be televised, e.g. the live
audience response to the events. This would provide oppor
tunity for the emotional immersion in the event otherwise
difficult to achieve at home". This practice together with
the long standing use of the cutaway as a means to bridge
time and space gaps, may account for the degree to which
this aspect of the depiction was noted by these viewers of
Horse Pulling.

49. Novitz, Ope cit., p. 82. Note: Lawrence, in USC Specta
tor, p. 10, examines the pervasiveness of commercial film
and television production values and finds a situation in
which the uses and conventions of the makers of home movies
are not supported as valid in their own right.

50. Anderson and Ploghoff, Communication Yearbook i,

51. Haber, Scientific American, p. 164.
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NOTES TO SECTION THREE

1. Watt, Ope cit., p. 85.

2. Robertson, Ope cit., p. 203.

3. Hoegl, Ope cit., p. 1667.

4. Peritore, Journal of the University Film Association, p.
5.

5. Yamaguchi and Kunii, Ope cit., p. 983.

6. Ibid. p. 984.

7. Note: pseudonym for Denis Arkadyevich Kaufman (1896
1954) .

8. Vertov, Ope cit., p. 13.

9. Roberts and Sharples, Primer for Film-making, p. 92.

10. Ibid., pp. 115-180. See also chapter 7, "Image in Flux
and Juxtaposition" and chapter 8, "The Cutting Room". Note
the authors' dogmatic stance on depiction conventions. Also
note Adams and Lipton for further indication of
producer/filmmaker awareness of depiction variables. See
also, for example, Arnheim's Film as Art p. 127-132.

11. Novitz, Ope cit., pp. 86-87.

12. Note: masks of different shapes may be used in recording
or added/simulated du~ing post-production, and the image may
be intended to be projected onto a non-rectangular, non
monoplanar, or even non-stationary surface. These varia
tions of the frame shape can still be described within the
object-event/frame context by verbal term for shape(s), by
photograph of sample frame, or by sketch of frame shape.

13. Note: Arnheim, Ope cit., notes a variety of uses for
this boundedness of vision, and argues, in concert with
Novitz's notion of a user requiring means by which to know
that a picture is a picture, that it is limitation (in part)
which enables art.

14. Note: some authors" have argued for the rightness of rec
tangular frames, as did Arnheim, since it provides rein
forcement for horizontal and vertical elements and a tension
for diagonals. Baudry in "Ideological Effects of the Basic
Cinematographic Apparatus", pp. 27-28, critiques the normal
ness of the easel painting shape of the frame by relating it
to Renaissance perspective and its ideological underpin
nings. For the purposes of description, however, it remains
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the case that most moving image documents are made with rec
tangular frames.

15. Note: for one example see Claudia
"Vigo/Jaubert" in Cine-Tracts, pp. 65-80.

16. Note: typically, the eye level of the camera operator
standing is on the same level as the person being recorded.
This becomes more complicated if certain variables are
changed, such as the sort of thing being recorded, position
of camera operator, etc.

17. Note: this may be difficult to notice, or to notice
without making a critical comment. As is the case with the
image, manipulations of the sound can be intentional and may
be received differently. Audience sounds in a concert
recording may give a greater sense of presence or be an an
noying interference. The "tinny", overmodulated sound in
Horse Pulling is a result of recording with great fidelity a
tinny, overmodulated public address system. Some viewers of
the film have appreciated the authentic sound, many have
made no mention of it, and some have had difficulty with the
announcer portion of the sound track.

18. Lipton, Independent Filmmaking, p. 377. See also Adams,
Handbook of Motion Picture Production, p. 33, and Roberts
and Sharples, Ope cit., p. 126.

19. Evans, American Cinematographer, p. 38.

20. Eisenstein, The Film Sense, pp. 282+.

21. Harrison, Film Library Techniques, p. 73.

22. Note: Nichols, Ope cit, p. 48.

23. Note: here a format which presented larger segments of
the assumed matrix or allowed for scrolling through the ma
trix would enable quicker skimming, and, perhaps, maintain
greater sense of juxtaposition. Appendix G presents larger
segments of the image ~racks of each of the described works;
these provide a context for the images in the descriptions.

24. Note: fur 16mm films, seconds = (40(feet)+frames)/24.

25. Note: footage numbers are also given in some instances 
a larger display area would warrant inclusion of more of
these time/distance cues for sound.

26. Note: the freeze is a result of making a copy of a sin
gle frame of the original recording onto several successive
frames of a second piece of film; the slow motion is accom
plished in a similar fashion - recording each original frame
onto a few successive frames of a second piece of film.
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27. Note: see Pryluck, Augst, and Bonitzer.

28. Robertson, op .. cit., p. 204.

29. Fell, Quarterly Review of Film Studies, p. 371.

30. van Dijk, Natural Language in Information Science, p.
134.

31. Note: the particular process by which the reproductions
are made may affect the degree of the relationship, as is
the case in this study, in which the color images are repro
duced in monochrome. However, this need have little bearing
on the potential utitlity. Monochrome images could have ad
ded verbal descriptions to account for discrepancies; the
images in the~surrogate might be original pieces of one do
cument cut into frame increments which would act as surro
gates for other copies of the text; it could even be that
electronic access to individual frames of the actual docu
ment might be provided.

32. Medhurst, Communications Monographs, 1981, p. 66.

33. van Dijk, Ope cit., p. 135.

34. Medhurst, Ope cit., p. 66.

35. van Dijk, Ope cit., p. 135.

36. Note: it might be that a multiple exposure (whether the
images are layered upon one another, or are reductions put
at different locations within a frame) is a valid (in some
senses, more accurate) condensation, since it makes a group
of only those "toys" with which Mary actually played.

37. Note: broadly, in Pryluck's terms "juxtapositions where
meaning arises partially from a resemblance between
representations.", Ope cit., pp. 140-147.

38. See No Place To Go in Appendix G. No Place To Go was
made as-the "humanizing" representation of specificcases
behind the figures and charts of a study on Urban Renewal
and housing problems. While the voice-over commentary con
tained tenants, sc~ial workers, and officials, the picture
track interwove primarily children with interior and exteri
or decay. The random sample method seems to have picked up
this visual pattern.

39. Note: Watt, Ope cit., p. 75, raises this point in his
discussion of viewer selection and attention to broadcast
television programming.

40. Note: coaching tends to depend on noticing small devia
tions from expected movements and timing of the recorded ob-
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jects (athletes), so that keeping the depiction code vari
ables constant (and useful to the coaching staff) is pri
mary.

41. Note: CU, MS, and 1S are relative terms. Some viewers
feel that none of the shots in Horse Pulling is a long shot,
since there is not one which shows the whole arena in which
the competition takes place. In this instance 1S has been
taken to mean a shot with a whole team or a whole person
with "some" surrounding frame space.

42. Note: Gymnastics USA was made (by the author of this
study) with the intention of spanning the function of a
coaching/instructional work and an
entertainment/inspirational film. It uses, in many sections,
a high ratio of shots to running time (or, in one section, a
high number of frames recorded to running time - slow mo
tion) and an editing style which compresses the time com
ponent; however, a small number of different camera postions
and the emphasis on long shots is intended to maintain a
spatial orientation which presents the athlete's whole body.
The athlete's performance of an individual move was con
sidered most important, so a spatial component approaching
the recording function (i.e. little manipulation or varia
tion) was employed.

43. Note: a possible approach to a numerical expression of
this patterning can be seen in Watt's entropy principle de
finition of television form attributes, designed to measure
message complexity. Here randomness of each of several form
attributes is a function of such factors as number of oc
currences, time on screen, and total time. Measurement of
complexity of a single form attribute may, however, be
inadequate to describe differences such as those mentioned'
for the three gymnastics works. Watt has speculated that a
portion of the decision to view broadcast television is
linked to the "stimulation" provided by the complexity of
the information processing required by a particular program.
He notes, however, that both form and content stimuli "are
capable of producing arousal responses". He also notes that
the two sorts of attributes cannot be considered individual
ly or in isolation from the audience.

44. Guynn, Ope cit., p. 68.

45. Small, Ope cit., p. 291. Note: this is not to ignore
entirely systems of classification by topic, author, time,
etc. Svenonius and Morse indicate the utility of sU0h clas
sification as starting points for browsing.

46. Gronbeck, "Celluloid Rhetoric: On Genres of Documenta
ry," in Form and Genre, p. 140.

47. Ibid., p. 154.
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48. Note: Medhurst presents a detailed analysis of the
structure of a classic documentary, The City, demonstrating
" ... how rhythm functions formally and rhetorically to create
cinematic knowledge" (op. cit., p. 54). This study uses
"metrical" comparisons of shot lengths together with other
depiction variables to analyze one aspect of documentary
discourse. This acts as a partial response to Gronbeck's
suggestion that more study be given to the "more cinematic
less distinctively rhetorical" component of his (Gronbeck's~
proposed model. It should be noted here that Gronbeck uses
the phrase "meanings inherent to conventions" in considering
a categorization involving depiction codes; others would
suggest "probabilities" of meanings of conventions which
would probably be a more realistic way of approaching the
moving image communication process.

49. Gronbeck, op. cit., p. 141.

50. van Dijk, op. cit., p. 139. See also articles such as
Breen's "Rhetoric of the Short Film", Journal of the Univer
sity Film Association, vol. 30, no. 3, 1978 an~ Utterback's
"Voices of the Documentarist", Journal of the University
Film Association, vol. 29, no. 3, 1977, for similar means of
using rhetorical aspects as means of separating "non
fiction" films and video works on structural rather than
topical bases. These not only "justif[y] the existence
within the Lambigious] documentary genre of the lyrical
films of Flaherty and the nontraditional direct cinema or
'cinema verite' creations", but consequently make the user
aware of the '"' important difference" stated by van Di jk.
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APPENDIX A

Filmlist

The following titles were selected at random from the Exten
sion Media Center catalog: Media Resources 1983-1984:
Film/Video:

1. Animals Prepare for Winter
2. Basic Training of Foil Fencing
3. Breakdown
4. Children's Chants and Games
5. Wheel of Fortune (Connections Series)
6. Decision to Drop the Bomb
7. Edouard Manet
8. Fable Safe
9. Discours Indirect (French Language Videotapes)
10. Grizzly!
11. How to Make Sorghum Molasses
12. Insurance Fraud: the price of pain and suffering
13. Kites of Japan
14. Taoism: a question of balance -China (Long Search
Series)
15. Meaning in Modern Painting?
16. Mystery of Nefertiti
17. Of Broccoli and Pelicans and Celery and Seals
18. Pepe's Family
19. Protozoa - Single-celled Animal
20. Rosey Grier: the courage to be me
21. Silent Spring of Rachel Carson
22. Split Brain
23. Tepoztlan in Transition
24. Trader Vic's Used Cars
25. Visual Arts in Education
26. Who's there for the Victim?
27. You See, I've Had a Life
28. A La Brava: Prison and Beyond
29. B.F. Skinner and Behavior Change
30. Cabin
31. D-Day
32. e.e. cummings: the making of a poet
33. Fable
34. G for Goldberger
35. Habitat 2000: human scale cities
36. I Am
37. Jack Johnson
38. Kabuki: classic theatre of Japan
39. L.A. Too Much
40. Ma 'Bugi': trance of the Toraja
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41. Nairn and Jabar
42. Obedience
43. Pablo Casals
44. Quebec as Seen by Cartier-Bresson
45. Real West
46. Sad Song of Yellow Skin
47. Tabore
48. Ultimate Machine
49. Vallee des Merveilles
50. Waiting for Harry
51. Xian
52. Yankee Painter: the work of Winslow Homer
53. Zen Culture, Zen Spirit

The following titles are from the UC EMC catalog's
heading "Physical Education/ Sports/Recreation
Included are the test titles Ancient Games and
Interidte and Gymnastics USA.

subject
general.
Corrida

1. Ancient Games
2. Beauty Knows No Pain
3. Born to Run
4. Coaches
5. Corrida Interdite
6. Day Manolete was Killed
7. Friendship First, Competition Second
8. Gymnastics USA
9. Jack Nicklaus Golf Clinic
10. Let's Start with the Forehand
11. Mind and Body: judo worldwide
12. Olga
13. Olympia Marathon Sequence
14. Pigs vs. the Freaks
15. Rodeo
16. Sailing I
17. Skateboarding to Safety
18. Soccer
19. Strength, Bulk, and Balance: the world of Sumo
20. This is Sailing: film 1 - introduction to a boat
21. Trobriand Cricket: an ingenious responnse to colonialism
22. Winning

I

The following titles are taken from the Educational Film
Locator second edition:

1. Ages of Man, Part 4: death
2. Aggression-Assertion
3. Aggression: the explosive emotion
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4. Aggressive Architects: biology of yellowjackets
5. Aging in the Modern World: the new prime of life
6. Aging of Lakes
7. Aging: pre-retirement
8. Aging: the search for eternal youth
9. Chicago Conspiracy Trial
10. Chicago Dynamics Excerpt
11. Chicago Picasso
12. Chicago, 1968: rights in conflict
13. Chick, Chick, Chick
14. Chick Embryo: from primitive streak to hatching
15. Chick Embryo Techniques
16. Chick Embryology
17. Effects of Heat
18. Effects of Infantile Feeding Frustration on

Adult Hoarding in White Rats
19. Effects of Metallic Ions and Osmotic Disturbances

on the Heart
20. Effects of Morphine on Learned Adaptive Behavior

and Experimental Neuroses in Cats
21. Efficient Cooling Systems that Engines Might Live
22. Egeskov, Denmark
23. Egg Grades: a matter of quality
24. Egg into Animal
25. Good Earth: woman sequence
26. Good Egg
27. Good Friday Alaska Earthquake
28. Good Goodies
29. Good Health Habits
30. Good Health Practices, Part II
31. Good Housekeeping
32. Good Morning, Freedom
33. I'm a Stranger Here Myself: a portrait of Nicholas Ray
34. I'm Feeling Alone
35. I'm Feeling Happy
36. I'm Feeling Sad
37. Im Lande Wilhelm Tells
38. I'm Mad at You
39. I'm No Fool Having Fun
40. I'm No Fool in the Water
41. Katmai
42. Katy
43. Kayak
44. Keen Machines
45. Keep Fit, study Well, Work Hard
46. Keep off the Grass
47. Keep Reaching: the power of high expectations
48. Keep'em Biting
49. Marching Bands: military drill
50. Margaret Mead
51. Margaret Mead's New Guinea Journal
52. Margin of Safety
53. Margin of Safety: psychological distance under danger
54. Maria and Julian's Black Pottery
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55. Maria of the Pueblos
56. Marian Anderson
57. Playing with Scorpions
58. Playtown , USA
59. Plea
60. Pleasure Craft Makers
61. Pliers
62. Pliers and Screwdrivers
63. Plietskaya Dances
64. Plot in Science Fiction
65. Sea Lion
66. The Sea: mysteries of the deep
67. Sea Otter
68. Sea River
69. Sea Shores Compared
70. A Sea Story
71. Sea Surface Meteorology
72. Sea Turtles
73. Television in Education
74. Television is for You, Part II
75. Television is for You, Part III
76. Television Lighting
77. Television Newsman
78. Television Principles and Servicing: localizing troubles
79. Television Principles and Servicing: television
receivers
80. Television Production Planning
81. Winter Ice: a first film
82. Winter in Eskimo Land
83. Winter is an Adventure
84. Winter is Here
85. Winter on an Indian Reservation (narrated edition)
86. Winter Soldier
87. Winter Sports: leisure's newest dimension
88. Winter: story of survival

The following titles are taken from American Folklore Films
and Videotapes: a catalog from the Center for Southern Folk
lore and published by Bowker in 1982:

1. Dead River Rough Cut
2. Death-a Time to Remember
3. Death Row
4. Deep in the Heart of Houston
5. Del Mero Corazon
6. From Spikes to Spindles
7. From the First People
8. Frontier America
9. Froutier Experience
1o. Fuj ikawa
11. Full of Life A-Dancin'
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12. Handcrafted in America
13. Hank
14. Hanukkah
15. Happy Birthday, Mrs. Craig
16. Hard Times in the Country
17. Like the Wind
18. Linda and Billy Ray from Appalachia
19. Link
20. Link-up: traditional healing and modern medicine
21. Lionel Hampton and His Orchestra.
22. Literature
23. Little Warrior
24. Native Land (produced by Hagopian)
25. Native Land (produced by Hurwitz and Strand)
26. Native North American Child
27. Natural Timber Country
28. Nature's Blueberry Land
29. Navajo
30. Oscar at School
31. Othar Turner: 200 + 1
32. Other People's Garbage
33. Others Will Follow
34. Otoe: tribal pow-wow
35. Otoe: veteran song for fallen warrior
36. El otro Lado (The Other Side)
37. Our Friends on Farms and Ranches
38. Our Hispano American Friends
39. Shelley Whitebird's First Powwow
40. Shepherd of the Night Flock
41. Shinnecock: "a story of a people"
42. Shipbuilders of Essex
43. Shoalwater Bay
44. Shoalwater Bay: Charlie family reunion
45. Shop Stewards
46. Shop Talk
47. Traditional Quilting
48. Traditional Singing
49. Traditional Songs about Traditional Attitudes

toward the Place of Women in Society
50. Trail of Broken Treaties
51. Trail of Tears
52. Transcontinental Railroad
53. Travelers
54. Treaties Made, Treaties Broken
55. A Tree Grows for Christmas
56. Tres Mujeres
57. The Yee Family
58. Yellow Fever
59. Yiddish: the Mame-loshn
60. Yoiks
61. Yonder Come Day
62. York
63. Yorktown: "The World Turned Upside Down"
64. Horse Pulling *TEST FILM*
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The following film titles were analyzed from The National
Information Center for Educational Media catalog - 1983:

1. A la Brava
2. Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm
3. America - edge of abundance
4. Army and Vietnam
5. Basics of Cross Counrty Skiing
6. Bathing Babies in Three Cultures
7. Canada's Takle Busters
8. Child's Introduction to the Cosmos
9. Cosquin, City of Folklore
10. Culture of Deliquency
11. Day Like Any Other
12. Earth Song
13. Ecomega
14. Fire - Code 3
15. Five Days in Moorefield
16. Give Your Eggs a Break
17. Glass Blowing
18. Horizon North
19. Horseman, Pass By
20. In Reserve
21. Iphansis
22. IQ - Questionable Criterion
23. Leo Passage -P2
24. Leo Tolstoy
25. Masseter and Temporal Muscles
26. Massive Pulmonary Embolism - surgical treatment
27. Nation's Work
28. National Anthem
29. Oscar W. Underwood Pt. 1
30. Our Class Explores the Moon
31. Potemkin - a multi-media film study
32. Powerful Abby
33. Richard Hunter - Sculptor
34. Richard T. Ely
35. Showdown
36. Showdown
37. Study of Raindrops Striking the Soil
38. Study of the USSR
39. Tolva
40. Tom
41. Volleyball for Boys
42. Volt-Ohmmeter Operation
43. World War II - Prologue USA
44. World War II - 1939-1941
45. Zubin Mehta - Committment and Fulfillment as a Way of
Life
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from the Independent Video and
the Corporation for Public Broad-

1. They Tell It for the Truth: Ozark Storytelling
2. Crossroads of Civilization
3. Trilogy
4. Streams Without Borders
5. The Quest Sinks Again
6. Paris
7. Child Day Care in Three Cultures
8. Murita Cycles
9. Hearts
10. Wilderness Bridge
11. Democracy: Communism Italy:U.S.A.
12. Loose Pages Bound
13. Fat Tuesday
14. Appalachian Toymakers
15. The Red Fox
16. Fireworks
17. To Kayak
18. Suicide At Seventeen
19. Marthain The Irish Film
20. Give My Poor Heaart Ease: Mississippi
21. About Photography
22. The Last Of The Incas
23. Let'er Buck
24. Walk See Think
25. SUEDE, A Solar Program For New England
26. Ward D
27. Survivor
28. Giants in The Sky
29. Land Use: A Moral Dilemma
30. Cattle
31. Documentary In The Bronx
32. Dancephasia
33. Images of Country Women
34. We Are The Guinea Pigs
35. The Artaud Project
36. The Emerging Woman
37. Undercurrents
38. Headprints
39. Nutrition
40. Durango: American Dream Machine/NET
41. Closed Encounters
42. I'm Not From Here
43~ L'Chaim - To Life!
44. Kaniapiskau
45. Beauty in The Bricks
46. Waterworks
47. Mikeshina
48. The Wizard of Waukesha: A Film About Les Paul
49. White Water Slalom
50. Sea Dream
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51. Two Years Two Nowhere
52. Hidden Places Where History Lives #1
53. Sorority
54. Independence Day
55. Excerpts From Bernard
56. Carthage Rescued
57. This Land ... ls Your Land!
58. The First Step
59. Pills And Panaceas
60. Harriet And The Promised Land
61. Are You Listening
62. Wild America - Who Needs It?
63. A Day To Remember
64. Campeche
65. Death Images for an Old Man
66. Two Voices
67. The Awakening
68. Spoon River USA
69. That Weird Classical Stuff
70. The Yucatan Cave: A Mayan Legacy
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TERM

TREATMENT AS A UNIT

Characterization

ACCESS TOOL

228

account

animated film

appreciation

assemblage

case-study

cinema-verite

cinematic poem

cinematic
expression

description

documentary

documentary
biography

documentary
profile

documentary
record

documentary
study

ethnographic
documentary

evocation

experimental film

EMC

2

2

SO FOLK

6

NICEM EFL

2

2

CPB

12

EMC
SP
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TERr4 ACCESS TOOL

229

exploration

film

history of

illustration

impression

introduction

look

montage

overview

period piece

pictorial
tone poem

picture

portrait

portrayal

presentation

profile

propoganda

record

recreation

review

satire

statement

story

EMC SO FOLK

1

3

3

5

NICEM EFL CPB

2

4

4

EMC
SP

1

1

2
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TEml ACCESS TOOL

230

study

textural video

tour

tribute

vision

visual poem

EMC SO FOLK

1

NICEM

t

EFL

2

CPB
EMC
SP

************************************************************

awards

created in
collaboration

funded by

produced
by, for, in

a ... production

series

written and
narrated by

3

2

2

3

6

1

3

4

------------------------------------------------------------
************************************************************

absorbing

celebrated

dazzling

entertaining

excellent

extraordinary

fast-paced
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TERM ACCESS TOOL

231

moving

one of most famous
in history of cinema

practical and direct

pre-occupied with
humor and death

purest expression of
capabilities of film

remarkable

renovmed

rings with optimism

sensitive/political
wtthout formula
rhetoric

seven years in
the making

visually lively

work in progress

EMC SO FOLK NICEN EFL CPB

1

ENC
SP

1

1

************************************************************

blend of natural
environment and
laboratory
photography

combines footage
with secular cantata

dream-like slow
motion

folksinger performs
against a changing
set of patchwork
quilts

1
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TERM ACCESS TOOL

232

in-studio interviews
intercut with a
montage of photos

real time walk down
a street .•. seen done
twice at the same
time

series of film
vignettes, so called
head print images

series of stills

still picture
animation

three part video
dance piece using
movements in
combination with
video synthesizer
(both colorization
and raster
manipulation)

uses animation to
consider

weaving of footage

ENC SO FOLK NICEM EFL CPB

1

EMC
SP

************************************************************

attempt to
reconstruct

based on

combines ethno
graphic insight
with dramatic
intensity

designed to
acquaint
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TERlfJ ACCESS TOOL

233

designed to
help

designed to
persuade

excerpts

experimental
short dance film

featuring
conflicting
views

first dramatic
film produced in
Cajun French

from the point
of view of

presents experts
explaining

program gives
children the
opportunity to
speak for them
selves

(subject) as
reflected in

(subject) offers
views

(subject) view

through personal
testimonies

through the eyes

EMC SO FOLK NICEM EFL CPB
E~1C

SP
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TERM

(topic aspects)
are carefully
balanced and
frequently
inseparable

234

ACCESS TOOL

EMC
EMC SO FOLK NICEM EFL CPB SP
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TERH

Relation to Topic

ACCESS TOOL

235

addresses

analyzes

argues

augments

brings to
light

captures

chronicles

classifies

communicates

compares

conveys

covers

delves

demonstrates

depicts

describes

details

determines

develops

discusses

documents

EMC

2

4

3

2

SO FOLK

2

2

NICEM

1

4

3

3

1

5

EFL

9

5

2

5

2

CPB

1

1

2

2

2

EMC
SP

2
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TER~1 ACCESS TOOL

236

EMC

dramatizes

SO FOLK NICEM EFL CPB
EMC
SP

emphasizes

encourages

examines

explains

explores

exposes

expresses

features

focuses

follows

gives

highlights

illustrates

includes

indicates

integrates

interviews

3

4

2

2

3

7

2

2

2

1

3

3

3

4

5

6

3

3

2

4

2

2

2

introduces 2

investigates

links

looks

mentions

narrows

3
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TEml ACCESS TOOL

237

notes

observes

offers

outlines

pays
attention

pictures

points out,
to, up

portrays

presents

probes

provides

questions

2

SO FOLK

2

2

NICEM

2

3

4

EFL

2

1

2

1

6

2

CPB
EMC
SP

1

reconstructs 1

reenacts

refutes

relates

reports

1

reveals

reviews

(is/are) seen

serves as
model

shows

stresses

1

2

13

1

12

5

3

20

1

2

22

1

6 6
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TER~1 ACCESS TOOL

238

structured

studies

suggests

surveys

tells

tours

traces

visits

uses

EMC

2

SO FOLK

3

NICEM EFL

2

2

CPB

1

EMC
SP
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TERN

audience:
general

for all ages

for beginning
or intermediate
players or
teachers

for children in
pr imary grades

for classroom
discussion

for elementary
and junior high
science classes,
but fascinating
and informative
for all

in English

intermediate
French

primarily for
elementary or
junior high

Relation to Audience

ACCESS TOOL

EMC
EMC SO FOLK NICEM EFL CPB SP

1

1

239
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TERN

produced for
the young, but
highly instruc
tive for all
ages

recommended
for social
studies in
junior and
senior high

some viawers
will applaud •..
some viewers
will criticize.
many may miss

viewer follows

viewer is
offered more
than one view

we return to
watch

you will see
you will learn

(you will)
share ... (you
will) hear

we see

we share

ACCESS TOOL

EMC
EMC 80 FOLK NICEM EFL CPB SP

1

1

240
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Element Name

TERM

picture

ACCESS TOOL

241

EMC

angles

SO FOLK NICEM EFL CPB
EMC
SP

1

animation

actual films

archival film

camera

camerawork

1 5

1

cinemicrography 1

cinematography

close-up
photography

contemporary
footage

2

directing

dramatic shots

editing

family photos

film clips

footage

frame printed
within the frame

historic footage

juxtaposition

live action

2

3 1 4

2
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TERM ACCESS TOOL

EMC SO FOLK NICEM EFL CPB
EMC
SP

micro-cinema
tography

military footage 1

natural cinema
tography

negative scenes

news footage 2

news reels 1

on-the-scene
footage

photography 2

photos 2

pictorial
review

reverse
motion 1

slow motion 4

stills 3

stop-action

stop-motion

telephoto
lens

time-lapse
photography

trick-shots

cameras
into an
Processor

two color
mixed
Image
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TERM

ultra-high speed
photography

ACCESS TOOL

E~1C

EMC SO FOLK NICEM EFL CPB SP

243

underwater shots

video graphios &
effects

visual montage

written titles

window [special
technique for
photographing
inside fertile
egg]

2

2

1
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TERM

Element Name sound

ACCESS TOOL

244

commentary

comments

electronic babble

electronic jazz

music

narrated by •••

narration

natural sounds

no narration

off-camera
narrator

on-camera
narrator

original music

reflections
(verbal)

score

song

soundtrack

street language

voice-over
narration

without
commentary

EMC

2

3

2

SO FOLK

3

NICEM

1

EFL

2

4

CPB

1

2

6

2

EMC
SP

1

4
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TERH

without
narration

words from
journals,
memoirs,
letters,
diaries,
military
dispatches

ACCESS TOOL

EMC
EMC SO FOLK NICEM EFL CPB SP

245
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TERf·1

Element Name picture & sound

ACCESS TOOL

246

EMC
EMC SO FOLK NICEM EFL CPB SP

artifacts 
personal &
vintage

clips (from
feature films)

coverage

demonstration

design

excerpts

experts featured

filmed
alternatives

filmee:., shot,
taped at, on, in 2 2

interviews

montage of
sounds & scenes

1 2

4

(name) featured

original script

rhyme

scenes

scenes inter
woven with
reminiscences

series of
vignettes

1 4
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TERM

settings

sketches

(subject name)

(subject) on
camera

views

script writing

ACCESS TOOL

EMC
EMC SO FOLK NICEM EFL CPB SP

1

3

1

247
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TERM

Element Characterization

ACCESS TOOL

248

beautiful

brilliant

by ...

clear

clever

defy gravity

dynamic blend

easy to follow

excellent

extensive

extravagant

fast-paced

fine

from .••

impressionistic

in song

lively

lyrical

original

outstanding

remarkable

EMC

2

2

SO FOLK NICEM

2

EFL CPB
EMC
SP

2

2
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TER~1

sparse

straight forward

well-illustrated

unique

EMC

ACCESS TOOL

SO FOLK NICEM EFL
EMC

CPB SP

249
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TERH

Element Relationship to Topic

ACCESS TOOL

250

accentuates

achieves the
exposition

builds

captures

comments

complements

conveys

counterpoints

coverage of

creates

(credentials)

demonstrates

depicts

describes

details

enhances

examines

explains

explores

footage of

forms backdrop

EMC

1

1

SO FOLK NICEM EFL

1

1

1

CPB

1

EMC
SP
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TER~1 ACCESS TOOL

251

EMC

form the narrative

highlights

identifies

illustrates

includes

informs

inspired by

introduced by

introduces

makes authentic

offers

portrays

presents

recalls

recorded inside ...

reconstructs

recreates

reveals

satirizes

shows

soundtrack of ...

talks about

tells

SO FOLK NICEM EFL

:3

2

:3

CPB

1

2

E~1C

SP

1

4
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TERM

traces

uses

ACCESS TOOL

EMC
EMC SO FOLK NICEM EFL CPB SP

2

252
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TERr~

Element Relationship to Audience

ACCESS TOOL

EMC
EMC SO FOLK NICEM EFL CPB SP

253

(edited) •.. for
educational use

reveal for the
viewer
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Brochures
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Narrated by Martin Sheen
IN THE NAME OF THE PEOPLE. Alex Drehsler,
Producer; Frank Christopher, Director;
Isaac Artenstein. Associate Producer.
A Pan American Films Production.

This long-awaited documentary is a first-hand
account of a film crew's six week journey
through a large territory under control of the
FMLN guerrilla forces in EI Salvador.

IN THE NAME OF THE PEOPLE, narrated by
Martin Sheen, presents a person to person
approach: Ramon quit medical practice to
become- a local rebel commander; Camilo is a
former bookkeeper who trains the civilian
population to defend the village; Nlco joined as
a messenger boy after seeing his mother killed
by a right-wing death squad; Jazmln is a doctor
in charge of health services; Dr. Charles
Clements is an ex-pilot from the U.S. Air Force
who works as a physician in the rebel-held
territory of Guazapa.

The testimonials and daily activities weave a
rich and enduring human document of the
Salvadoran revolution, its participants and the
society they are trying to build.

IN THE NAME OF THE PEOPLE is a unique
insight into a revolutionary process and a·
timeless portrait of the Latin American condition.

..
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"High School shows no stretch
ing ofminds. It does show the
overwhelmingdreariness of
administrators and teachers who
confuse leamingwith discipline.
The school somehow takes warm,
breathing teen-agers and tries to
tum them into 4O-year old mental

eunuchs.... No wonder the kids tum off, stare out windows,
beCome surly. try to escape.... The most frightening thing
about 'High School' is that it captures the battlefield so clearly;
the film is too tt'JIe./I Peter Janssen, Newsweek.

"High Scl;1oo1. awicked, brilliant documentary about life in a
lower-middle-class secondary school./I Richard Schicke1, Life.

"The high school is'the very heart of America, andWiseman
has captured its strength and rhythm perfectly./I Edgar Z.
Friedenberg, The New York ReView ofBooks.

The school system exists not only to pass on "facts· but ideally to
transmit social values from one generation to another. The film docu
ments how this social conditioning occurs. In a large, above-average
urban high school,we witness a series of formal and informal encoun
ters between teachers, students, parents, and administrators through
which the ideology and values of the school emerge.

257
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ROSES IN DECEMBER: THE STORY OFJEAN DONOVAN

O n December 2, 1980, lay missioner Jean Donovan and three American
nuns were brutally murdered by members of the government security

forces in EI Salvador. Narrated by John Houseman, Roses In December
thoughtfully and powerfully chronicles the brief life of this young woman
which began in comfort and affluence and ended tragically serving the poor of
EI Salvador.

Award-winning filmmakers Ana Carrigan and Bernard Stone have skillfully
woven the story of the personal tragedy of the violent deaths of Jean and
sisters Dorothy Kazel, Ita Ford and Maura Clark with the complex political
issues of American military support and involvement.

The film raises a number of important questions about the relationship that
exists between the U.S. government and the military leaders of EI Salvador.
Roses In December sheds light on the daily realities behind the headlines from
Central America and is a deeply affecting human document of personal
commitment.

A FILM BY ANA CARRIGAN AND BERNARD STONE - 5S minutes-color-16mm
USES: Latin American Studies, International Politics, Political Science, S"ciology
LEVELS: Secondary, College, Adult
AWARDS/FESTIVALS: Special prize, Mannheim International Film Festival - London

Film Festival- Time Magazine Ten Best 1982· Christopher Award. Melbourne
Film Festival

"The power of ROSES IN DECEMBER is that it may shock us into remembering United
Stotes' complicity in the scenes of death in EI Salvador."-Colman McCarthylThe
Washington Post

"An exemplary piece of humane filmmaking that avoids political sentimentality and glib
answers." - Time Magazine

258
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APPENDIX D

AFF Synopses Analysis

The "characterization" terms (34%) are similar to those

of the access tools:

form terms: close-up look; documentary(2);
drama/dramatic film; history of; portrait; pro
file; story of(2); visit

technique: animation ..• in conjunction with live
action; from the perspective of •..

associative: from ... series(2)

Critical adjectives are found mostli in the "comments" sec-

tion. Thus, a similar percentage of entries make a state-

ment of "treatment characterization" and the terms offer

little discriminatory power.

"Relationship of treatment to topic" (74%) likewise is

similar to the access tool model in its use of the same

verbs which say what the treatment does, but do not say how.
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[is] about
covers
creates a portrait
deals with
delineates
demonstrates
depicts
details
documents(S)
evokes
examines(S)
explains
explores(S)
focuses on(3)

260

follows(2)
gives advice
highlights(3)
illustrates
introduces
investigates
presents
profiles(2)
records
[subject] reveals(2)
shows(S)
stresses
traces

Relationship to audience (2%) is again minimal. The

lone term "we see" being but another form of "are shown ll
,

which explicitly recognizes the existence of the audience,

but does not link treatment attributes with possible audi-

ence attributes.

Elements of depiction named (3S%) are also general

terms for portions of the depiction, especially the narra

tion track and historical footage.

picture track: archival footage(2); historical
material; live footage and stills; rare film foo
tage; rare film footage and photographs; anima
tion; animation, sketches, and live action;
images; rephotography

sound track: commentary by; narration by(4); nar
rator identified(3); composer named; electroni
cally processed Renaisance music

both icture and sound: expert identified(3);
filmmaker linked to to~ic - formerly a subject
participant; interviews(3); open-captioned; shot
in ... /set in ... /filmed on location

Again, "element relationship to topic" (24%) provides few

entries and these are similar in expressiveness to those
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relating the treatment as a unit to the topic.

One of the three entries relating an element of the

depiction to viewers (6%) is but a statement that the work

is captioned for the hearing impaired. The other two both

state that an on-camera narrator acknowledges the viewer and

leads the viewer "behind-the-scenes" or "through the 'pro

cess'''. This acknowledgement does make explicit some poten

tially useful information about production style, though it

is still not clear to what degree the narrator is on-camera

interacting with the subject or off-camera describing what

is being seen.

The lack of pre~ision and discrimination provided by

the terms is also made evident within the body of the

synopsis on occassion. In the "synopsis" for Beware: the

~ in medical care for older people one reads: "Documents

a family's concern for ... "; yet, the "comments" term this a

"well-done dramatization"; while the word "documents" may

not provide a great deal of discriminatory power, the one

connotation it generally has is, to some degree, eschewing

fictive devices, as contrasted with the word "dramatiza

tion". What does this mean for other works, such as Dys

tonia, Fire on the Water, and Ironman, for which the

synopses begin with "documents", if there is no explicit

statement about the intended degree of "eschewing of fictive

devices"?
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APPENDIX E

Horse Pulling Responses

(1)
1. yes personal experience
2. to many closeup shots
3.
4. movie was too long and I didn't feel it built to a climax
5. No. overly long. possible animal abuse? I did't feel it
was really showing a local custom.

(2)
1. yes TV
2. Of course.
3. Yes
4. more slo mo.
5. No. I don't like using animals merely for sport. I think
the film is good, amazing even considering how it was shot.
But, I disagree with the principles behind the subject
matter.

(3)
1. Yes personal experience TV
2. Mostly - but the opeing segments were confusing
3. Yes
4. Photographically, more establishing-type shots
5. No - largely because of a lack of information content

(4)
1. No
2. Yes
3. Yes
4. a bit too repetitive
5. I see no particular reason to purchase it

(5)
1. No
2. At times - needed a few wide angle -overview shots to set
location
3. Yes
4. [seen more] Yes (1) people (A) specators, (B) horse
drivers (2) overview of location [seen less] Yes (1) less of
same CU and MCU of same visual info
5. No - unless I had extra money I could not justify a short
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I didn't understand the beginning w/ the flowers and
There were too many close-ups - I couldn't get

image

263

independent film(maker) outside of Bay Area unless imagery
was 1 of 2 things (1) major documentation - eX~lication of
another lifestyle (2) major piece of pure art (i.e. Brakage
or Nelson)

( 6 )
1. No
2. Yes
3. Yes
4. Yes, more of the horses completing the competition. Less
of the flowers in the beginning.
5. No, I don't see any purpose that the film has except for
photography.

(7)
1. No
2. O.K.
water.
overall
3. Yes
4. [seen different] I didn't like the whole idea of the
horses being used like that. It was cruel.
5. No. I don't think the theme is appealing, and I can't im
agine anyone being improved by watching it, or enjoy watch
ing it.

(8)
1. No
2. Yes - really good photography
3. Yes
4.
5. probably not - not of real current interest. seems cruel.

(9)
1. No
2.
3.
4. Would have liked more variety
5. No - I think it needs more visual variety/action. I grew
tired of just looking at horses' legs. Also, some informa
tion on somethin~ as strange as horse-pulling would make it
more interesting/useful.

( 10)
1. No
2. Yes
3. Yes
4. [seen
close-up

more] more wide angle shots [seen less] too many
shots - hard to visualize what was really happen-
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ing.
5. No. It has
to perceive
interest

264

no explanation or narration - hence difficult
just what is being portrayed. Did not catch my

( 11 )
1. No
2. Yes
3. Yes
4. [seen more] The procedure of competition [seen less]
preparation work
5. No. This film let me feel anxious to know the result.
But, I wait for too long to see it. And it's so short about
result.

understand = less vc~alization

interesting to se rxns on faces of

but then what do I know about film? Nature
is unclear. Also, not certain about what
film this ...what are you trying to say.

( 12 )
1. No
2. The emphasis on
interesting.(reminded me of
3. Opening sequence puzzled
touch.
4. Announcer difficult to
(distracting) would be
spectators.
5. Probably not,
of competition
motivated you to

the ground activity was
docu-dramas on track athletes)
me. Freeze-frame was a nice

( 13 )
1. No
2. Yes
3. Yes
4. More of crowd, less of poor horses
5. No - barbaric contest - animal abuse should not be en
couraged!

( 14)
1. No
2. Yes
3. Yes
4.
5. Yes: it is a good example of how man is cruel to animals
and the useless task we put them to.

( 15 )
1. No
2. (Beautiful photography) I felt there were a few too many
close ups and not enough front-on horse shots, very clear
shots.
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3. No, I saw no reason for the beautiful leaf and water
shots. The story-line was fuzzy because of the tight shots
in the beginning.
4. [seen more] crowd reactions [seen less] I didn't enjoy
watching the horses pull the weights nor the men pushing the
horses [seen different] shots of announcer
5. I'm not sure. Yes - to emphasize cruelty of animals for
sport and money. No - awfully painful to watch. My sixth
grade horse-loving girls would love seeing the horses but
not the cruelty.

( 16 )
1. No
2. Yes
3. Yes
4. Perhaps even more of the struggle from the horse's
viewpoint
5. Probably - I felt really sorry for the horses and feel
the whole event is a type of male chavinism [sic]. I think
the film objectively portrays the event, yet is fairly
powerful. The question is - why make the horses suffer so
much for such a stupid outcome? 23 inches? The film provides
thought and is good for this reason.

(17 )
1. Yes, TV The world
2. Yes
3. Yes
4.
5. Only as a perfect example of the inevitable parallel
between masculinity and cruelty.

(18 )
1. No
2. Very much so
3. Yes (quick but impactfuI)
4. [seen more] slightly more slow motion shots [seen less]
preliminary nature shots [seen different] less "dead" time
on the sound track
5. Yes. A well done documentary of an event that is exceed
ingly visual, and lots of undefined emotional impact.

( 19 )
1. No
2. Yes
3. pretty much - I was confused at times, though - maybe it
was me
4. [seen more] horses' bodies - slow motion [seen less] men
straining - slow motion
5. Yes - has an aesthetic and instructional quality at the
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same time. Short, too - that has its merits

(20)
1. No
2. Yes, it was quite effective
3. No, couldn't follow the action or story-line well
4. [seen more] long shots of horses and weights they were
pulling
5. Yes. I think it's something people aren't much exposed
to and a topic which is well-presented in film. More ap
propriate than a print presentation.

(21 )
1. No
2. Comfortable withe style but not what was being presented
3. Artistically, yes, personally no (exposure disturbed me)
4.
5. Yes. Good exposure to something that exists.

(22)
1. No
2. Nore or less
3. Yes
4. The pastoral beginning - leaves in water - had no visual
connection with the film. If there was a statement regarding
atavistic rural culture in our concrete world it might have
been made less abruptly. Otherwise fine work. Close crop
ping is effective.
5. Yes. Good feel for action. Practically smelled of horses.
A good essay on something many city people may be unfamiliar
with.

(23)
1. No
2. it seemed like it was really up close to the action I
would have liked more shots of the crowd.
3. it was well done for the action involved - really got a
sense of the strength of the horses and men
4. [seen more] the crowd, their involvement, reactions, etc.
5. Yes, in certain areas. I think it's good for people to
experience different things (through media)

(24 )
1. No
2. Yes - wonderful lighting! Fabulous slow motion at the end
3. Yes - I like seeing parts of an action and having to ima
gine the whole scene - makes the audio more important
4. more spectators - women and children's faces
5. Yes - very interesting "discovery film" a wealth of in-
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formation for discussion about this sub-cultural - personal
values, expression

(25)
1. Sort of, I've seen some of it on TV
2. Yes, but I thought it was often too closely cropped
3. No -- it seemed much too quick very much of the time
4. [seen more] preparation of horses [seen less] hooking up
to weights
5. Probably, though I feel the editing was done inappropri
ately. It would seem to me that you tried to make the com
petition appear lively, and fast-paced, when it is inherent
ly a slow-paced sport. This is not meant to denigrate the
origins of the sport, and because of the importance of the
last considerations, I would recommend the purchase.

(26)
1. Yes TV
2. Yes - particularly the slow motion/freeze sequence at the
end
3. Yes
4. [seen less] the scenery at the beginning was nice but
went on too long
5. Yes. It captures an unusual event in a graphic and enter
taining manner

(27)
1. No
2. Yes
3. Yes
4. [seen more] The pulling of 10,000 Ibs.
5. Not so relevant in the West as in other parts of the
country - if library had enough money, I would suggest pur
chase - Depends on type of library

(28)
1. No
2. Not quite I would have liked more far-away, or backed-up
shots - i.e. a more complete picture of the event.
3. Yes
4. see above
5. I'm not sure what use I would put it to. Photographical
ly I liked it v. much.

(29)
1. No
2. Yes
3. Yes
4. [seen more] red leaves, color contrast - but actually it
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worked just as it was. My eye longed for more red leaves,
but it's better to want more than to feel "too much" [seen
less] horses hitching about 10% less time - I lost interest
in the middle
5. for TV, yes, for a library ... I don't know the signifi
cance for a library. It's a good short film for PBS, Cable
or.

(30)
1. No
2. Yes. I especially admired the use of color, esp red with
blue.
3. Yes. Effective.
4. I don't know.
5. Yes. An effective film showing an element of American
rural life and culture. Would be especially interesting in
an urban library.

(31 )
1. No
2. Yes
3. Yes
4. [seen more] slow motion [seen less] readying for hitch
ing
5. Yes. American culture.

(32)
1. No, unless horse shows count
2. Yes
3. Yes, especially liked it
4. I thought it could have been shorter. It seemed to drag
in the middle, and all of the sudden was the grand prize
5. Yes, but I would be selective who I recommended it to.
It should either be for very small children whose minds will
be captivated with the horses or to people who wish a "folk
sy" sort of film.

(33)
1. Yes [person experience] Connecticut fairs
2. Yes
3. Yes
4. No
5. for a local TV station in the Midwest of East

(34)
1. No
2. Yes, although it does make you "work", to follow all the
coherence
3. Yes - I'd characterize it as 'intense'
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doing

the film,
life, cul
acquire it

(people)participantsthe4. [seen more] yes
preparation and relaxing
5. Before doing so, I would need to characterize
thematically, e.p. asocition of man/beast, rural
tures attavisma, lifestyles, etc. I would want to
as part of a larger collection.

(35)
1. No
2. Not always - I tend to get motion sickness.
3. Yes
4. [seen more] audience reaction
5. not unless I wanted to present something on New England
culture.

(36)
1. Yes somewhat - I lived in Arkansas - on a farm where they
had horse - and plow team
2. It was beautiful - yes
3. Yes
4. no
5. Yes - the [ ] is beautiful

(37 )
1. No
2. Yes
3. Yes
4. more slow motion of horses
5. Yes

(38)
1. No
2. Yes, but the contrast from the autumn leaves to the con
test at the beginning was quite abrupt, though the sound led
into it and softened that somewhat.
3. Yes
4. We never saw the finish of the pull, which gave me a
feeling of constant incompleteness. The horses would pull
then go out of the picture, so I am a little confused about
the object of the contest.
5. Yes, if the budget allowed it.

(39)
1. No
2. Yes
3. Yes
4. More people (little bit) in crowd [seen different] no
5. Yes
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(40)
1. No
2. No
3. No
4.
5. If they have enough budget, they can buy.

(41 )
1. No
2. for the most part.
3. Yes
4. [seen more] at some points would have liked to have seen
a broader picture rather than focusing in on one small part
of the action.
5. If it fit were approriate to the collection.

(42)
1. no
2. yes - the slow motion could have been used more - it was
effective
3. yes
4. Lseen more] close ups of the men's faces, pictures of the
crowd
5. I would if I could forsee a specific use for the film and
if I had funds available.
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TAKES

28 seconds!

DILLON:

CHESTER:
DILLON:
CHESTER:

MS, Doc (l), Dillon (R). .
DILLON: Ah, I didn't figure that passin' out a few pills is,very hard work.
DOC: Passin' out pills? Ninety percent of my work is surgery: setrin' broken 'bones,

.diggin' bullets out of people and deJiverin' babies ... in the middle ofthe night.
Mr. Dillon. Mr. Dillon: It's : .. [enters (l)] it's theni. '"
Them? What do y'mean? .
It's Ben Siple and that Hicks and they seen Abby and they grabbed her and
they're just treatin' her somethin' terrible.
Come on. [All exit (l)]

MLS. Qlester crosses (R). Looks in window. Sees Dillon.
CHESTER: Mr. Dillon.

64A13_...-.

·&'.:11Lt).~.~....,~:.~~.'.~!'~!.:.'·
.:..':', "i~"~ft:'"

~ . '. '-
~ 'tV-) ...;_, ..

;... -- .. '

MS. Siple pulls Abby (R); reverse traveling shot to characters' placement before wagon.65/5 18

SIPLE:

ABBY:
SIPLE:
DILLON:

Puttin' on airs, are ya? Think maybe you're too good for us, eh? 'Bout time
you taught another lesson, Abby.
No, Ben, please.
Come 'ere. [He swings once at her with back of (L) hand]
Hold it.

66/2 52 MLS. Dillon, Doc, Chester enter (R), cross (L); camera pans until they reach wagon.
DILLON:
SIPLE:
DILLON:
ABBY:
DILLON:

SIPLE:
DILLON:

SIPLE:
DILLON:
SIPLE:

[During cross] Hold it.
Ah, so you really are a marshall.
Abby, you wanna go with him or you wanna stay here in Dodge?
I never wanna see him again as long as I live.
All right, then, you go over to the Longbranch; Kitty's over there waiting for
you. [Abby exits (R)]
What do you think you're doin'? This ain't no business of the law, mister.
Y'know, Siple, you made me break a promise. I told her nobody'd ever hit her
again.
Plannin' to interfere with a man's natural rights?
I'm gonna teach you a lesson.
[Draws knife] 'Where you made your mistake, mister.

A
66 /2

A
21 CU. Abby.

SIPLE:
DILLON:
ABBY:
DILLON:

You really are a marshall.
Abby, you wanna go with him or you wanna stay here in Dodge?
1 never wanna see him again as long as I live.
All right, you go on over to the Longbranch; Kitty's over there waiting for
you.
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CUTTING CONTINUITY: Michael McAdam

SHOT SECONDS CONTENT

I. 5.2 64B/1 CHESTER: Mr. Dillon.

2. 9.9 64A/3 CHESTER: It's . . . it's them.
DILLON: Them? What do y'mean?
CHESTER: It's Bell Siple and that Hicks and they seen Abby and

they're just treatin' her somethin' terrible.
DILLON: Come on.

3. 10.1 65/5 SIPLE: Puttin' on airs, are ya? Think maybe you're too good for
us, eh? 'Bout time you taught another lesson, Abby.

ABBY: No, Ben, please.
SIPLE: Come 'ere.

A
4. .8 66 /2 DILLON: Hold it.

B

5. 25 66/2

A
6. 1.8 66 /2 SIPLE: You really are a marshall.

B

A
7. J.I 66 /4 DILLON: You wanna go with him, Abby ...

C

A
8. 20 66 /2 DILLON: · . . or you wanna stay here in Dodge?

B

A
.9 .9 66 /2

A

A
10. 1.0 66 /2

B

A
II. 2.6 66 /2 ABBY: I never wanna see him again as . . .

A

A
12. 1.5 66 /2 ABBY: · . . long as I live.

B

A
13. 1.3 66 /4 DILLON: All right, then, you go on over to the Long-...

C

A
14. 1.0 66 /2 DILLON: · .. branch and find Kitty.

A

IS. 3.2 66/2 SIPLE: What d'you think you're doin'?

A
16. 1.6 66 /2 SIPLE: This ain't no business of the law ...

B

A
17. 2.2 66 /4 SIPLE: · .. mister.

C DILLON: You broke a promise I made to her, Siple.

A
18. 4.5 66 /2 DILLON: 1 told her nobody'd ever hit her again.

B SIPLE: PIannin' to interfere with a man's natural rights?
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The End of the Previous Shot:
The last 10 feet of a 35-foot shot

MLS (The indication ofshot-scale is the follow
ing: LS - long shot; MLS - medium long
shot; MS - medium shot: MCU - medium
close-up; CU - close-up.)

Slightly high angle
a) St. Aubin and the Homosexual sit in the
foreground at a table playing bridge. Gene
vieve is seen between them, standing in the far
background of her game room, taking a glass
from another table. She drinks from the glass
and returns it to the table.
b) With a cigarette in a long holder in her left
hand, she walks forward and stands between
St. Aubin (on the left) and the guest (on the
right). From time to time, the hands of the card
dealer (sitting outside the frame) appear in the
lower left hand corner of the frame. Gene
vieve leans her right elbow on St. Aubin's left
shoulder and looks toward the Homosexual.

They all laugh as Genevieve moves to the left
and stands close to St. Aubin, looking over his
shoulder as he shuffles cards.

Dissolve
During the dissolve the previous image and

the new image of Genevieve are both held
long enough so that Genevieve is literally
transformed from a woman in an evening
dress into a woman in a Chinese gown: she
maintains the same posture, but appears to be
in a different environment-her oriental-style
salon.

280

Homosexual: What are you thinking about,
Genevieve?

Genevieve: About something Chamfort said
that I almost live by.

Homosexual: Which is, according to Cham
fort••.?

Genevieve: He says that love in society is
two people trading dreams
and two skins touching...

Everyone: Hmmml Hmmml
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Frame Reproductions
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